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f ABSTRACT

EDUCATION IN EASTERN UGANDA, 1900-1959':

A STUDY OF IHITIATIVE AMD RESPONSE DURING THE

i EARLY COLONIAL PERIOD

Vincent Martin Battle

The purpose of this study was to analyze the process 

of educational transfer in eastern Uganda. It focussed on the 

relationship between two crucial aspects of this process, 

initiative and response. Within the colonial situation in 

Africa, educational initiatives came from the missions and 

later from a mission-government coalition. Indigenous res

ponse came from both the aristocracy and the peasantry. How

ever, the relationship between initiatives and responses was 

not simple. African response to colonial educational initia

tives was examined in relation to the economic and administrative 

changes of the colonial period. It was argued that colonial 

educational initiatives prompted a positive indigenous response

only if fHey Oi^fgred an experience of training which was

to the economic and administrative realities ofapposit e 

the colonial environment.

These realities changed from time^to time. As a con

sequence, the study was organized chronologically. They also



varied from place to place. Thus, within each loosely defined 

period, similar educational initiatives might prompt different

responses in different places. Eastern Uganda was selected 

as the area for investigation becaxise it offered material for 

comparison. At given times in the early colonial period, edu

cational initiatives were similar throu^out the region, hut 

economic and administrative realities varied from one place to 

another. African response also varied from one place to another. 

Such variations support the idea that the nature of African 

■ response to colonial education was related to the economic and 

administrative realities of their particular colonial situation.

In the first years after the missions began their work 

in the Mbale area of eastern Uganda, their efforts were frustra

ted by their lanwillingness to see the need to adapt their 

Baganda-inspired methods to the different conditions of eastern 

Uganda. Furthermore, their dependence for support on Kakungulu, 

their use of Baganda catechists, and their interest in the 

Baganda community resident in eastern Uganda, all served to 

foster a negative identification between the missions and the 

colonial government. Given the government’s primary concern with 

pacification and stability, this identification discouraged any 

positive response to the missions’ educational initiatives.

Ifeny of these false assumptions continued when the 

missions began work in Teso. However, the profitable cultiva

tion of cotton introduced an economic environment which favored 

a positive response to mission schools by both the peasantry 

and the aristocracy. The missions, throu^ their church schools.

, 1



served as protectors of the peasants against communal obliga

tions , and thereby facilitated the mobility of the peasants 

from their lives as rural cultivators to lives as "urban" 

consumers. Special, schools for sons of chiefs offered an 

institutionalized way for the aristocracy to perpetuate itself. 

With the expansion of both the local administration

and the specialist services attached to the colonial administra
te
ti^on,^the number of posts available to those not qualified to

• > . - *
The missions'

■simultaneous emphasis on expanding and improving their facili

ties for teacher training made the normal classes the point of 

access for peasants to wage-earning jobs.

After 1925, the government's policy of selective sub

sidy to mission schools’effectively established an elitist 

school system. By refusing subsidies to most village schools, 

the authorities denied themselves the possibility of directly 

influencing these schools, ^Consequently, attempts to implement 

the policy of "adaptive" education focussed exclusively on 

the presumptive elite in subsidized schools. However, employ

ment possibilities outside of agriculture continued to exist 

for this presumptive elite, while opportrinities within the 

agriciOtural sector were limited. As peasants had learned from 

experience Ihe utility of school attendance for wage-earning 

employment, it was unlikely that, having got access to such

schools, they would willingly be diverted into "adaptive"
.

education and a career in fanning.

attend the schools for sons of chiefs increased.
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INTRODUCTION

This study examines the process hy which western edu

cational institutions were introduced to eastern Uganda and 

developed there. It will raise questions concerning the motives

and-^methods which shaped the western educational initiatives
■ 1 -

which set the process in motion. But» more significant, it

will raise questions about how the environment in eastern 

Uganda shaped and modified these initiatives once the process 

“ had begun. Education, as it emerged in eastern Uganda, did not 

conform solely to the blueprint of western designers. The 

translation of these designs into reality was accompanied by 

many alterations which better sviited the needs of the clients. 

This complex process ~ first the introduction of educational 

ideas and institutions into a new society, and then the trans

formation of these ideas ^d institutions to conform to the
1needs of that new society — is called educational transfer.

Since educational transfer was an integral part of the, 

colonial experience, it has bepn a frequent theme of historians

As such, it has suffered from the 

wealoiesses apparent in a colonial historiography that aimed at

of colo33ialism in Africa.

1'Daniel Lemer has rejected the term "transfer" because 
he feels, it is inadequate and misleading. "Transfer" for him 
does not allow for the analysis of disruptive factors which 
follow from any Institutional intrusion and which ultimately 
give it shape. He prefers the word "transformation." Hence 
the title of his article. See D. Lemer, "The Transformation 
of Institutions," The Transfer of Institutions, ed., ¥..B. 
Hamilton (Durham: lyce University Press, 1964), pp. 8-9.



justifying and glorifying the colonial presence. Much, indeed, 

most of what was written about this process throu^out the 

colonial period came from the pens of either missionaries or 

government personnel. While interesting as primary sources of 

information, these works exhibited a natural bias for egocen- 

tricity. Their audiences were generally of the same orientation 

as the writers themselves. Much of the^missionary writing was 

aimed ^t church communities at home in the interests of raising 

funds for continued work in the field. Mssionary efforts, 

missionary ideas and missionary successes inevitably received 

pride of place, little critical probing and questioning of 

these sources emerged as few readers had a basis for such a 

critique. The result of this unilateral interpretation of 

events, this appearance of "company histories" as the basis for 

knowledge, was a one-sided version of reality. Ignored in the 

majority of these sources was the essential reciprocity of the 

colonial situation. Educational Initiatives, like administrative 

and economic strategies, were taken to be superimposed on the 

tabula rasa tlmt Africa was thou^t to be.

, As it had^^uff ered throu^ association with the colonial
>

historiography of the past, the study of educational transfer

I

tf

has also profited from the changing historiography of Africa
1 ' '^■y

that has characterized the last decade or so. Increasingly,

trained historians, at first mostly foreign and later indigenous,

have been able to step back from the biased position of active

participant, to observe the educational initiatives of the 

European agents with a hi^er degree of objectivity and cri

tical perception. Researchers in the first stage of this



evolution still focussed largely on who the Europeans were, 

what they did, and why they did what they did. Explanations
4

were spu^t in the forces and factors which- shaped policy in

Europe and America. Different policies, were seen to result

from the different environments in which each of these initia-

But gr^ually, the reciprocal nature of the

process of educational transfer has been recognized. Not only

the algent his environment, but also the client and his •

environment, has merited the researcher's attention. In fact,

the latter of these factors is recognized now as the more

influential. In examining this process generally, Daniel

Lemer has su^ested this priority!

^ " the controlling component of this sequence
is to the traditional society. 3!he
initial intrusion comes, it is true, from the 
outside. But its impact depends upon the re
action of the indigenous people. An intrusion 
that is widely ignored or evaded or rejected 
has little or no impact. It is only an intru
sion which is internalized by a si^iificant 
fraction of the population that can have any 
lasting effect.^

To focuB upon this dependence, however, is not to 

suggest the meeting of a dsmamic foreign initiative (intrusion) 

and a static, traditional society. Some attempts to analyze 

a society's capacity to assimilate extenaal Initiatives have 

focussed on such notions as a society's value system or 

political culture to explain observed differences from one

tors emerged.

.1 11)3.3.»9 p® 9o
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1 These efforts tend to ignore the changingsociety to another, 

conditions in pre-colonial societies which over time altered

1.

this so-called asgimilative capacity. In looking to the indi

genous society for clues which help to e^^ain the fate of 

external initiatives, it seems- most useful to focus on those 

elements within that society which were themselves changing. 

Such change detennined the speed and ease with which new econo

mic an^ social patterns were worked out in accoidance with the

The job of theaims and expectations of the colonial power, 

educational historian, then, is to examine the process of

educational transfer in li^t of these new patterns of acti

vity, Educational initiatives which were successful can be 

said to have been responsive to-these new patterns; those which-; 

failed did not, Research on educational development in Ghana 

has suggested this relationships

In the initial phases of contact there 
' will be virtiially no demand for formal educa
tion unless some changes have already occurred 
in the traditional structures. If, for example, 
there had been an attempt to offer western 
education in vacuo, and if it had not been 
associated with significant changes in the

1 See D.E, Apter, The Politics of Modernization (Chicago: 
The University of Cihicago Press. 1965): O.E. Black. The Dynamics 
of Modernization (Uew York: Harper and Row, 1966); for examples 
from eastern Uganda, see U. Dyson-Hudson, "Factors Inhibiting 
Change in an' African Pastoral Society; The Karlmojong of North
eastern n,orani^a^'« Transactions of the New York Academy of Sciences. 
mV (1962), pp. 771-801; also, B. Brook, "Pastoral Yalues as 
an Explanation of Conservatism in Karamoja District Uganda," 
Issues in African Develoment (Papers presented at the Annual 
Meeting,of the Canadian Association of African Studies,
February, 1972), pp. 22-48,



economy or the system of political control, 
it is likely that educational demand would 
have remained minimal; educational institu
tions by themselves would not have consti
tuted powerful factors in social change,i

The present study aims to analyze the response to 

foreign educational inilJlatives in terms of how fax these 

initiatives were associated with the significant social 

(dxanges of the early colonial period. Did a fit exist at 

different stages- during this* period between theqe inijbiatives 

and the changing social situation? Educational initiatives 

by missions or governments were basically external factors,

5Dhe changing patterns in economic and political activity 

followed from the growth of a cash crop econon^ and the 

establishment of a colonial administration. Both educational - 

initiatives and colonial environments changed over time. Thus, 

the criteria for indigenous response were not constant. What 

might succeed at one time would not necessarily succeed at 

another. Consequently, the study is divided chronologically, 

thou^ time periods are not dogmatically adhered to becatise 

neither the initiatives nor the environments which defined 

them changed in a rigidly calendrical sequence. Even within 

these loosely defined time periods, however, colonial environ

ments varied from one place to another in accordance with the

changing nature of each society at the time of the colonial 

challenge. If, therefore, educational initiatives were similar

1P. Poster,. Education and Social Change in Ghana 
(Chicago; The University Of Chicago Press, 1965), pp. 58-39.



k.
throu^out a given area, and only the environments differed, 

we would be able, through a comparative analysis, to see how 

these differences affected indigenous response to educational 

initiatives.

Eastern Uganda^provides interesting material for this

type of comparison. As used here, eastern Uganda includes

those- areas which make up present-day Bukedi, Bugisu, Sebei,
1Teso and K^amoja districts (see I-Iap 1, p. 16). This area

was referred to by several different names throughout the

colonial period. The most common, used even recently by
2

’ scholars, was "Bukedi," though it is clear that this name 

had no local Ciirrency. Nonetheless, it has persisted up to 

the present and this can cause confusion. References through

out this text to the colonial designation, as distinct from the 

present-day district, will be enclosed in quotation marks. In 

some early missionary writing, the area was inaccurately called 

"Eavirondo" because of the linguistic similarity between some 

of the people in eastern Uganda and those further to the south 
and east,^ Earamoja was rarely included in any reference to 

"Bukedi." In fact, the accurate name was known very early 

on, though some confusion may result from its sometimes being

1As I write> these district boundaries are in the pro
cess of beiig changed again. The area included here is likely 
to coincide with the new Eastern and Earambja Brovinces.

^3ee M. Twaddle, "Politics in Bukedi" (Unpublished 
Ph.D. dissertation. University of London, 1967), 540 pp. He 
used the term for convenience, and his introduction provides 
a good explanation of the origin of the term.

^See C.M.S. Archives, A7/03, Crabtree's Journal letter.
10 October 1901.



ul The entire area was incorporated into thewritten ''Karamojo.

Uganda Protectorate as vaguely defined in 1894* and became a 

frontier area after 1902 when a large part of this protectorate

was transferred to the East Africa Protectorateo Prior to 1902, 

the area made up Uganda's Central Province. Subsequently, it 

has always been the fulcrum of the Eastern Province.

As an area of secondary BiiBsion penetration, easteim 

Uganda (experienced mission initiatives in education which were 

strongly influenced by ideas and strategies that had emerged in 

Buganda. Such a bias was inevitable when the decision-malcing 

^mechanisms, and, in fact, many of the early missionaries, 

remained firmly rooted in the traditions of early work in Buganda. 

Whatever the advantages or disad-ii^tages for the work in eastern 

Uganda, the transfer of this model meant that mission Initiatives 

were broadly similar throu^out the area in a given period. This 

similarity was strengthened by the fact that only two missions, 

the Protestant Church Missionary Society (C.M.S.) and the Homan

I

Catholic Mill Hill Mission (M.H.M.), were , in the area during the

In contrast, the diversity of the colonial 

Thou^ small, eastern

early colonial peidod. 

sitxiation within the area was marked.

Uganda represented a geographical and cultural mix and a con—

This diversitycomitant complexity in the pre-colonial period, 

persisted in the face of colonial overrule because it imposed on

the colonial authorities the need to deal ■^th each area dif-

Thus, attempts to develop a cash crop economy and toferently.

^See U.D.M. Bell, Karamoio Safari (New York: Harcourt, 
1949), 298 p.Brace & Co • 9
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estalaliali a colonial administration impinged on eaeli society 

with, varying degrees of force, and met with, varying degrees of 

This combination of broadly similar educationalsuccess.

initiatives and diverse colonial environments permits us to 

analyze the relationship between education, economic and social

change, and indigenous response.

Whiifi it provided an important dimension to this study.

the diversity of eastern Uganda also presented ce-rtaih diffi-

The main problem arosec\ilties for the actual investigation, 

from the unequal availability of material on the different

First, anthropological data which had been collected 

and written up and which was important for an understanding of 

the atmosphere**of contact, tended to focus on only some of the 

societies of eastern Uganda, leaving others almost totally un

studied. Fortunately, both the Iteso and the Bagisu were among 

those peoples who captured the attention of researchers. 

Similarly, detailed secondary studies on economic and social 

developments of the first decades of the colonial period were 

Here it was Karamoja which profited most from the 

attention of the historian, thou^ neither Teso nor Bugisu had

areas.

uneven.

been completely overlooked.

Priamiry material, that is, archival soTirces, presented

the greatest difficulty, as this material was uneven in both

The archives at Soroti, in Teso District,quantity and quality, 

must surely be the best organized of all of the district archives

in Uganda, having been neatly and logically arranged and cata-

They were x^ed extensively, therefore.logued some years back.

At llbale, there is also an impressive collection of archival



material whicli is, unfortunately, completely unordered. It 

•hftg received more attention from wMte ants and lizards than 

from officials, A great deal of time was spent over a five- . 

month period trying to eztract material from these archives, 

with some success. (Phe arrangement of these documents, however, 

was far too great an undertaking for the time available, and a 

feeling of dissatisfaction over their condition and inacces

sibility persists. !Phe Bukedi District archives, appear to have 

suffered from the peripatetic nature of the district's admini

strative headquarters, which was sometimes housed at Tororo, 

sometimes at Mbale, and sometimes at Malukhu, near Mbale, 

Remnants of these archives can be found mixed in with those of 

Bugisu District at Mbale, but much of this material has dis-

The archives in Karamoja, according to James Barber, 

and no attempt was made to track down any 

surviving documents. Some compensation -for this unevenness 

rtftTtia from also using the Secretariat Archives at Entebbe and 

the Colonial Office archives at'the Public Records Office in 

London, but this mateirial generally lacked the local detail 

being sou^t.

appeared, 

were destroyed. 1

church archives were also tmeven, She C.M.S, has 

an impressive and well-organized collection at their headquarters 

in London, which was very useful, ilhe Hative Anglican Church in 

Uganda an equally large collection hoxised at its provincial 

offices at Hamirembe, Kampala. Unfortunately, much of the 

educational mateirial, along with a miscellany of other documents.

^See J, Barber, Tnipp-riai Frontier (Bairobi: East African 
Publishing House, 1968), p. 222.
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transferred to various organizations and individuals when 

the office of Education Secretary was abolished in 1964. A

so that some of these

1. was

1
record was kept of, this distribution, 

errant documents were eventually traced to the Makerere University

library archives, as well as to the Departments of Religious 

Studies and Education at the same university. Eor the M.H,M • $

the problems were greater, for such material as existed was 

scattered far and wide. 03tily a sman box of documents remained

Okie bulk of what appears toat their headq\xa3rbers-iH London.
2

exist may be found at the diocesan offices of the Jinja diocese.

^In addition, much valuable information was available in some of

the older parishes in eastern Ifeanda itself. Hyondo and Hagongera 

particTilarly \i3eful, but other collections were found at •;

In sum, however, the archival material

were

Budaka, Dabani and Hgora, 

for Protestant mission work is far more substantial than that

This imbalanceavailable for the work of the Roman Catholics, 

has inevitably affected this study.

Oral material has not been gathered and incorporated to

The original intention had been to conduct 

interviews on a small scale in each area under study after com-

Unfortunately, only two

the desired extent.

pleting the archival investigations, 

weeks after my arrival in eastern Uganda, in. January, 1971,

political developments in the country made it extremely difficult

^Eamirembe Archives, PE l/l, B. Wardrop, Church of 
Uganda Education Office to Provincial Secretary, Church of 
Uganda, 17 May 1964.

^The material was moved here from Nsambya following the 
formation of one Kampala diocese from the two that had existed 
at Rubaga and Ksambya, and the consequent downgrading of the 
M.H.M, position at Nsambya.



to imdertiake such. InteiviewiDgi Some months later, Bukedi 

District was officially closed to any kind of research, and 

subsequent archi-v^ investigations at both Soroti and Mbale 

were only carried out under close official scrutiny. Fortunately, 

the existence of a large collection of transcripts of inter

views done by undergrsiduates at tifekerere University binder the 

^pervision of the staff of the HistoiT- Department came to my

(k.-

atteni;ion. Although not gathered i^rith the same purposes in 
these texts helped fill the gap crimed by my own in

ability to interview. Two of these texts were of particular 

value for the present study, 

tigation, Teso, Tias not covered by this interview program, 

however, so once again the problem of unevenness in sources 

was confronted.

mind.

1 One of the main areas of inves-

"--f

This study of educational transfer during the colonial 

period maintains an historical perspective. If, however, it 

responds successfully to the challenge imposed on it to inves

tigate educational initiatives in terms of how they were 

associated with economic and social developments, it will have 

a wider than historical relevance, Thou^ official colonial 

influence ended with the achievement of political independence 

in 1962, the phenomenon of educational transfer did not. 

Educational aid as one dimension of techniceil assistance con

tinues to be a very significant element in relations between

V
\- ‘^See lyiakerere University, Depaiiment of History, 

"Bugisu Historical■Education Texts," collected by Rebecca 
tiafabi-lfedaba; "Bukedi Historical Texts," collected by 
Priscilla Edegemo-l'ibayo.



the developing countries of the third world and the developed 

countries of the indiistrialized world. These contemporary 

programs of educational transfer continue to take place within 

the context of varying economic and social conditions. These 

variations parallel those which existed during the colonial 

period and which deternd.ned the success or failure of educa

tional innovation. Historical perspectives might therefore 

infor^ contemporary efforts.

o.



k.

CHAPTER I

■'EASTERN UGAJDA ON THE EVE OF 
COLONIALISM

Both, the introduction of western education into eastern
IUganda and the creation of the colonial si'tuation of which it

The first
.1

was a part fit squarely into the twentieth century.

Christian missionaries began their work in the area in 1900 and
V

it was under their auspices that schools got their start. The 

"first rudimentary form of colonial admiMstration appeared in 

the same year, only a few months earlier, with the arrival of 

Kakungulu, a Muganda geneial in the employ of the protectorate 

authorities at iStebbe. Yeti' in order to understand either_th9 

broad phenomenon of colonial overrule in the area or the narrow 

of educational transfer and the response to it withinprocess

this colonial context, it is necessary to look back to the

nineteenth century for clues. The degree to which any society 

able to adapt to the changes wroiight by colonial inno-vation 

depended on the interaction between the form those changes took 

and the recent history of the society concerned. Thus, anyone 

seeking to understand the success or failxire which adaptation 

to colonialism met is forced to look beyond the agents of change

was

_  the colonialists — to the Indigenous social situation at

Such social sitviationsthe time that the colonialists arrived.

not, however, static; they had evolved over time, as the 

result of the continuing introduction of new "variables into a

were



fluid environment. A preliminary social history of the recent 

past becomes important, therefore, for understanding the sub

sequent capacity of a society to adapt to the colonial situation.

THE) HIKETBBHTH CBHTURT SITUATION

Bor eastern Uganda, this recent past can be defined as 

the last half of the nineteenth century. The most significant 

variablSe during this period in eastern Uganda was‘economic, Th^ 

appearance of new economic options had varying effects on the' 

social alignments throughout the area. The last decades of the 

.century also witnessed the violent, but usually temporary. 

Incursions of people into the area for purposes other than 

settlement or transit. Both of ihese phenomena had their source' 

in conditions external to eastern Uganda, but the effects on the 

area were significant.

They were not, however, -uniform in all places, 

early colonial period this area had a broad tinity fostered by 

its status as an appendage to the area of real colonial interest 

in Uganda, the interlacustrine kingdoms to the south and west. 

The rule of Kakungulu, the Muganda general called upon by the 

hard-pressed and largely disinterested authorities at Entebbe 

to orgaaaize a rudimentary eidministration east and north of the 

Mpologoma River, strengthened in the minds of these authorities 

the notion that the area could be ruled as one unit. In fact, 
Kakungulu styled himself "king of Bukedl.^^ Quickly, however.

In the

^M. Twaddle, "Politics in Bukedi" (Unpublished Ph.D. 
dissertation. University of London, 1967), pp. 128-29,



^ the weakness of this position became clear. Three separate 

recognized; i) Earamoja, a vast, intermittently 

watered plain which extended north and east from Mount Elgon 

to the escarpment above Lake Rudolf and the Chemerongit Hills 

and which corresponds to the present Earamoja and Sebei Dis

tricts; ii) Teso, a mach’more fertile plain which occupied 

the hrea west and south as far as the shores of lake Eyoga and 

’^ch coi^esponds to the present Teso District; and.iii) a
i/

third area, here called the Mbale area, which was and is less 

easy to define, having long been subject to controversy in

areas were

The termrespect of boundaries and administrative divisions.

as used here accorded with the region covered byi"Mbale area"
The most populous district in the 

The rest of the Mbale area is in the present

the Mbale District of C.M.S.

area is Bugisu.

Bukedi District (see Map 1). Economic specialization in the

colonial period — cattle in Earamoja, cotton in Teso. and coffee

to reinforce the tripartite division that hadin Bugisu ~ tended 

emerged from the "kingdom of Bukedi." Consequently, this

division has proved useful as a way of organizing the compara-

It istive analysis which forms the bulk of this study, 

important, therefore, that the preliminary social history of 

the area also be treated in terms .of these three areas.

VflT»a.Tno ja
The people of Earamoja are commonly called the Earamojong, 

thou^ in reality they belong to several linguistically different,

In addition, two non-related peoples, thebut related, groups.

Suk and the Sebei, occupy the south-eastern comer of the
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Karamoja plain, thoij^ both are predominantly highlands people. 

With the exception of a small number of moiintain dwellers who 

reside on the upper slopes of the volcanic peats which are 

characteristic of the area, tlM Karamojong are pastoralist 

cattle-keepers. Rainfall, while not uniformly inadequate, is

eiratic and seasonal and thus agriculture is a hazardous tinder- 

Competition for grazing land has been a constant1taking.
N._ _ _

feature of life in this area.

This competition was hei^tened in the last half of the 

nineteenth century because of the pressure exerted on the 

Karamojong by their powerful nei^bors to the east. The Kara- 

mojong were under direct pressure from the Turkana who pxished 

aggressively southwards during tills period. Turkana expansion ’ 

was aided greatly in the last years of the century by the impor

tation of arms throu^ Ethiopia and Somaliland. The Suk too 

were widening the area under their control at the expense of 

the Earamojong, moving steadily down from their hills and

occupying the plains and river valleys which had formed a
2

frontier between the two peoples. The Sebei, living as they 

did on the northern flanks of Mount Elgon and in the plains 

below, were exposed to pressure from both the Earamojong and 

the Mandi to .the east. Heavy raids were recorded from the 

Eitale area of Eenya by the 1860's and 1870’s. Evidence of

1 See P.H, Gulliver, "Jie Agriculture," Uganda Journal.
X7III (1954), 65.

p 0

J, Barber, Imperial Erontier (Hairobl: East African 
Publishing House, 1968}, pp. 85-86; see also R.W, Beachey, 
"The Arms Trade in Bast Africa in the Nineteenth Century," 
Journal of African History. Ill (1962),-pp, 466-67.



1 What emerges in thespecific raids was recorded in 1890, 

northeastern corner of Uganda, therefore, is a coterie of

cattle-keeping peoples arranged in a power hierarchy with 

the furkana at the top, followed in descending order hy the

Each was motivatedSuk, the Earamojong and finally the Sebei. 

principally by the nedd to maximize territory in the interests

This competition, and the violence whichof supporting cattle.
's.,_ _

it bred, continued well into the colonial period.
- f.

In fact, the potential for violence was greatly en- 

’ hanced with the increase in the volume of available firearms

as a result of the area's being incorporated into a developing"^

In the last years of thenetwork of trade based at the coast, 

nineteenth centtiry, Karamoja and Sebei became the foci of the ;

most highly organized and profitable trading network in the 

area. The reference here is, of course, to the appearance of

Initially,Arab, Swahili and Baluchi traders based at Zanzibar.

their aim was to purchase ivory, but in later years the capture

With the opening up of the directof slaves was not unknown, 

route from the coast, these coastal traders no longer needed

to follow the route inland via Tabora> and across the lake. 

With this shift, the riches in ivory to the noorth-east, which 

had been hinted at in the Kyoga markets, became readily

1For the pre-colonial history of Sebei, see J.M, 
Weatherby, "Inter-tribal Warfare on Mt. Elgon in the Nineteenth 
and Tirentieth Centin^ies," Uganda Journal XX.V1 (1962), 200 ff.| 
H.B. Thomas and R.E. Lindrell, "Early Ascents of Mount Elgon," 
U/TfiTirJa Journal XL (1956). 116; J.M. Weatherby, "A Note on the 
Rpho-i Oaves ^Uganda JoTJrnal. 2371 (1962), 215; C.W. Hobley, 
"Notes on a Journey Round Mount Masawa or Elgon." Gteographical 
Journal. IX (February, 1897), 182; W. Soldschmidt, Sebei Law 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1967), p. 9.



■i)-

accessible from the east. The inland base of this route was at

Mumia's, and the earliest route north from there passed east of

Mount Elgon to the advanced base camp on the northern flanks of

the mountain among the Sebei, Several early travellers have

Karamoja, however.

In the 1880's and 1890*3

the^ volume of trade was small. The traders carried away only

that ivory which the Earamojong brou^t to them, and in return

gave beads. In the last years of the century, however, the

number of traders grew appreciably. As competition for ivory

^creased, and prices rose, traders turned into hunters using 
2

firearms. The introduction of these firearms and the competi

tion of traders from Ethiopia, who had already armed the Turkana,* 

laid the area open to the fixll fury of the coastal traders. ,

By the turn of the century, Karamoja, with its impressive 

traders' camp at Manimani, was an important link in the chain 
that stretched all the way from Zanzibar.^

The outside traders provided new challenges and new 

influences. Those Earamojong who responded by providing the 

traders' wants profited greatly, especially when cattle replaced 

beads as the object of barter. Such transactions permitted

i.

1attested to the existence of this camp, 

was the main arena for this trade.

1Hobley, 0£. cit.. p. 182; H.H. Austin, With Macdonald 
i^ Uganda (London; Edifard Arnold, 1900), pp. 151-55; see also 
E.M. Woodward, Precis of Infoitnation Concerning the Uganda 
Protectorate (London; Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1902), 
p. 50.

^See W.D.M. Bell, Earamo.io Safari (Hew York; Harcotirt 
1949); also, H. Eayne, The Ivory Haiders (London;Brace & Oo .

William Heinemann, 1925).
• 9

5Eor a detailed account of this trade, see Barber, on. 
cit... pp. 91-106; also Beachey, o£, cit.. pp, 466-67.



certain Eairaiiiojong to replenish; stock decimated in the 1890 ‘ a 

by raids and epidemics.

entrepreneurial skills did begin to emerge.

1 In this way, a small cadre of men with

3y and large, however, 

the incorporation of Earamoja into a long-distance trading net

work did little to alter basic economic and social patterns.

Cattle continued to be -the focal point of economic and social

life.^ By making available to the Earamojong supplies of arms
_ _

with ^Mch the fi^t '^gainst the Turkana and the could be 

more effectively waged, the traders tended to reinforce and

strengthen the institutions of warfare which were the basis of

T'be new economic options did nothing to lessenKaramojong life, 

the significance of the age-grade system, which retained its 

importance as a way of initiating men into the life of the

people fvnfi of organizing their warfare activities. Thus, the 

appearance of new economic options, far from destroying the 

traditional institutions, gave them renewed vitality. As a 

result, the level of violence was increased to such an extent 

that when colonial authority was extended to Earamoja, the need 

for pacification monopolized official thinking and policy.

geso

With the minor exception of the Eumam, who occupy a 

peninsula that juts into lake Eybga and that constitutes 

Eaberamaido County of the present Teso District, all the people

^Barber, on. cit.. pp. -91 ^d lOl,

^See P.H. Gulliver, ghe Family Herds; A Study of gwo 
Pastoral gribes in East Africa.' ghe Jie and the gurkana tlondon;
Routiedge'& Kegan Paul, Ltd. , 1966); D. Clark, "Memori^ Ser
vice for an Ox in Earamoja," Uganda Joiimal. E71 (1952), 69“71j 
W. & R^xDyson-Hudson, "I'larriage Economy: ghe Earamojbng," 
Natural ULstorv. 12X1 (May, 1962), 44-55.



These people have.I, of this area are commonly called the Iteso.

over a period of perhaps three hundred years, moved away from

the linguistically related Earamojong toward the relatively 

fertile and well-watered areas of modem Teso. This migration 

continued^ -^11 into the nineteenth century. As they moved west 

and south, their dependence on agriculture increased. This shift 

was accelerated as a result of famines and epidemics which greatly 

reduced their stock of cattle. In this way, the Itesp became pri

marily farmers whose interest in cattle was secondaiy. Patterns 

of shifting ctiltivation slowly gave way to rotational cropping, 
thus reinforcing the sedentarization of the Iteso.^ This adap

tation would not have been possible in the semi-arid lands of 

‘ the Karamojong and the Suk. In addition, their security increased . 

for they were moving out of the effective range of the Hand! and 

Turkana invaders from the east, while still being shielded by 

Kyoga from the worst depredations of the Baganda.

These migrations the concomitant, though gradual, 

shift in economic activity from pastoralism to agriculture 

shaped the history of Teso in the period under study, 

lessening of dependence on cattle meauit inevitably that a new 

source of food and wealth would be sou^t. The fluidity which 

characterized the search for such a source Introduced an open- 

ness to new economic options that was lacking in the more 

predictable environment of Earamoja.

changing conditions had Important effects on the social organ!-.

The

This need to adapt to

^J.B. Webster, "Pioneers of Teso," Tarikh, III (1970), 
pp. 48-49? also J.C.D. lawrance. The Iteso (London: Oxford 
University Press, 1957), p. 135»



Both the clan, which had Been territorially
(t

defined, and the age groups, which had centered on the waging of 

war, declined in significance's- settlements came to include 

people from many different clans, and as the decreasing depen

dence on cattle and the increasing distance between them and
*

their cattle-keeping neighbors reduced the need for institutions 

(o£ war.
resekrch on Teso.

zation of the Iteso,

1 This complex sequence of events was suggested by early

It is possible that the indigenous Iteso 
social organization would have been able to 
withstand this authoritarian imposition of an 
alien chiefly organization /by the colonial 
authorities/ if it had not been that this 
society was itself in a state of flux owing to 
change from a nomadic pastoral existence to a 
fixed agricultural,life. The introduction of 
the profitable economic cotton crop' and the 
prevention of local warfare accentuated the 
tendencies already inherent in the change from 
pastoralism to agricviltiire. If it had not been 
for this, the local organization might have 
carried on a subterranean eristence parallel 
with the Government one as has happened so 
frequently in other parts of Africa. That it 
has not done so is probably due more to the 
economic changes than to the -undoubted pressiare 
which came from the Baganda to suppress the 
initiation ceremonies, which were at one time 
the chief bond in local life.2

The economic and social changes of nineteenth-cen-tury Teso mean-fc 

that piecemeal selection of colonial offerings was far more pos

sible there than, for example ^ in Karamoja where traditional 

economic and social patterns continued to exist as lively options. 

The migrations south and west were also significant

1 For a discussion of these institutions, see Webster, 
‘ 0£. cit., pp. 53-55.

A.G.A. Wri^t,"Notes on the Iteso Social Orj
(1942), p. 62.

■h-
zation,"
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because by them the Iteao were brought into contact with the 

trading networks of the Bantu-speaking peoples of the inter- 

lacustrine area. Lake Kyoga was especially important in facili

tating this trade. It has been called the "trunk road" of such 
ta?ade.^ The Banyoro were the most important of these trading 

partners, §nd it was with* the Iteso and the Kumam that they 

had jthe most contact. Some Arabs, based in Bunyoro, also took 

advantage; of existing links to bai-ter for ivory with the Kumam. ^ 

Initially, cattle, goats, hides and skins, and foodstuffs were 

bartered by the Iteao and Kumam in return for barkcloth, beads, 

fish and iron hoes. Sweet potatoes and groundnuts were also 

highly prized by those north of the lake. Iron hoes, however,

« were the most significant import, as the replacement of wooden 

ones with ones made of iron allowed for rapid improvement in 

agricultxiral methods and productivity. These hoes had at one

time been imported into Kumam and Teso throu^ the agency of 

the langi. The price was, therefore, very hi^, as much as
Q

three hoes being the equivalent of one cow. 

trade opened up between the Banyoro and the Kumam, these latter 

were quick to establish themselves as middlemen, selling the

When the direct

hoes to both the Iteso and the Karamojong in return for cattle.

The ivory thus collected soonand, most important, ivory, 

appeared at the lake shore markets, thus rendering the trade

1 M. Odada, "The Economy of Pre-Colonial Kumam," Sovirce 
I^terial in ITi°anda History. Vol. D (Kampala: Makerere University, 
department of History, iild.), p. 489.

p
Odada, 0£. cit.. p. 489; see also J.C.D. Lawrance.

"A History of the Iteso to 1957,” Uganda Journal XIX (1955), p. 19.



profitable for the Eumam and more desirable for those to 

the south/ including the recently arrived Arabs, and Swahilis 

from Zanzibar.

more

1

The organization of this trade was strai^tforward. The 

Iteso and the Kumam did not own canoes. Thus the responsibility 

for the actual transport of goods across Lake Eyoga in either

Such an arrangement2
direction fell most notably to the Banyoro. 

meant tliat the exchange of goods took place on the*northei*n

shore of the lake, which was dotted with markets found either

(These loci ofunder trees or at the homes of certain people, 

trade came to be associated with the person in whose or near 

whose home they were, and soon came to bear his name. Such a

person, in return for his assistance in organizing such markets, ^

Evidence suggests tl^t thewas given some payment by the traders, 

trade continued throu^out the year, reaching its greatest volume,

Kumam traditionduring the dry season from November to Itorch.

indicates that their trade links with the Banyoro reached ,
5

their peak dxiring the reign of Eabarega, between 1869-1899.

A study of Bugondo, one such area on the northern shore 

of Lake Kyoga, has indicated that a significant result of these 

commercial contacts was the growth of polyethnic contact. 

Initially, such economic specialization as emerged appears to

also

^Several authors have alluded to this trade. See 
.apeciaXly

-—“ (1971), pp. 148-49.
op. eit
TTganda Journal. XXXV

^"Extracts from Mr. Crabtree's Reports," Uganda Notes,

• 9

May, 1901o
^Odada, "Pre-Colonial Kumam," p. 488.



as

1
fc. haye been defined along ethnic lines.

tion of ethnicity and economic activity did not endure, however. 

3y 1912, when the colonial authorities took up the responsibility

This rigid identifica-

for the establishment of a township at Bugondo, these lines had

In fact, one thrust of protectorate policyalready been blurred.

was to revitalize ethnic categories and impose ethnic segre^tion
2

in the interests of orderly development•
's._

social realities thwarted this attempt to ascribe importance to

But the economic and

ethnic identification. These loci of trade were important pre

cisely because they offered opportunities for individuals to 

succeed apart from ethnic origins^ People engaged in trade were 

at all times a minority of the population. Nonetheless, the 

‘ existence of this minority provided a model of successful indi

vidualism based on the learning of skills and techniques which 

were outside of the scope of tiraditional Teso life. In justi

fying her use of a spatial community as her unit of analysis.

Joan Yincent has suiggested the significance of this model for

"In Africa the settled community may be lookedsocial history.

the localin whioh. peoule become persons as economicupon as

political development brings with it increased room for
3

for the individual and an expanding range of choice.”maneuver

The introduction of cotton, which was the basis of colonial 

economic policy in Teso, was able to capitalize on the eji^erience 

gained from these early commercial contacts across lake Kyoga 

and the polyethnic interaction which they bred.

^Joan Yincent, African Elite; The Big Men of a Small 
gown (New York: Columbia University Press, 1971), p. 257.

^Ibid

3ibid

pp. 71-72.

p, 264• Emphasis mineo
® 9
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k. The Mbale Area

The people of the Mbale area are heterogeneous in the 

extreme, having neither linguistic unity nor any degree of 

shared traditions. Representatives of Uganda's three main 

language groups — Nilotic, Nilo-Cushitic, and Bantu ~ can 

all be found here. The most numerous occupants are Bantu- 

speaking. Yet even among these peoples there are significant 

linguistic differences and traditions which seem to»indicate 

diverse origins. The Padhola, the most enigmatic linguistic 

group in this part of Uganda, speak a Nilotic language related 

to that spoken in northern Uganda, as well as in southwestern 

Kenya, but totally unlike the languages in their immediate 

nei^borhood. The Teso-speaking people who straddle the present ' 

Kenya-Uganda border in the area of Tororo are directly related 

to the Iteso. They appear to have been the last people to 

enter the IRjale area and were not finally settled at the onset 

of colonialism. Despite this ethnic heterogeneity, a certain 

unity can be imposed on the area based on economic patterns.

The prevailing activity throu^out the area was subsistence 

agricultTare, A rudiments^ system of crop rotation existed.

The Tnai.n harvest was followed by the cultivation of subsidiary 

food crops which supplied the needs of the family. Cultivation 

of grain was the nom in the plains whereas bananas were the 

staple in the highlands of Mount Elgon among the Bagisu.

The peoples of the area also had trading contacts outside 

of the area. Iron hoes were a significant"object of trade in

1

1 J.D. Tothill (ed,). Agriculture in Uganda (Londons 
Oxford University Press, 1940), pp. 42-45,
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,Sarnia to the south. The Basamia had long been known for their 

ability at iron working, and the existence of a market where 

their products, as well as smelted iron, were sold cau^t the 

attention of an early observer. In times of famine these hoes

were exchanged for food from some parts of Busoga.
*

tion to exchange with peoples outside the area, it is likely 

that the neighbors of the Basamia also looked to them for their 

supplies since iron ore was unavailable among the'Banyole, 

Bagwere, and Padhola,

The Bagisu, alone among the peoples of eastern Uganda,

. have been"d«picted as disdaining trade over any significant 

distance. The first missionary in the area was struck by their 

unwillingness to go “more than six miles in a direct line from 

their home.” The lack of markets was also in marked contrast to 

the active barter going on in Sarnia, not more than fifty miles 

away, and the "great border markets of Kairanja," not more than 

twenty miles distant.^ This disdain of establishing trading 

links outside of their own territory, however, has been greatly 

exaggerated, as later evidence, based on broader observations, 

has shown subst^tial external contact. The early missionary 

himself admitted that the Bagisu went as far as the village

1 In addi-

chief Ifeyanja, about ten miles from Mumia's, in the territory

Some Bagisu even reached theof the closely related Babukusu,

^C.M.S. Archives, Crabtree Paners Ho. 27/l, Crabtree 
to Hobley (?), 8 January 1902; also see Uganda Hotes. February, 
1902.

^Uganda Notes. February, 1902. It is likely that Kairanja, 
whom Crabtree identifies as a "border Musoga chief," was a Mugwere, 
speaking a language almost Indistinguishable from Lusoga.



1viUage of Itonia itself to trade. In addition, a number of 

iron furnaces have been located in Bugisu, yet iron ore was 

unknown. One obseinrer has suggested that smiths imported metal

and made only spears, knives and roti^ ornaments; spades and hoes 

were broxi^t ready-made from Bunyoro and Busoga,^ This attempt

to link Bugisu with Bunyoro throu^ trade accords with the

obse:^tions of an early traveller who noted the existence in 

Bugisu of^ "a fexf cowries, found to have been imported from 

Bunyoro, being passed on throu^ intermediate tribes,”^ The

contact between Bugisu and Busoga has also received attention.
\

Citing an example from Bumasifwa in northern Bugisu, Ghmddle 

described a system of triangular trade in cattle, ivory and 

iron implements between Bugisu, Seb'ei and Busoga. Cattle was 

exchanged for Ivory in Sebei; ivory for hoes in Busoga; and hoes 

for more cattle in Bugisu. In other words, the Bagisu are shown 

as the middlemen, getting ivory from Sebei and supplying it to 

Busoga, and getting hoes from Busoga, using some for domestic 
consumption, and supplying the rest to Sebei.^

1 G.M.S. Archives, Crabtree Papers No. 27/l, Crabtree to 
Hobley (?), 8 January 1902; also No. 27/5, Crabtree to Poaker 
(I'knnias), 15 May 1902.

2
J. Roscoe, The Bagesu and Other Tribes of the Uganda 

Protectorate (CambridgeT University Press, 1924), 
also J.S, LaPontaine, "The Social Organization cf the Gisu of 
Uganda with special reference to their Initiation Ceremonies," 
(Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Cambridge University, 1957), 
p. 98.

pp. 50-51; see

3
■•^Hobley, oja. cit.. p, 182,
^Twaddle, op. cit.. p. 66, citing J.S. LaPontaine, The 

gisu of Uganda (London: International African Institute, 1959), 
pp. 20-25; see also Entebbe Secretariat Archives (E.S.A,), A/lO, 
Parrant, "Bukedi, 1900"; also, Roscoe, op. cit.. p. 66, for a 
discussion of the iron ore trade into Sebei.
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These trading contacts do not appear to have spawned 

the same polyethnic communities that grew up along the north 

shore of lake Kyoga, possibly because the loci of trade were 

not so rigidly fixed by geography. Furthermore, they were in 

no way apposite to future commercial development in the area.

With the increased interest in the ivory trade of Karamoja, 

the administration focussed its attention on controlling the 

transpo:^ of the ivory to the coast through eastern Uganda 

(Mbale) instead of through the East Africa Protectorate. 

Therefore, these early commercial experiences did not have the 

enduring Significance as did those in Teso, But the availa

bility of economically viable resources, combined with the lack 

of natural barriers to attack, opbned up this part of eastern *
.•j

Uganda to on-going, often violent incursions into the area.

It was this vulnerability to external attack that shaped the 

history of the Mbale area in the last half of the nineteenth 

century

Prom the west the most important aggression came from

Buganda, which was in the process of expansion in several

Segmentary societies were 

One of the

directions during this century, 

easy prey for cattle collecting e^editions. 

earliest Europeans to pass throu^ this area noted that, with

the capitulation of the Basoga, the aggressive activities of 

the BagBTi<^a had been intensified and raids farther east had 

been stepped up to ^ch an extent that by the last half of the 

nineteenth century, havoc had grown greatly in magnitude. 1

1 &.S. Were, A History of the Abaluyia of Western Kenya 
(Nairobi: East African Publishing House,~1967)» p. 142, citing 
Joseph Thomson, Throu^ Ijasai baud (London: S. Low, Marston, 
Searle and Rivington, 188^), p.^ !?52.



The expedition of the Baganda across the Mpologoma River in 

1884 is a good example of such raids. In this case, the 

Baganda were firmly defeated. This episode points not only 

to the existence of such activity, therefore, but also to the 

ability of some people in eastern Uganda to mobilize in order 

to repel these attacks. An example of this mobilization in 

response to threats from outside was the initiative toward 

unification in Padhola under Majanga.

Cattle were not, however, the sole aim in such expan

sionist activity. Though the main slaving base seems to have 

.been to tha east, it is clear that Sarnia was also exposed to 

slave raiding operations from the direction of Buganda and 

Busoga.^ Along the shores of Laie Victoria, the Baganda 

raided the Basamia for their iron ore and hoes. In such at-

1

tacks, it is clear that the Baganda could employ their fleet

Nonetheless, Sarnia tradition

Such a

of canoes to maxintum advantage.

indicates that the Baganda were ultimately defeated, 

defeat, however, did not eliminate all competition for the

natural resources a-nd specialized products of the Sarnia coast 

which continued to be the object of attack by certain clans of 

the Abaluhya to the east."'^

To the east, the Masai and later the Nandi were the

1 For a good accomt of the Baganda invasion, see 
Twaddle, o£. cit., pp. 69-70; see also B.A. Ogot, "Traditional 
Religion and the Pre-Colonial History of Africa - the Example 
of the Padhola," Uganda Journal. XZZI (1967), 111-116.

^Were, p£. cit., p. 143; see also B.A. Ogot, History 
of the Southern luo"TNairobi; East African Publishing House,
19F7T, p. 119.

^Gr.S. Were, Western Kenya; i^storlcal Texts (Nairobi: 
East African Publishing^House, 1967), p. 52.



Padhola traditions indicate that their main4, main adversaries.

in the early nineteenth century were the Masai, the fear 

of whose attack led to the establishment of concentrated vil-

enemy

1 A similar tendency amonglages surrounded by deep trenches, 

the Bagisu, especially in border areas, is also attributed to

attacks from the south and east by the Masai and later the 

Nandi.^

to wark off attacks by the Masai, 

to work out a system of rou^ scaling-ladders made of tree 

trunks lashed together which rendered Bagwe villages indefen

sible.^ late as 1894,
4

of a significant number of Masai as far west as BusQga. 

raiding potential of these people was clearly enormous.

The Bagwe, in the extreme south, built walled villages

but these warriors managed

missionary reported the existence

The

one

»Php final aggression came from the north where the

This forward threatIteso took up the banner of expansion.

of the Iteso was impelled in part by pressures from Karamoja

One su^ .but the exact nature of these pressures is unclear, 

gestion is that the Karamojong, being pushed by the expansion 

of the Tiirkana to the north-east, in turn?put pressure directly 

oh the Iteso,^ A more recent interpretation points to the

^F,G, Burke, local Government and Politics in Uganda 
(Syracuse: 'University Press, iyb4;, PP. i»5 ff.; see also Ogot, 
Southern Luo, pp, 94-95.

^laPontaine, "Social Organization," pp, 256-57.

''E,M. Persse, The Bagwe: Ethnological Notes and Some 
Folk Tales," Uganda Journal, III (1956), p. 284.

^T,M. Richards, "Mr, Greatcoat or the life of ¥,A, Crab
tree by his Daxi^ter," (mss. in C.M.S. library, london), p. 58.

^Shfaddle, o£. cit

3

p. 55.• f



arrival in leao around 1840 of a non-Karamojong people, the 

Iworopom, as refugees from Earamojong attack. A section of 

these Iworopom. is said to have settled in south Teso, where 

an Iteso-Iworopom alliance grew up and established a powerfiil 

military organization which from 1860 to the 1890'a continually 

hurled armies southward* throu^ Bugisu into Sarnia and Bugwe.

These invasions were violent and disruptive. There is 

much evidence- of- Tesc a-ttacks- during- the nineteenth cen-tury in 

the libale area. The Iteso of Bukedea have their own traditions 

of fitting against their immediate neighbors, the Bagisu, and 

it appears^that at one time the Iteso called upon the Eumam to
!T-

2
the north to assist them in attacking Bugisu. As late as the 

turn of the century, the Bagisu continued to live in the protec

tion of the hills and valleys of Elgon, secure from Teso attack. 

At that time, the area of present-day l^bale town was a no-man's 

land due to continual fear of attack from- the north, even though 

it seems clear that the Bagisu had deflected the Teso onslaught 

toward the end of the century and forced them to follow a more 

westerly route via Bagwere.-^ 
memory of the Bagwere.^ The Banyole also record attacks by the

1

I

Teso invasions are within living

1 Webster, ojo. cit_ _ _ _ pp. 49-50; see also J.G-. Wilson,
"Preliminary^Observations on the Crompom People of Karamoja, 
Their Ethnic Status, Cul-fcure and Posultated Relations to the 
Peoples of the late Stone Age," Uganda Journal. JULY (1970), 
125-46.

• f

2
lawrance. The Iteso. p» 126; also Odada, "Pre-Colonial

gumam," p. 487.
,_ _ 3m. Twaddle, "The Pounding of Mbale," Uganda Journal.
XXX (1966), 26; see also Ogot, Southern Luo, p. 119.

^Bukedi Historical Texts, Wo. 130, statement by D. 
Gewuma (15 April 1969); Wo. 164, statement by Ezekieri Eageni 
(15 I‘Iay 1969).



Iteso at the same time as the Nandi were mak-i ng their presence 

felt. Banyole tradition suggests that they defeated the Iteso 

and caused fragmentation of that people^ but it is certain that

the Iteso continued their push southwards past Bunyole so as to 

come into contact with the Basamia and Bagwe by 1880. The Bagwe 
were able to sl^ the tide of Teso advance with the aid of arms . 

supplied by Arab traders who had come from Buganda.^ 

frontation1 caused a reverse migration by the Iteso which compli

cated their pattem of settlement to an even greater extent.

Thus, most of the people of this part of eastern Uganda 

had recent and^violent experience of encroachments by powerful 

neighbors. The reactions of the peoples of the area varied.

Some attempted to centralize authoriV order to mobilize for 

defense; others erected feeble fortifications to protect their 

villages; yet others fled into the presumed safety of their 

moTintain valleys. All., however, felt the sting of the invader. 

As a result, neither settlement patterns nor power relationships 

were firmly established at the close of the nineteenth century. 

At the time of the coming of the colonial regime, the situation 

in eastern Uganda was in a state of flux. This fluidity was 

unacceptable to the British authorities and their agents, as

This con-

their expectations for,eastern Uganda required law and order, 

and thus stability. The introduction of the Baganda under the 

guise of colonial authority to establish that stability was

counterproductive, however, given the peoples' recent experiences

1 Burke, op. cit
2
Persse, op. cit

p. 181; Were, Historical Texts, p. 27 

p, 284; Ogot, Southern Luo, p. 119.
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at the hands of the Baganda invaders, 

creased, stability decreased.

Instead, violence in-

As in Earamoja, the closing years 

of the nineteenth century in the Mbale area were characterized

Ihe result, whenby a spiralling of the level of violence, 

colonial authority was established, was an overriding con

cern lirf-thin the administration for pacification and stabilization.

I
IHPIiICATIONS FOR COLORIAL IinSIOVATIOlI

The advent of colonial oveirule in eastern Uganda 

Introduced new economic and administrative variables which 

brqu^t in their wake changes in the social environment, com

monly called the colonial situation. The two most readily 

‘ observable of these variables were -She development of the 

exchange sector of the economy in accordance with the needs 

and interests of the colonial overlords, and the establishment 

of an administration based on practices and procedures which 

had. evolved outside of eastern Uganda. The production of a 

viable cash crop and the organization of trade came under the 

pxirview and direction of the protectorate authorities. While 

it is true that the parameters of this trade were substantially 

widened as a result of this shift in management from the local 

level to a centralized authority, it is equally true that local 

interests were sacrificed to the interests of the colonial 

authorities. Thus, official attention focussed only on those 

areas which had a production potential which the administration 

could easily exploit in order to earn money to pay its bills. 

Other areas which either lacked this potential or presented 

too many problems to make exploitation immediately viable were .



i.. passed over. The administrative machinery introduced into

eastern Uganda in the colonial period was also novel in at 

least two respects. On the one hand it drew together under 

one authority all the disparate peoples of the area, and on 

the other, it attached this new unit to a much larger admini

strative unit, the Uganda Protectorate.

These two innovations had certain general implications 

for coloni^al life in eastern Uganda which were potentially 

similar throughout the area. However, the degree to which 

they affected the particular environments of the different 

peoples of the.area varied considerably. Thus, the colonial 

situation — the norms for participation in it and the oppor- 

‘ tunities flowing from it ~ varied from one area to another.

It is, of course, true that not all areas were dealt with 

identically by the colonial authorities. But colonial innova

tion varied at least in part in response to the authorities' 

perception of the recent past in the area concerned. Differen

tial treatment stemmed from an assessment of what was necessary 

and possible in a given area. It is useful, therefore, in 

attempting to understand w^ particular environments varied in 

the colonial period, to look at how colonial innovations 

related to the recent past in the areas defined. Such an 

examination will assist us in our subsequent discussion of 

education in terms of what opportunities existed at particular 

places and particxilar times, and what one had to do to take 

advantage of those opportunities.

At least two elements of the recent past determined to 

what extent these colonial Innovations shaped the particular



environments in the three areas of eastern Uganda* These were

economic change and violence.

The main aim of the colonial authorities,, once it was 

clear that the definition of the Uganda Protectorate had come to 

include the area north and east of the Mpologoma River, was the 

production and sale of a cash crop sufficiently profitable to 

allow, the area to pay its way. Cotton was ultimately selected*

Such an approach ignored the potential for trade which had been 

stimulated in the last years of the nineteenth century by the 

enoimous profits gained from ivory. It also overlooked the 

possible profits to be had from cattle, 

agricultural and related developments at the expense of other 

activities. On two counts, the recent past in Teso can be seen ‘ 

to have effectively led into this program of development* First, 

the economic adaptability which characterized the on-going shift 

the Iteso from pastoralism to agricultxire, and the resul

tant changes in social organization, had nurtured an attitude of

In brief, it emphasized

flexibility among the people which accepted change as an integral

Second, the growth of loci ofpart of economic and social life* 

trade along the shores of Lake Kyoga had foreshadowed the develop

ment of that lake as the main avenue of trade and transport con-

Teso'snecting eastern Uganda to the rest of the protec^rate. 

natural suitability for the cultivation of cotton, therefore, 

complemented these two pre-disposing factors in making a. success

The meteoric rise of cottonof the colonial economic policy, 

production soon eclipsed the ivory trade on which the recent

economic viability of the Karamojong had been based* The Bagisu 

too suffered from the decline of the ivory trade which had passed



Neither of these peoplesthrou^ their area for several years.

had the experience of economic change which had prepared the

Neither of them had the advantageIteso to accept future change.

of participation in a pre-colonial commercial network that so

Thus, Teso, more thannearly paralleled the early colonial one. 

any other part of eastern Uganda, profited from the growth of a

colonial economy.

Tiolence was a widespread feature of eastern. Uganda in

Both the development of a viahlethe late nineteenth century.

and the establishment of an administration depended on 

at least a minimal degree of security and stability. Therefore,

economy

the presence of violence in an area and its continuation into the 

‘ colonial period would be a hindrance to the implementation of

colonial policy, for pacification militated against economic 

In eastern Uganda, the pre-colonial history ofdevelopment.

both Earamoja and the tibale area was characteriaed by violence.

The Earamojong alternated in raids and counter-raids with their

The people ofpowei*ful neighbors and competitors for cattle, 

the Mbale area fou^t against predations from the north, east

In both areas, the conflicts continuedand west simultaneously.

the colonial period, and these twentieth century conflictsinto

represented direct continxiity with the upheavals of the nine

teenth century, exacerbated by colonial influences. Eor

example, the agitation among the Padhola and the Bagisu, which 

brought forth punitive expeditions, grew out of the hi^ level of 

tension that existed traditionally between them and the Ba^da.

But this tension was hei^tened as a result of the influx of new

Similarly,Baganda into the area, now with official sanction.



the traditional hostility between the Karamojong and. their

ahirkana and the Suk, was encotiraged by the illicit,

This continuing violence was

Thus, pacification

nei^bors, the

but commonly known, trade in arms, 

naturally interpreted as a threat to security.

economic development dominated early colonial contact with
and not

these people.
who had been largely shielded from theOnly the Iteso,

external! attacks and cattle competition of the late nineteenth 

century, had no recent experience of violence at home which could

Furthermore, the people-in-be fanned by colonial interference.

were Vlatively receptive to the colonial authorities and
Teso

Thisthereby avoided the experience of colonial pacification, 

absence of violence laid the w open to economic development. , 

against the background of these patterns of violence 

in the recent past that colonial innovations

Both the

It is

and economic change

shaped the colonial situation in eastern Uganda.

administrative innovations contributed to a marked 

scale-in-the activities of the people of Teso.

much wider context and the 

in these opportunities were increasingly

economic and

enlargement of 

Opportunities became available in a 

norms for participating
Philip Poster hasestablished outside of the local context, 

suggested that th® enlargement of scale of the exchange sector

factor "leading to the progressive dia-of the economy was one 

integration 

replacement by new concepts 

acquiring it.

of traditional stmctures and their successive

of social status and new modes of

A corollary of this enlargement of scale wasn1

^P, Foster, Education and Social Ghange_lg.Jhaaa , 
University of Chicago Press, 1965), P» 127.(Chicago:



an increasing individiialization of choice. With the increased 

range of possible jobs available outside of the pre-existing 

limits, a system of’ recruitment emerged with divorced its par

ticipants from their association with the old and bound them 

as individuals to the new. 1 In order to qualify for jobs,

people were forced to meet the norms established within the 

colbaial context. This meant that certain skills would be 

required, among them, for many jobs, the ability to read and 

write. It also meant a certain independence from the socializ

ing institutions of the traditional commuaity would be needed. 

Some effort^was necessary, therefore, to institutionalize the 

learning of these reqxiired skills and the nurturing of these 

attitudes of Independence.

Without the educational initiatives of the missionaries, 

it is doubtful that sustained economic and social change in the 

early colonial period would have been possible. This dependence 

on education for supplying the human resoTiroes which are essen

tial to any development plans, be they colonial or contempoi’ary, 

has been broadly recognized in principal, though not in detail, 

within the field of development studies. It was this educa

tional imperative which ultimately gave Christian schools a 

wider significance than had been commonly perceived by their 

designers.

But, the importance of education for economic or social 

development, though generally accepted by development planners.

1An interesting preliminary consideration of the notion 
of enlargement of scale can be found in several papers read at 
the Universities Social Science Council Conference, Kampala, 
1968, See, for example, J.3. Saul, "Enlargement of Scale in 
Post-independence Tanzania."



■ Ik
was not self-evident to the indigenous populations of colonial 

areas. In his study of Ghana, Poster noted that "within tra

ditional societies of tie Gold Coast pattern, the demand for

education will nob arise xintil significant changes have 

eurred in the social system as a result of European contact. 

Then and only then will a cumulative pattern of demand emerge."^ 

In such^ a situation, external educational initiatives mi^t be 

independent of any plans for development, and might well pre

cede any "cumulative pattern of demand." 

with earl^,^^[iission education in eastern. Uganda, 

pattern of indigenous "demand" never emerged there, 

tional initiatives continued to come from outside.

oc-

Such was the case

In fact, a 

Educa-

However,

these initiatives succeeded only if they were ultimately per-

ceived by the indigenous population as relevant to subsequent 

changes in their economic and social patterns. In the same 

way that development planners have concluded that not all 

educational strategies contribute equally to development, 

the people of eastern Uganda co;ild be expected to respond

1 Poster, oq. cit.. p. 125. He argues that Buganda 
was an exception to this "delayed" incorporation of educa
tional institutions (p. 126), but even here it seems that 
the process ^s at work, though greatly telescoped because 
of the particular conditions which were operating in Buganda 
when the missionaries arrived. See J.T. i‘Iaas, "The Restruc
turing of State Education in Buganda Before Colonial Over- 
rule," The Dean’s Patters. 1969s Columbia Um'vt^rsitv-School 
of International Affairs, ed.. Andrew tf. Cordier (New Yn-rVi 
Columbia University Press, 1970), pp. 202-223.



»-
positively only to those educational initiatives to which 

perceptible benefits accrued. Therefore, the following 

analysis of indigenous response to external educational 

Initiatives will parallel Poster's study of the emergence of 

Indigenous demand in Ghsma. The analysis will focus on 

tdiether, and to what extent, there existed a fit between 

thd-external educational initiatives and the economic and
, 1 4

social changes which resulted from colonial contact.
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CHAPTER II
i

THE BUSAMDA MODEL

Eastern Uganda was an area of secondary mission pene

tration, one step removed from the initial contact between 

missionaries and African society. Primary contact took place

i
i

i
I

in Buganda. I

By 1900, when missionaries first entered "Bukedi” from

Buganda, running schools of one kind or another was an impor-

At that time, however, thetant part of their activities.

‘ place of schooling in the overall context of their work in

In fact, right through theBuganda was not entirely clear, 

first decade of the twentieth century the debate over the place

and nattire of formal education in relation to the aims and 

motives of missionaiy activity continued unabated within mis

sion circles. As a consequence, the experiences in Buganda

which shaped the outlook of those missionaries responsible for

These changeseducation in eastern Uganda changed over time, 

in mission approach were bound to affect the foundation and

development of mission schools in "Bukedi" with which they co- 

incided. At the tura of the century, however, it was the 

myopia, developed as a result of more than two decades of work 

in Buganda, rather than the experience of any particular educa

tional strategies, that influenced the first years of work in 

The opening of stations in "Bukedi" waseastern Uganda.

explicitly seen by mission authorities as an extension of their
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work in Buganda. Thus, it is important for putting these 

initial efforts into perspective to look briefly at the work 

of the missions in Buganda up to 1900,

THE CHDRCH IH BUGANM IN THE 
NINETEENTH CENTURY

Two indigenous groups stand out as significant in the
L /work 01 the early Christian church in Buganda; the chiefs

and the catechists.

The Chiefs

On thdir arrival in Buganda in 1877, the missionaries 

were forced to confine their teaching to the palace of the king 

(kabaka). in the king's presence. T&Ls policy stemmed from the 

political nature of the mission's existence in Buganda at that 

time. The king was intent on making the missionaries completely

dependent upon himself. The result of these early strictures 

on movement and teaching meant that those in the king's house

hold were the first to come under the influence of the mission

aries. Also included in the inner circle were those living 

in nearby households. These incltided men living in the com-

povinds of other important men in Buganda, such as the prime 

minister (katikiro) or those county chiefs that maintained

By their nature, these houses in-town houses in the capital, 

eluded actiial chiefs or potential nobility serving their royal

apprenticeship in the service of the king. After successful 

service at the palace or in one of the satellite households, 

many of these apprentices were made chiefs, with the ri^t to 

collect aroTind them their own retinue of followers. These



dkLefs were the first Christians in Buganda.

The importance of these households for the early response 

to Christianity has been suggested by several scholars. One

church historian has written, "In the palace of the Kabaka and 

in the great households of the nobility the very form and

stnicture of the church had been prepared in advance.

« o « •
„1 It was

within these households that the first sense of Christian soli

darity arose as a counter to the king's erratic professions of 

faith. When persecution came after the death of Mutesa in 1884» 

it was these households and the loyalties that had been bred 

within them whi^formed the basis for organizing the church as 

an underground movement. The heads of these households formed 

ihe first African church c^incil in 188'5 in order to run the 

church in the face of opposition. These same men laid the plains . 

for regaining power in Buganda after it had fallen to the Muslims 

in the succession struggles following Mwanga's deposition. The 

Christian revolution which succeeded in 1890 to place all the 

great chieftainships in the kingdom in the hands of well-known 

Christian leaders was the culmination of thirteen years of mis

sionary work in Buganda, After 1890, the chiefs were the leaders
2

of the states as well as the leaders of the church.

•Si.

1 J.V. Taylor. The growth of the Church in Buganda (Londons 
1958), p. 54. See also, J.V. Itos, "The 'Restruc-SCM Press ltd

taring of State Education in Buganda before Colonial Overrule," 
The Dean's Papers. 1969s Columbia University School of Inter- .
natiop-'^l"^fairs. ed., Andrew V/. Cordier (New Yorks Columbia
University Press, 1970), pp. 202-225.

^Taylor, c^

• 9

pp. 56-58.,• 9



By this reversal of power, the missions were more than
1.

dependent upon the favor of the chiefs for the continued

It was at the request of these newly 

autonomous chiefs that the missionaries were finally able to

In 1892 thirty-

ever

success of their work.

move from the capital to the country districts, 

seven requests were received' from Christian chiefs inviting the

missioi^ies to live with them on their country estates and to

The relationship 

"The mis-

1
assist th^^in building up local churches, 

between the church and these chiefs was very close, 

sionafies worked, at first, entirely throu^ these chiefs,"

Taylor write^,\"regarding them as the natural leaders of the

They had the same functions aschurch, as indeed they were.

‘ had been exercised by the heads of the clTxste3>-households in the

capital."^

instruction that pre~dated their own airival in these country 

All chiefs had undertaken preaching and teaching

The missionaries were able to use a system of Christian

districts.

With the arrival of the missionaries.in their own areas.

minor chiefs were assigned the duty of organizing local services

Without this initiation of contactto accommodate their visits.^ 

throu^ the chiefs and their on-going support for the work of 

the church, it is certain that the spread of Christianity throTZ£^-

out Buganda would have been much slower.

But the joining of secular and religious power and obli-

The decade of the 1890’agations presented its own problems.

1 64, citing C.M.S. Archives, letter. BishopIbid
Tucker, 19 April 1892.

., p.

^Ibid p. 68.

^Ibid.. pp. 68-69.
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tjwas one of Intense political and military activity in Buganda 

which made demands upon the time and energy of the chiefs.

At the same time, with ^he growth in size and complexity of 

the local church communities, the amount of time and attention 

which should have been devoted to their spiritual direction also 

increased. These two areas of interest were frequently in com- 

petitiqn with one another, leading Taylor to concltide that "a 

church so dependent on the chiefs is very vulnerable,"* As a 

consequence, diiring the last years of the century, chiefs began 

to withdraw from positions of active management in chttrch affairs. 

Initially this-4id signal a retreat from responsibility for 

leadership in the church. It was a "purely pragmatic adjust- 

‘ ment" which recognized the need for a' separate category of 

people •— clergy, teachers, and catechists — to run the church. 

However, such an adjustment laid the way open for a wider parti

cipation in leadership roles by this new clerical group.

At the same time, there appeared in Buganda a new 

generation of missionaries that supported this separation of 

secxilar and ecclesiastical leadership, llon-chiefly clerics, it 

must be assumed in li^t of future developments, were thou^t 

more likely to bend to the will of these missionaries, 

old t3rpe of African church leadership could not for long be
■ ft.

maintained in partnership with this new missionary assertive

ness, and it was steadily replaced by a new leadership that
2

was both more clerical and more filial," Thus, the position

"The

1 Ibid.. p. 70.
^Ibid p. 71.• f



^•of the chiefs within the choirch in Buganda was changing as the 

century ended, but their importance in the initiation of contact 

and in the early spread of mission work had not been missed.

The Catechists

The growing importance of catechists in the church in 

Buganda was made possible by the increasing availability of 

candidates- ^ffering themselves for this work after the revival 

movement of 1895. It is true, of courses that even before this 

time, people passed on from one to the other what they had learned 

from the miss^naries. The missionaries regarded the ability to 

read as basic to success in the search for religious truths and 

to ultimate baptism. Christianity was a religion of the book, 

and an ability to read and comprehend what the book said was a 

condition of conversion. The religious importance of literacy 

is attested to by the fact that catechetical centers or "synagogi"

where all the reading material was religious, were the first

And from these classes, Christians,"schools” visible in Buganda. 

among them the chiefs just discussed, went out and tau^t others 

The same person who tau^t others, dtiring the 'week woiildto read • '

usually conduct worship services on Sundays. Such teachers were 

the earliest catechists. As time passed, the term "synagogi” 

became less common and these centers came to be referred to as 

In these bush schools, the man in charge con-1"bush schools'.'

tinned to be called a catechist.

Some training for these catechists was envisioned, but it

1A. Wandira, "A Study of Indigenous and Western Educa
tion in Uganda, with Heference to Purpose and> Practice." (Unpub-, 
lished M.A. thesis. University of London, 1961), p. 285.



i. did not materialize immediately. One clmroh. historian suggests

that those catechists commissioned in 1891 were trained, hut the

It was not until after1
nature of their training remains unclear, 

the revival of 1893 that the number of volunteers coming forward

increased to such an extent that a catechist system can be said 

to have emerged. . *

These catechists fit into a hierarchic church structure. 

In 1894, Buganda was divided into thirteen missionary districts, 

each under the supervision of a European missionary, 

district was then sub-divided into pastorates in charge of 

Africa clergy^ Below them were parishes, and within each parish 

were several village churches. These lowest levels of the church
3

‘ hieiarchy were the domain of the catechist.

Candidates were

Ihch

usually young men who had only recently 

completed their own baptismal training. The original intent had

been to call these catechists into the mission stations periodi-
4

cally for consultation and further training, 

places demanding these catechists grew so rapidly that the train-

It appeared impossible to meet the

But the number of

■I Tig program was svjamped.
An attempt was made to limit the number of catechistsdemand.

%. Ii. Pirouet, "The Expansion of the Church of Uganda 
(HAC) from Buganda into Northern and Western Uganda between 1891 
and 1914, with special reference to the Wort of African Teachers 
and Evangelists" (Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of 
East Africa, 1968), p. 10.

^Taylor, o£. eit.. pp. 63 and 75•

%bid.. p. 78.

^.A. Crabtree, "Diaries 1894-1904," extract entitled 
"Notes from Finance Committee Minutes," 12 March 1894 (Micro
film in l-lakerere University library). ■



sent out to 100, but as early as 1894, one missionary fore

casted a need for at least 150 such workers. 1 In the face of

these numbers, training and supervision were woefully inade-

It was not until 1898 that the decision was. taken to setquate.

apart one missionary for the theological training of those
* 2

catechists already in'the field. Even then, the Bishop 

remark^ that, thou^ in principle catechists in the field were 

to be guided and trained by European missionaries, in'practice

this rarely happened, either because their hands were fiill, or, 

as he quite candidly admitted, because some of the Europeans did 
the^^ualifications necessary for the task.^ What 

emerged, therefore, was a system which, by design, attempted to 

place these catechists in a dependen'fc position but which, in 

fact, allowed them a large degree of independent'judgment af 

the local level.

not ^ have

THE EABT.V CHDRCH IN EASTERN UGANDA

The Christian church entered eastern Ug^da in the

It looked for, and got, support incompany of an invadiixg army, 

its first years from that army which had been transformed into

This strange alliance was not 

On the contrary, it was a conscious

an unpopular force of occupation, 

an accident of history, 

effort by missioharies in Buganda to turn the situation to their

^Roscoe to Tucker, 10 I^ay 1894 (Mss. in Makerere 
University library).

%. Carter, "Education in Uganda 1894-1945” (Unpub
lished Ph.D. dissertation. University of London, 1967), p. 52.

^C.M.S. Archives, A7/01, Tucker to Baylis, 3 June 1899.



advantage.

Cliristians with whom the missionaries bad close associations.

Its leaders wereThe army was from Buganda.

Despite obvious evidence to the pontrary, many missionaries 

labored under the misconception that these Baganda had gone to

Because of the special nature1
eastern Uganda "to evangelize.

*
relations with chiefs within Buganda, church authoritiesof their

assumed-,ttot similar tise could be made of Christian chiefs out-
1 the decision was ijaken toside of Bu^da. As a consequence, 

advance into the area with these chiefs. Along with the mis-

catechists whose service in "Bukedi" 

was seen as ^natural extension of the spread of catechists

It is clear, therefore, that the early 

in the church in Buganda influenced the initiation 

In the process, the work of the • 

identified with the oppressive presence of an 

It is the purpose of this section to examine the 

of this identification and show how it shaped the

sionaries came
\

throu^out Buganda.

experiences 

of work in eastern Uganda.

church became

alien power.

implications

reactions of the people of eastern Uganda to mission work, in

their educational initiatives, in particular.general, and to

vaVii-n|OTiin*H influence
first experience of colonial overrule in easternThe

Uganda dates from the arrival in 1900 of Kakungulu, the Muganda

Almost immediately,general in charge of an army of occupation.

became political domination withthis military presence 
Kakungulu assuming the title of “king of Bukedi. " Kakungulu* 3

1 p. 523.Pirouet, p£. c^ • f



. ^'position was given official sanction "by the British colonial 

authorities. Thus, the importation of large numbers of Baganda 

followers who were given employment in Eakungulu’s new govern

ment vras really the start of British colonial activity in eastern 

This phenomenon has been called Baganda sub-imperialism,Uganda.

and bna been the subject of at least two well-documented studies. 1

It does^ot, therefore, need extensive re-iteration here. It is 
sufficient -^o note that the British, in extending theii* control 

over eastern Uganda, used both Baganda agents and the model of 

government that had grown up in Buganda. The resulting structure 

was a complex hierarchy with Eakungulu at the top and an increas

ingly extended administration at each succeeding level, manned
■»

almost entirely by Baganda.

It is important to be aware that in the Mbale area, these

early years of so-called administration were really years of

The violence that had characterized the last yearspacification.

of the nineteenth century in this area had continued up to the

Since one of the Tna.i-n adversariesarrival of Eakungulu's army, 

in these years had been the Baganda, it must be assumed that

Eakungulu's arrival was interpreted as a continuation of the

'Pbe people of the area did not acquiesce

As a consequence.

preceding hostility, 

in the face of tMs strengthened opposition.

the Pqga-nfla agents and their followers were engaged mainly in

%or the most comprehensive treatment of this subject 
see M. T\faddle, "Politics in Bukedi" (Unpublished Ph.D. disser
tation, University of London, 1967). An early analysis of this 
issue can be found in A.D. Roberts, "The Sub-Imperialism of the 
Baganda," .Tmi-ma.1 of African History. Ill (1962), pp. 455-450.



The moat destructive ofipunitive expeditions against them, 

such expeditions came in 1905 when the authorities moved against

the Padhola as punishment for the murder of some Baganda in the '' 

area. Other smaller parties were sent with alarming regularity 

into the foothills and valleys of Mount Elgon in an effort to 
suhdue and bring under control one clan after the other. ^ Even 

without^ the organization of a punitive expedition, the depreda

tions of Eai^gulu's followers created a condition of turmoil
2

and anxiety in the area.

The excesses of Eakungulu and his followers were commonly 

known in official circles. As early as 1901, concern was ex

pressed that some of Kakungulu's subordinates had misconducted 

‘ themselves frequently.^ The fo3JLowlng year, because of the 

growing nimber of complaints, the Commissioner sent an official 

to reside at Kakungulu's headquarters and the result was "com

plete revelation," confirmation of the administration's worst 

fears.^ This growing body of criticism was strengthened with 

the kin ing of a Muganda chief, Kisika, in Padhola in 1905,

and the continual revolts and upheavals in the mountainous

In both cases.areas occupied by the Baganda starting in 1906. 

the official report to the colonial authorities in London put

1 pp. 216-17; 235-40.Twaddle, 0£. cit 

^Ibid.. pp. 104-10.

^Entebbe Secretariat Archives (E.S.A.), A/lO Vol. 2, 
Report by ¥. Grant on the Central Province for August, 1901 
and Visit to Bukedi, 7 September 1901.

• 9

^blic Records Office (P,R.0.),E0 2/589, Jackson to FO,
24 January 1902.



ithe blame on the Baganda agents who were exceeding their 

authority or taking Tindue advantage of their positions.

A suggestion was put forward that there be a substan

tial increase in European staff in order to lessen dependence
2

on Baganda agents.

1

Their unpopularity in the area was well 

e33)ressed by one official of' long-standing:

The Ugandan in his own country is in most 
^_cases a very estimable and sympathetic individxial, 

tiut, when placed in authority over people whom he 
considers to be inferior to him, usiially displays 
'such pride and arrogance that feelings of resent
ment are qtiickly engendered in the minds of-those 
who are brou^t into contact with him. The Uganda 
agents employed in the Bukedi country have certainly 
done good work and the collection of taxes have 
increased rapidly. It is iinquestionable, however, 
that they are cordially hated by the tribes among 
whom they live, and every now and then we hear of 
these agents being murdered or driven away...1 
feel convinced, judging by the results of the 
last three years, that if we continue to force 
these high-apirlted natives to submit to the 
direct influence of petty employers of their own 
colour, who are evidently hated by them, we shall 
have constant trouble in the country and eventually 
alienate any -sympathetic feeling which they may 
still entertain for European officials.^

I

And yet, Kakungolu and most of his followers were

It was this Christian presence which enticed the 

William Crabtree of the C.M.S. set-

Christian.

missions into the area.

tied in the area as the first missionary with little idea of 

He had some information from the travels ofwhat to expect.

1 P.R.O., CO 536/2, Hayes-Sadler to CO, 27 July 1905; 
also CO 536/8, Hesketh Bell to CO, 26 November 1906; and

Slip 1297/06, Hesketh Bell to lord Elgin, 26 Hovember 1906.
see 
E.S.A • 9

^For this lengthy correspondence, see the entire file 
SI® 1344/07.

^P.R.O

E.S.A • 9

CO 536/18, Hesketh Bell to CO, 27 February
• 9

1908.



1 but the validity of their observa-other missionaries,

tions has been disputed by one historian who accused them of
2

perpetxiating stereotyped attitudes toward non-Baganda. The

one element of certainty at the time of Crabtree's departure 

from Mengo was Kakungulu's presence in the area.

In explaining the motive for his trip to the London 

authorities. Bishop Tucker wrote that Crabtree had gone to 

visit Kakungulu on holiday.-^ Yet it is clear from earlier

it.

correspondence both in Uganda and with the London authorities

On the sxirface, he wasthat Crabtree had more ambitious plans,

supposed to collect material and prepare a first reader in the
4vernacular of the area. In his correspondence Crabtree too

mentioned the preparation of this reader, but added, "there 
is, of course, other general work to be done."^ 

month after his arrival, Crabtree put forward the idea of

In less than three months.

Only one

opening permanent mission work, 

the Executive Committee at Mengo, the headquarters in Buganda,

decided to give financial assistance for a house to be built 

and to establish lines of communication with the more settled

The land on which the hotxse wasareas of the mission field.

1 T. M. Richards, "I€r. Greatcoat or the Life of V/.A. 
Crabtree by his Dai^ter" (MSS in Church Missionary Society 
Library, London), p. 90..

^irouet, o£. cit

^C.M.S. Archives, A7/03, Tucker to Baylis, 30 April 1902,

^engo Motes. I (December, 1900).

^C.M.S. Archives, Crabtree Papers No, 27/3» Crabtree 
to Eeob, 7 November 1900.

p. 323.



1^ to be built had been donated by Rakungulu.

Land was a significant element of Kakungulu's hospi

tality, arid the missions accepted offers as a natural parallel 

to what had been done for them in Buganda, The Mill Hill 

Mission also received from Eakungulu a plot at Masaba very 

close to the one occupied by Crabtree. Within a short time, 

acrimo^ between the nei^boring missions led the protectorate 

authorities'! to consider this whole question of land allocation. 

In a letter to the authorities, Crabtree accused Pr. Kestens

of the M.H.M. of listening to the grievances of local chiefs
2

H.-nd passing judgments which cont3?adicted his own. Following 

Crabtree's letter. Grant, the Sub-Commissioner at Jinja,

‘ ordered Kestens to withdraw to Budaka in order that he might
3

ascertain the opinion of the local population at I'lasaba.-^ 

Unfortunately, Kestens antagonized the officials by demanding 

compensation for the losses incurred as a result of the with

drawal,^ In taking their decision, therefore, they concluded 

that as the grant to the mission had not been recorded at 
Entebbe, it must be disallowed.^ However, even at Budaka,

^C.M.S. Archives, A7/02, Millar to Baylis, 5 January 
1901; also Minutes of the Executive Committee, 21 March 1901.

^E.S.A.,^/10 Vol. 2, Crabtree to Grant, 20 September 
For Kestens' view of this disagreement see Kestnes to1901.

Giant, 18 October 1901.
^E.S.A., A/10 Yol. 2, Grant to Acting Commissioner,

4 October 1901 (telegram).

^E.S.A., A/lO Yol. 2, Kestens to Grant, 9 October 1901; 
Commissioner to Grant, 17 October 1901.

^E.S.A A/10 Yol. 2, Grant (Sub-Commissioner Jinja) 
to Acting Commissioner, 22 October 1901«

• 9



Eakungulu's influence was strong. Thou^ the protectorate

authorities attempted to arrange the matter "without ^ikunguru

to show him that the question of

Kestens

being in any way consulted 

1 claims is entirely outside his sphere of work,

• e •
«1

was still dependent on Kakungulu who alone could guarantee
>2

workmen for building on the new plot.

Eakungulu was also influential in ensuring that the mis

sionaries md pupils in the classes which were being set up at

This effort followed once again the system 

Eakungulu was lauded by John Purvis,

the mission centers.

worked out in Buganda.

Crabtree's successor at Masaba, for his response to an appeal 
for support for a school for sons of chiefs.^

‘ was to these so-called chiefs that tiie missionaries turned for 

Even then, however, several informants were of

Eventttally it

this support.

the opinion that the chiefs were not independent in their

Thedecisions to send a boy to the mission to be educated, 

government, it is true, had on several occasions avowed that 

the chiefs and people had complete freedom in this matter. The

Governor, in writing to the Roman Catholic Bishop, stated the

"I am inclined," he noted, "togovernment's position clearly.

encourage the chiefs as far as possible in getting their sons 

educated and in ordering them to pay a proportionate cost of 

As regards the chiefs, they will certainly 

not be pressed to send their sons to any particular mission

their expense.

ft » •

1 A/lO 7ol. 2, Boyle (Chief Secretary) to Grant,

A/10 Vol. 2, Eestens to Grant, 22 October 1901. 

^Uganda Rotes. September, 1904.

E.S.A 
25 January 1902.

2e.S.A

• f
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InHhat is entirely a matter for the chiefs themselves, 

the early years of mission expansion such an approach, which 

allowed freedom of choice between the two missions, but which

discouraged the total rejection of mission schools, generally

In eastern Uganda, Kakungulu,meant coercion by the chiefs,
*

took on this coercive role and was accused of threatening 

the chj|efs with the loss of their jobs if boys, and later 
girls, were Wot sent to school.^ «

/

Kakungulu also sponsored catechists in the area xmder 

his authority. When he established posts, he brou^t with him 

not only military followers, but also men like Andereya 

Batulabude, a chxirch teacher. It was this sponsorship of 

‘ Christianity that gained for Kakungulu his reputation as a 

Christian leader. The links between the earliest Christian 

teachers Ka3cungulu's rule were clear. When other catechists 

came with the missionaries, they were paid from funds supplied 
by Kakungulu and his Christian followers.^ On arrival, they 

an lived in government compounds under the protection of 

Kakungulu's agents. In fact, many of them replaced the 

earliest teachers that had come with Kakungulu. As a restilt, 

their work was confined to the Baganda resident in these 

posts and a handful of youngsters in the immediate neighbor-

1 M.H.M. Archives, Jinja, Hayes-Sadler to Bishop Hanlon,
7 August 1908.

SBukedi Historical Texts, Ho. 135, statement by Mr. 
Israel Kabazi, 18 April 1969; Ho. 168, statement by Rev. 
Asanasiyo 14alingha, 26 I*Iay 1969; Bugisu Historical Texts, 
Ho, 17.>ecStatement by Rev. E. Wokadala, 27 tWreh 1969o

^Hamirembe Archives (l^Hakerere University library) 
H3/1, PuTTis to Millar, 4 December 1904.



1hood who were willing to learn Luganda.

The presence of Kakungulu at the head of numerous com

munities of Christian followers resembled the early households

that had formed the structure for the spread of Christianity 

On questions of -land, school attendance and sup-in Buganda,

port for catechists, the missionaries were initially able to

In this way the confidence oflook to lEhkungulu for support, 

mission authorities in the Buganda model was bolstered,*and

their faith in chiefs, represented to them by Kakungulu, as

As a consequence.the key to initiating contact was reinforced, 

the important differences between Buganda and eastern Uganda

Also, the danger of too close antended to be overlooked.

‘identification with the alien overlord’s was ignored.

Win jam Crabtree »s Onnosition

One strident voice, that of William Crabtree, was 

raised in opposition to this Buganda-induced myopia. Though 

ultimately not influential in determining mission policy in 

the area, his opposition was important because it put into 

relief those differences between Buganda and eastern Uganda

upon which that policy faltered.

Crabtree, being the first missionary to work in the

Initially, he wasarea, had no precbdents on which to rely.

^Church Missionary Society, Extracts from Annual let
ters of the mssionaries. entry by Kitching, 1908; C.M.S. 
Archives, A7/0b, Koscoe, Report on a Tour to Bukedi, May-Jime, 
1908; see also A.M. Bishop and D. Ruffell, "A History of the 
Upper Nile Diocese" (I4SS in C.M.S. Library, London), pp. 3-5.

^William Crabtree was a controversial figure from the 
time he arrived in Uganda in 1890 until his departure in 1904. 
He was a mari of strong views, described by his colleagues as 
both "impossible to deal with," and "somewhat erratic in his



fan of KaJcungultt, acknowledging a debt of gratitude to him 

both for his offer of a plot of land and his help in the work

But Crabtree was quickly

i, a

of building on the mission station, 

disillusioned. Kakungulu, he felt, knew little of the people

"The desire toof the area despite his long residence there.

get goods far exceeded the 'desire to learn who and what the

This condemnation spread rapidly to 

He accused teachers^ sent

various peoples were.

n.n Bagand^ working in the area, 

from Buganda of working almost exclusively with those who had

learned Luganda and of refusing to use books prepared in lugisu 

2
and Teso. In a long report prepared for the authorities in 

summarized the difficulties which Baganda teachersLondon, he

‘ faced. Lack of knowledge of the people and the language was

the most serious shortcoming.

catechists had been confined to 

mb-ia meant that their

Initially, as we saw, 

the compounds of the Baganda agents, 

work reached only those who spoke luganda. Despite Crabtree’s

linguistic work, which identified four distinct language 
groups ^ the area of eastern Uganda, the language policy of 

the mission remained unchanged. Crabtree received some support

.3 unfair for Europeanfrom his successor who argued that it

methods." See C.M.S. Archives, A7/03, Walker to Baylis, 13 
June 1900; Tucker to Baylis, 26 Jiine 1903o

^C.H.S. Archives, A7/03, Crabtree to Stock, 29. January
1903.

^c.H.S. Archives, A7/04, "Notes'of-a conversation with 
Rev. W.A. Crabtree on 5 April 1904, also on his letters and 
reports," prepared by J.W. Eundall, 9 April 1904 and presented 
to Group III Committee meeting, 7 June 1904.



k. missionaries working there to be forced to learn liigahda.

"Such study," he suggested, "must of necessity alienate the

mini^ from the peoples .and country of Masaba.

would have been difficult to choose one language for work in

the I^bale area, precisely because so many languages existed

side by side. As policy, therefoie, luganda was retained as
2

the language of all instruction in church schools.

Ev'en more important than language was the question of 

how far the mission could rely on chiefs for support. Crabtree

..1 In fact, it

convinced that, as the chiefs in eastern Uganda did not have 

the same kind of influence as they did in Buganda, they would 

be an unreliable source of strength for the church. After 

‘ only a few months in the area, he wrote "here is no feudal

was

are mensystem; those we call chiefs for want of a better name, 

of great moral influence amongst their people, but have abso-

In 1903, he made a publiclutely no means of enforcing it."

4 appeal for a redress of the situation concerning mission work

"Unless some vigorous action is takenin eastern Uganda, 

soon," he intoned, "the absorbing interest of Uganda proper

and its marvellous people is going to be a positive hindrance 

to the evangelization of those parts of the Protectorate which

^C.M.S. Archives, A7/05, Purvis to Baylis, 19 Jane I9O6,

^Bukedi Historical Texts, Ho. 138, statement by Mr. 
Thomas Tegu, 19 April 1969. This vaa a rigid interpretation 
of the policy laid down as early as 1902. "The recognition 
of vernacular distinction should not be carried beyond what 
is really necessary for adequate instruction of the common • 
people." See C.M.S. Archives, A7/L1, "Draft memorandum te- 
garding the language Question in the Uganda Mission," adopted 
by the Committee on Correspondence, 7 January 1902.



,.1 This statement was Crabtree'sth.e Baganda do not know, 

clearest indictment of the G.M.S. authorities at Mengo, but

was merely one expression of opinion in a long campaign to 

persuade his superiors to adapt their policies to new condi

tions. A full year earlier he had called for a new organization
• p

entirely independent of Mengo, He complained that those 

livlngi^outside of Mengo had little voice in running the mis

sion htii^ w^re hardly ever consulted on decisions affecting

He concluded, "The view and policy recognized 

is therefore that of Mengo and the chiefs

eastern Uganda,

in the Mission

How^much the chiefs weigh in European councils in Mengo is
•5

well illustrated by Gayaza."

• DO
• 00

His doubts concerning the 

potential for chiefly support were cinicial to his opposition

to mission policy.

On this point he had some support from other mission-

One'wrote, "in Dkediaries who visited or worked in the area, 

the chief is almost reduced to a position without magnitude 

like Euclid's point.His successor also argued that the 

success of the missionary in the area was linked to his

ability "to limit his expectations according to the character 

of the people rather than according to preconceived ideas 

gathered in a country such as Uganda, where the history of 

the people and the circumstances of life are totally dif-

1 Uganda Motes. 1-kirch, 1903.

^C.M.S. Archives, A7/03, Crabtree to Stock, 5 April 1902.

^C.M.S. Archives, A7/03, Crabtree to Baylis, 24 Nov. 1902.

^A.G. Eraser in Uganda Notes. October, 1900; see also 
N. Chadwick in Uganda Notes. August, 1902.



n1 He was convinced that "no work here can be carriediferent.
2 ■

on or judged from a Buganda standpoint." It is significant 

that such opinions emanated from Purvis' pen since it was he

who had the task of carrying out the work "from a Buganda 

standpoint." Such contradictions highli^t the fact that 

decisions concerning eastern*Uganda were made in London and 

at Mengp, not at Ilasaha.

1
Mssion Policy and Its Implications

In June 1904» the London authorities decided that, 

while noting Crabtree's strong feelings that the work in eas

tern" Uganda was exceptional, it had for the present to be seen 

as an "extension of the Uganda Mssion," Tinder the authority of 

Mengo.^ Simultaneously, at a conference of missionaries in 

Mengo, Bishop Tucker assured the society that the church in 

Buganda had STifficient resources to foim a base for extension 

A separation of the eastern section of the diocese 

possible in the future, he assured them, but at that time 

he considered it prematTire.Shortly thereafter, the decision 

was taken not to allow Crabtree, then on leave, to retTim to 

Masaba becatise of his strained relations with the Baganda 

there.^ Crabtree resigned from C.M.S. in 1905.

eastwards.

vra.s

1 Uganda to Mt. Elgon (London: T,. Purvis. Throu^
Pisher Unwin, 1909), P* 536.

2c.M.S., Extracts, entry by J.B. Purvis, 1905.

^C.M.S. Archives, A7/L1, Baylis to Walker, 10 June 1904. 

^C.M.S. Archives, A7/04, Minutes of Conference, 15-17
June 1904.

5c.M.S. Archives, A7/04, Tucker to Baylis, 28 July 1904.



:^y this decision, the mission authorities opted for a 

mission policy based on their Buganda experiences and contacts. 

This decision had two main implications for their work. First, 

there continued to be an overwhelming interest in the Baganda 

community resident in eastern Uganda. Second, the expected 

role of chiefs in mission woric continued to exceed reality.

^Early church work in eastern Uganda had been confined 

to those who ^ spoke luganda.

first station at Nabumali (ifesaba),' and with progress in 

linguistic studies by the early missionaries, which resulted 

in the publication of a Lugisu grammar in 1907, serious steps 

had been taken to make contact with those indigenous to the 

‘area. However, the special attention 'given to the large 

Baganda colony at Mbale after 1908 was a tximing away from 

this commitment. Both Crabtree and Purvis based their oppo

sition to the opening up of a station at-Mbale cn the belief 

that it would cripple the work among the Bagisu. Yet in 

1908, in answer to persistent appeals by the Mbale Church 

Council, which comprised exclxisively Baganda, I>Ibale was 

established and immediately made the headquarters of the

But with the establishment*of the
1

1 Uabumali was the name of the specific area within 
Masaba at which the C.M.S. established their first mission 
station. As a result, early references have been to Masaba. 
An subsequent references will be to Uabumali. The same 
thing happened within the Mill Hill Mission. Their first 
station in tlasaba came to be called Uyondo, and it is used 
in subsequent references to that place,

^C.M.S. Archives, A7/07, Purvis to Baylis, 24 Sep
tember 1909; Crabtree to Baylis, 24 September 1909.



missionary district. In support of this shift, the authorities 

argued that the more than 3,000 Baganda in i'lbale had already 

built up a flourishing church and that these people were doing 

a great deal to support the church in "Bukedi." Furthermore, 

they argued, by being in tlbale the mission cotild more easily 

make contact vrith the chiefs from the surrounding coxxntries 

as they came to the government station to discuss civil mat

ters. A house Was put at the disposal of the mission by *

1Kakungulu.

In any event, ITabumali did not close completely until

1915, and that closure was temporary as the station opened up

Nonetheless, the 1908 decision representedagain there in 1919. 

a conscious attempt by the mission to identify itself not only

with the Baganda community, but also with the protectorate 

authorities. The choice of Mbale as mission headquarters re

inforced the mission-Baganda alliance. Its significance was

"I cannot help thinking,"stiggested by one senior missionary, 

she wrote, "it was a great mistake closing down the work at

Nabumalij if the place was not central, we ou^t to have 

started a station elsewhere, Msale is not a good centre for 

work [amongj the Bagisu.. .I'lbale is too far away to keep in
p

touch with them." Mbale was not only far away physically 
•

from the bulk of the population; it was also separated morally

1 G.M.S. Archives, A7/06, I'lbale Church Council to C.H.3. 
Committee (London), forwarded with Tucker to Baylis,19 May 
1908; Roscoe to Baylis, 23 June 1908; Roscoe to Clayton, 26 
September 1903.

^C.M.S. Archives, A7/012, B. Pilgrim to Manley, 27
Janiiary 1919.



Ijjy the fact that it represented effective conquest over the 

people and the area. It was in effect the imperial capital 

cf eastern Uganda. The conversion of the Baglsu was not easy, 

according to one informant, because as they had clashed with 

the Baganda from the time of Kakungulu's arrival right up to 

1907, and as the missions were associated with Kakungulu, 

the Bagisu felt that "the whiteman was using the Baganda to 

conquer the Bagisu both physically and spiritually.'^ 

this association, the missions were naturally identified with 

the program of pacification.

The most obvious target for opposition was the cate

chists who lived in isolated locations throiighout the area.

The well-documented case of the two Baganda church teachers

killed in 1905 in Padhola by a raiding party exemplifies such 
2opposition.

plicit, points up the situation even more clearly. In 1913, 

a case of incendiarism was reported at the mission at Nyondo. 

Upon investigation, the district commissioner learned that 

. the cause of these acta was opposition to the continued 

presence on mission lands of Baganda teachers who held the 

ri^t to require labor from the tenauats on the same land.

The chief of the land (mailo) admitted "it was people from 

the mailo who did it; they want to turn out the Baganda from

1 By

Another case in which the opposition was ex-

1 Bugisu Historical Texts, Ho. 17, statement by Rev.
E. Wokadala, 28 March 1969. For a discussion of this pheno
menon, see R. Sweeting, "The Growth of the Church in Buwalasi 
-I," The Bulletin of the Society for African Church History. 
II (1968), pp. 340-45.

^Twaddle, "Politics," p. 211.



mailo." In his testimony, another tenant explained, that 

as Baganda agents were being relieved of their duty else

where, their followers were coining to live with other Baganda, 

notably teachers. 5Phis had happened at ITyondo: it is cleir 

from this testimony that the distinction between government 

Baganda and mission Baganda-was veiy fltiid. It is hardly 

sxirprising, therefore, that in his findings, the district com

missioner'concluded that "the Bagisu in many cases do not dis

tinguish between Government Baganda and any other Baganda." 

Requests continued to be made to remove the Baganda teachers 

along with the Baganda agents whose withdrawal started in
11915.

^ The viability of the missions- was severely compromised

in the tlbale area during the period of initial contact because 

of their close identification with those who used force to 

establish an alien administration and continued to use force 

to maintain it. The hesitant response to mission Initiatives 

must be seen within this context.

One proposed feature of this alien administration had 

been the training of a corps of local chiefs who, it was hoped, 

would eventually replace the Baganda agents in local adminis

tration. Implied in this tiaining program was the belief that 

there existed in^%he area men who would nattnally fulfill this 

role. In their expansion from Buganda into western Uganda,

1 E.S.A., SMP 3665, Perryman, "Inquiry into Burning of 
Catholic Mssion House at Hyondo on 18 August," 27 August 1913; 
also, Perryman to PC Jinja, 16 September 1913.



the authorities had hitherto experienced only situations 

which, while not identical to that in Buganda, had enough 

similarity to confirm the notion that chiefs 

feature of the protectorate.
were a general

Even in eastern Uganda certain

features of the political situation encouraged the perpetua

tion of this notion. Por example, in Padhola, a degree of

centraiUzation had emerged in the last years of the nine

teenth century which concentrated certain power in the hands 

of Majanga. 1
Among the Bagisu, villages were related to a 

particular lineage so that the kinship system provided 

main means of recruiting men for service within a spatial 

community. As the familial and spatial iinits were so closely

the

correlated, the importance of the clan, and thus the clan 

head, in political action was considerable.^ It was possible.
therefore, for officials whose inclination favored the Buganda

system, to identify men.of authority in eastern Uganda.

As a consequence, the authorities .^d 

their agents inadvertently selected notables whose authority 

and influence varied widely in both scope and intensity, 

respective of these variations, the men identified, in this 

manner were organized into geographically determined hier

archies, and callgd upon to perform administrative duties ; 

defined by the protectorate government, and ^mder the guidance

Such

men became chiefs.

Ir

as

1 Ohjaddle, "Politics," p. 67.

dissertation, Cambridge University, 1957), 
P« 99o ^



of the Baganda agents, Iheir legitimacy rested squarely with 

the colonial authorities who retained the exclusive right of 

appointment and dismissal.

So long as they interpreted the situation in eastern 

Uganda through the eyes of ^hungulu and the agents,

the missions were hound to accede to this identification of 

chiefs ^d_act accordingly,

the presumed advantages of Inhale as a mission headquarters

It will be recalled that one of

was that it woxild give the mission access to those recognized 

by the government as chiefs. It is not surprising, therefore, 

to discover that Pr. Kirk of the M.H.M, station at Budaka, 

considered I>iaaanga to be the kabaka of Padhola, On his first

visit to the area, he left a teacher with him, and on each 

subsequent visit, catechmenates were established at the mbxiga . 

(residence) of each so-called chief thro\ighout Padhola.^

His use of luganda terminology is indicative of the influence 

which his Buganda experiences had on his thinking about 

eastern Uganda, 

thusiastically conclude;

As late as 1908, Pr. Kirk could still en-

On looking down the list of readers resid
ing on the mssion allotment, one cotild see the 
names of chiefs, brothers and sisters of chiefs, 
and sons of chiefs, who owned vast stretches of 
land thickly populated, and once having got the 
chief, you stood a good chance of getting the 
tribe; so that altogether the prospects for the , 
missions were exceedingly bri^t and encouraging.

1
Archives, London, Pr, C.J. Kirk to I4L11 

gHi 3 April 1944. Kirk also identified Oguti as chief in 
the Teso-speaking area of present-day lororo and established 
catechumenates under his supervision.

2 ^3t_g- Joseph’s Poreign I-Iissionarv Advocate. Y (1908),
p, 189.



Initialj exploratory contacts by both missions con

tinued to be made during a process called itineration. Such 

contacts were always mediated via the so-called chiefs in a

particular village, and teachers were only sent to chiefs who 

School plots which were allocated after these 

gi Ty*recorded with the administration 

of the chief who was held to be responsible for

requested them, 

itinerations were offici

in the pame
the are^.'^" '^Both Pr. Kirk at Budaka, and Holden and Leech 

at Nabumali used these itinerations to request each chief for

at lea'st one son to be sent to the mission station school as 
2

a boarder.

This inflated notion of the importance of these chiefs

It involved the mis-^ caused problems for early mission work, 

sions in local rivalries over the question of who was the

By its dealings with alegitimate notable in a given area, 

particular man, the missions gave implicit recognition to him 

If this recognition did not coincide with the.as the chief.

realities of power locally, trouble would ensue. For example, 

missionary at Budaka placed a catechumenate near theone

enclosure of a waTi called Nikambi, whom he had been led to

Shortly thereafter, another chief.believe was the chief.
iS>

Mauso, established his claim as chief of that area, and forced 

the transfer of t^e catechumenate to a place near his

1 E.S.A., SMP 470, "Schedule of Unregistered Plots 
(Eastern Province) of I-Iill Hill Mission, 1919," forwarded with 
Biermans to Chief Secretary, 21 August 1919.

^C.M.S, Archives, A7/08, Annual Letter, A.J. Leech,
5 December 1910; see also C.M.S., Extracts, entry by W. Holden, 
1907. H.H.M. Archives, Jinja, Fr. Kirk to Fr. Matthews, 25 
July 1912.



1 At another time, at Budaka the position had

Wadagala, described by Pr. Kirk

‘compound, 

become even more serious.

as a "rebel-chief” began attacking those Bagwere who were
2He even threatened to kill Pr. Kirk.living on mission land.

Tensions also arose because the men failed to do what

was expected of them. The protectorate authorities had been 

forced ijjo replace large numbers of these early notables because 

of their ine'fficiency. Por the missions, this inefficiency was 

judged by how well these chiefs were able to mobilize support 

for the local church and school. In this, too, many of the 

chiefs were found lacking.

Tmulications for Education

The prime importance of an ability to read as a pre- 

condibion for baptism was carried to eastern Uganda by the

Both Crabtree at Habumali and Kirk at 

Budaka devoted substantial time and attention in their first

The first such classes

earliest missionaries.

months opening up reading classes, 

were inevitably located at the mission stations themselves.

a-ni^ thereby rece^ived the personal attention of the missionary 

in charge there, assisted usxially by at least one Muganda 

In addition to directing these reading classes.catechist.

the missionaries -undertook itineration, first in the immediate

nei^borhood of the station and then covering an ever-widening 

circle, aimed at placing other catechists in as many out-lying

^St. Joseph's Poreign Missionary Advocate. V (1909»
pp. .208—09 •

^E.S.A., A/25 Vol. 1, Ho. 20, Kirk to Matthews, 21
December 1902.



•.locations as possible. TMs centrifugal spread of rudimentary- 

educational facilities is indicated by the pattern of acquisi

tion of plots by the Mill Hill Mssion during the period up to 

1914. Each of the plots enumerated in Table 1 represented an 

embryonic church/school manned at least intermittently by one 

catechist. 1

I
Table-ii- Humber of Plots Acquired by the Mill Hill Mission 
in Eastern Uganda up to 1914. *

District 1905-09 1910-14 Total1900-04

277Bugwere' 
Pallisa libale 
Budama Area 
Bugisu .
Hgora 
Toroma 
Soroti 
Lwala

10 10
3 3 2115
3 14 17

168 284
165 11

► Teso 27 281
5 5

Budaka was the center of initial Roman Catholic work, 

and was started with determination in 1902. Prom Table 1 it 

is easy to see that early intensive acti-vity was determined 

by proximity to Budaka. Bugvrere and Pallisa were ,the closest 

districts to the station. At the same time, some attention was 

also directed tor-areas very much on the periphery. Thus, 

teachers were sent as far afield as Hgora (Teso) from the very 

earliest period. It was not, however, until a mission was 

opened at Hgora itself in 1908 that it then became a new center .

1 Si® 470, "Schedule of unregistered plots 
(Eastern Pro-vlnce) of Mill Hill Mssion, 1919," forwarded with 
Biermans to Chief Secretary, 21 August 1919.

E.3.A • f



for both the intensive and extensive spread of the church/ 

school network. In the first instance, therefore, some 

teachers were sent out as an isolated vanguard of Christianity 

If the results of their work warranted it, atand education.

a later date a new mission station would be opened from which 

greater control over these outposts could be maintained.

Before 1908, therefore, all Roman Catholic teachers, wherever 

they wer^'Ibcated, were dependent - for authority on Fr. p-^k, 

at Budaka. As the circumference of coverage widened, however, 

whole areas were carved off of the Budaka mission's respon-
1

sibility to form newer, smaller administrative units.

The C.M.S. network of church/schools was organized 

Crabtree had recognized the need for.along similar lines, 

some system of local responsibility when he identified several

Intensive work was atdistinct language groups in the area.

first limited to the station at Nabumali and the areas imme-

Konetheless, teachers were also sentdiately surrounding it. 

out to the periphery of the admiiaistered area, where they

established themselves in the neighborhood of government 
2

agents. The C.M.S. did not carve their area up into as

1 B.W. langlands and G. Hamirembe, Studies in pe Geo- 
eranhv of Religion in Uganda. Occasional pper No. 4 (Makerere 
University, Department of Geography, 1967), p. 56. By 1920 
seven such units existed, based respectively at Budaka, Bgora, 
Nagongera, flyondo, Soroti, Iwala, and Dabani.

^Andereya Batulabude worked at Kumi in Teso under the 
nominal authority of the Babumali mission from 1904 to 1908 
(see C.M.S. Archives, A7/06, Roscoe, "Report on a Tour to 
Bukedi, May-June, 1908." See also Pirouet, op. clt., p. 573; 
there is also a record of other teachers having been sent to 
both Pallisa and Serere as early as 1904. See "Prom Mengo to 
Masaba." TTganda Rotes. October. 1904). For early Christian



administratire units as the Mill Hill Mission had done. 

Only two missionary districts, as the C.M.S, called them, 

were established. One was headquartered at Mbale; the other 

at Hgora. In order to enable them to exercise a close control 

in their large districts, they divided them into several sub-
cj

districts. For example, in 19l0 the Mbale missionary district 

comprised^five sub-districts — Budama (Padhola), Bugwere, 

Bunyuli, Horth^i Bugisu and South Bugisu.^ A senior catechist 

was appointed in each sub-district to oversee the work of the
V-- -

junior catechists, many of whom were completely untrained,
2

and to report back to the missionary in charge. In this way.

work in Bugwere, see H. Magoola, "The History and Development 
of Education in Bugwere" ^Unpublished Associateship Paper, 
Makerere National Institute of Education, 1967)» p. 14. For 
the work of Petero Dakigesa in Bunyuli, see L.C. Usher-Wilson 
in South of the Sudd and on the Backwaters of the Nile. II 
(July, 1937}, pp. 6-7; also, Y.H. Nabe, "The Development of 
Primary Education in Bunyole County" (Unpublished Associate- 
ship Paper, Makerere National Institute of Education, 1967)» 
pp. 21-22. No accurate statistics seem to be available for 
the number of teachers who worked within C.M.S. Various reports 
-indicate that in 1910 the number for the Mbale District was 56. 
By 1918, the number for the district was 184. See C.M.S. 
Archives, A7/09> Annual Letter, H.B. ladbury, December, 1910; 
also A7/012, "Missionary Districts, 1919 - l^Ibale." At about 
the same time the total for Teso was 25 and for Lango 10.
See A7/09, Annual Letter, H.G. Dillistone, 9 December. 1911.

1 C.M.S. Archives, A7/08, Anniaal Letter, H.B. Ladbury,
16 November 1909. Another sub-district was added in 1915 when 
the area of presentr-day Samia-Bugwe, with its center at Busia, 
was transferred to the Mbale District from Iganga. See 
Bishop and Buffell, on. cit., p. 2,

%.B. Ladbury, "Diaries of Mission V/ork," entry dated 
August,- 1910; also 30 November 1912 (MSS in Makerere University 
Library).



t^e foundations were laid for a centralized system of church 

schools, dependent for direction on mission authority.

The reading classes at the mission stations differed ‘ 

from those at more distant places only in the amount of super

vision given hy the missionary, but basically the teaching was 

done by the African teacher. ’Elementary instruction in literacy 

was the prime function of these classes, but it was literacy
i

based solely on religious reading material and aimed at forming

It was also literacy in luganda.the basis for baptism.

One infonnant was able to describe in detail what

these classes included. Hev. E. Wokadala started his education 

at Makuyu in North Bugisu. Those newly under instruction were 

divided into three groups — "a"; "wa";.and "bwa" — in order 

to learn the alphabet. A test was administered after passing 

tb-rnngh each Stage. Initially lessons were normally conducted 

under a tree by senior readers, that is, those in an advanced 

stage of preparation for baptism, but not yet baptized. These 

senior readers helped the catechists whose attention was 

usually focussed on the final stages. During the second stage, 

the pupils learned to join letters together. This stage was 

called "bwino,” and diiring it the pupils began to cram and 

recite passages from the Bible or the Apostles* Creed. Begin- 

n-iT<ga were also made to introduce basic skills of nvimeiacy,

so that pupils passing throu^ this stage could count to 1000

Before going on to the third andand perhaps to one million, 

final stage of preparation, all pupils had to pass a simple

test administered by the teacher/catechist, 

ceeded, he would continue on to the final stage ("ekitundu").

If a pupil sue-



last stage took a fiill year, during which time the pupils

were expected to become fluent in reading the Bible.
&

which terminated this stage was conducted initially by the

Bor the Catholics the course was shorter,

The exam

1European missionary, 

lasting as it did only one year, but it resembled the program 

Pour-months were devoted to learning prayers,, 

four months to the catechism, and four months to baptism pre

just described.

Eveaprthing was to be learnt by heart. The pupils .paration.
2

hardly saw a book, but did exercises in a sing-song fashion.

These classes were not always as efficient as they mi^t 

Their effectiveness depended heavily on how good the indi

vidual teachers were. As newly baptized readers were encouraged 

to offer their services as teachers, and, as close supervision 

was not always possible, missionaries were not always satisfied 

with the results. ladbury, a C.M.S. missionary at Mbale com

plained of the need for increased supervision when he described

be.

a reading class which he saw as typical of those schools where

"The children are allowedonly junior teachers were available, 

to sit in a large group with'a small 'walifu' (first reader) in

One leads the class and the otherstheir midst on the ^oxuid.

an sing out the woards without knowing in the least what the

The marvel is," he concluded, "that theywords look like, 
learn to read at alT,"^ At another place, indeed, no one did

1 Bugisu Historical Texts, No. 3,7, statement by Rev. E. 
Wokadala, 27 Jlarch 1969.

^Bokedi Historical Texts, No. 166, statement by Mr. 
Petero Manku, 20 jfe.y 1969.

^H.B. Ladbury, "Diaries," entry dated 14 March 1916, 
For other missionaiy complaints see C.M.S. Archives, A7/09, 
flr>yinal Letter, I. McNamara, 5 December 1911.



leam to read as the teacher neither had a catechism nor had

In this case, the missionary laidhe made any effort to teach.
/

blame on the senior teacher who never inspected the schools. 1

One of the major factors that was inhibiting the growth

of these church schools was the persistent endemic shortage

In the beginning, most of these catechists

This importation of workers meant that there

It was not always possible to en-
*

In 1904,

of catechists.

came from Buganda.

substantial turnover, 

replacements when and where they were needed.

was a

sure

Purvis complained that the supply of catechists was insuffi- 

"An efficient and two inefficients are sent fromcient.

Uganda," he pointed out, "when the Mbale Christians are will

ing to pay for twenty efficients were4|iey Asavailable.

continued concern over the fact thatlate as 1912, there was

teachers were leaving than coming. Many outstationsmore

where the church schools were located were left unattended as
3

a result. Supervision by senior catechists was also reduced 

Thus, for example, no one from the Budaka missionto a minimum.

visited the church schools at Gogonyo, Kasodo or Pallisa

4 The popular view of these church schoolsfrom 1909 to 1912. 
must, therefore, be examined with the knowledge that the 

schools themselves did not always represent stable institutions.

^H.B. Ladbury, "Diaries," entry dated 21 August 1915. 

^C.M.S

^C.M.S. Archives, A7/09, Annual Letter, Rev. A. Leech; 
Ar,r.i,pi Letter, A.H. Morris, October 1912.

^M.H.M. Archives, Jinja, Pr. Kirk to Pr. Matthews, 23

Extracts, entry by J,B. Purvis, 1904.
• f

A7/010,

July 1912.



Furthermore, these reading classes were aimed at 

henefitting the individual. The missionaries themselves en

couraged this view hy stressing their religious content. 

These classes aimed solely at conversion. Thus, for one mis

sionary, it did not matter that he saw little potential in

the intellectual capacity of his students because for him,
"the chie^ aim [was_ to make them Christians, 

orientation, -^he missionaries in eastern Uganda were limited 

by an isolation from the ferment in Buganda over the church's 

responsibility in the field of secular education. Their views 

were those predominating in Buganda in 1900.

As conversion was an individual acceptance of the gos

pels, only those skills of literacy were stressed that would 

permit an understanding of these gospels. Little or no effort 

was put into the teaching of other more concrete skills that 

mi^t have had tangible and immediate benefit to - a whole vil

lage or household. It was more important that these schools be
C

-Widespread than that they be efficient. Soon, the local people

came to distinguish between religion and education; they

criticized the earliest missionaries for not wanting education
2but for being "intent on religion only."

In those early years, therefore, many of those who
"7^

attended the reading classes did so reluctantly. One of the 

symptoms of this reluctance to attend the church schools was

..1 In this

1 C.M.S. Archives, A7/09, Annual Letter, W. Holden, 28
November 1911.

2
Bukedi Historical Texts, No. 166, statement by Mr, 

Petero Ifenku, 20 I-kiy 1969; No. 164, statement by Mr. Ezekieri 
Kageni, 15 May 1969.



the enormous difference between the number of names appearing

At the girls'
V.
on th3 roll and the number in actual attendance, 

school at Mabumali, for example, with a roll of 150 pupils.

morning attendance numbered 125, while in the afternoon the

number dropped to 80.

Coercion was often necessary to ensxire attendance.

1

The methods used were sometimes quite stern. One missionary

Salome (my Muganda
I

admitted thajt "they do not come easily, 

teacher) and I go out and hunt them up in the morning, and in

this way we often get a good niimber who would otherwise play 

about.The most elaborate description of this use of force 

noted that missions organized "groups on the'hunt," made up

, of church teachers, senior readers, and those already baptized

Such a group would be called togetherand perhaps confirmed, 

weekly in order to catch those who had run away, as well, as

If someone was caught a third time, a fine

One favor-
some new readers.

levied which was payable in chicken or matqke. 

ite method of trapping prospective pupils was to launch a

was

night attack on an unmarried girl's house so as to catch any

Such attacks were often carriedunsuspecting visiting youths, 

out on a tip by a reader who spied on those in hiding. If,

after several attempts, a youth was still intransigently op

posed to remaining at the class, he would usually be left 

there had been cases where unwilling pupils con-alone, as

^C.H.S. Archives, A7/010, Annual Letter, I. McKamara,
5 December 1912.

^C.M.S Extracts. entry by B. Pilgrim, 1905.
• f



^iniially interrupted classes through foolery and feigned 

idiocy. 1 In one area, parents were reportedly imprisoned

for refusing to allow their sons and daughters to attend 
2classes.

It was at this point that the missions often soxxght 

help from the local chiefs. Some chiefs took up this respon- • 

sihility^ith such enthusiasm that they were identified by the 

villagers as^ |filling allies of the Baganda agents and the 

teachers. Most, however, did little for fear that the basis 

of their own individual success might be replaced by another. 

One informant suggested this theme when he explained the re

luctance as follows:

Education was persecuted by everyone — 
chiefs, parents and native doctors. The chiefs 
worked against it becaiise they thought it ifas 
aiming at removing them from their chieftaincies 
which was done later. So they did so to safeguard 
their po.sitions. The parents because it aimed at 
depriving them of cows (brideprice), .and the

soon render theirnative doctors, because it will 
work useless.5

Clearly, mission education was seen as a threat both to the 

communal traditions and obligations of a rural society and 

also to the positions of privilege enjoyed by-the traditional 

authority figures.

1 Bugisu Historical Texts, Ho. 17, statement by Rev. E. 
Wokadala, 27 March 1969•

^Bukedi Historical Texrts, Ho. 138, statement by Mr. 
Thomas Tegu, 19 April 1969; Ho. 133, statement by Zakaliya 
Goli, 16 April 1969; Ho. 153, statement by Ih?. Solomon Kigolo, 
4 May 1969.

^Bukedi Historical Texts, Ho. 159, statement by lir. 
Zephaniya Bumba, 7 Ifey 1969.



Educational statistics for this period are either non

existent or unreliable, or difficult to work with because of 

the changing nomenclature of the institutions for which they 

were being gathered. The slow response in the Ilbale area to 

the church schools, which has been suggested by the foregoing 

material, can be seen from the comparison in Table 2 of the 

number of churches and church plots in the Mbale area and in 

Teso up to 1^19. Each of these churches represents a church 

Teso, it must be remembered, had its first European 

missionary contact eight years after the Mbale area.

1school.

Comparison of Church Expansion in the Mbale AreaTable, 2. 
and in Teso.

C.M.S. to 1919 M.H.M. to 1919
oSsS '^514) (1919)Area Pop. Churches

65 1181571 38male 425,250 98 - 184
(1900)*

Teso 287,222 105
(1908)*

77 119266 2214 18

*The year European missionary work began in each area.

There were, it is true, residuals of Bugainda experience

Ey thatwhich continued to operate even in Teso after 1908. 

time, however, the mission authorities in Buganda had accepted

1 Slip 470, Schedule of unregistered plots (Eas
tern Province) of MU Hill Mssion, 1919," forwarded with 
Biermans to Chief Secretary, 21 August 1919; also, C.M.S. 
Archives, A7/012, "Mssionary Districts, 1919."

E.S.A • f
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^ es^anded notion of their responsibilities in education. 

Also, the colonieil environment in Teso was substantially 

different than that which existed in the Mbale area. This

combination of changes modified the effects in Teso of a con

tinued adherence to the Buganda model. A brief discussion of 

the most important of these residuals, the missions’ attempt 

to use chiefs in the education work of the church, will 

elude this'clppter on the Buganda model.

con- .

It will also iServe 

to introduce the subsequent discussion of responses to mission

education in Teso.

THE BXPAlBIOn OP THE CHUHCH TO TESO

^ In initiating their work in Teso, the missionaries

once again looked to chiefs, as designated by the protectorate 

authorities, to provide them with land. It will be recalled

that Eakungulu had been responsible for giving -initial grants 

of land to both missions in the Mbale area in 1900. As a

. result of the chaos that had occurred in Buganda in the first 

years of the century over the question of allocations of land,

however, the administration adopted a rigid, land policy in 

other parts of the protectorate. Thus, by the time the 

missions needed land in Teso, the situation was different

When,in 1908, both mission societies applied 

to government for permission to purchase land from chiefs Ariko 

and Ifladi at Hgora, these purchases were disallowed on the 

grounds that all land outside of the so-called agreement 

countries was crown land, or "at ail events at the disposal

than it had been



the crown subject to such ri^ts as the natives who may

Instead,he in actual occupation of it may be able to show." 

compensation for disturb^ce was to be paid, but once indi

genous claims to the land had been abandoned, this land was 

free for disposal according to government wishes, 

case, following a precedent s'et in Busoga, the land was given 

to the missions as a free giant for mission purposes.

In this

1

ThisVlofficial policy on land tenure bore some rgsem- 

fhe inability of chiefs to allocate landblance to reality, 

to missions without limit had been recognized by the district

commissioner when, in recommending to the Entebbe authorities 

to accede to the mission requests at Ngora, he cautioned 

against any further grants being made within five miles of the 

sites initially allocated, 

that "even if a sub-chief gave his consent to a further sale,
2

he mi^t get into trouble with his people for having done-so." 

Thus, it is likely that even if the government had not msde its 

- official position known, the dependence of the missions on 

chiefs for allocation would have been substantially less

By taking an official

His argument 7/as based on the fear

than had been the case elsewhere, 

position on this question, however, the government not only 

reduced the potential for close cooperation between the two 

parties, but also forced the missions to submit their work to

1 E.S.A., Slip 579/08, Hitching (CMS) to Collector, 
Mbale, 14 April 1908; Kirk (MHH) to Collector, Mbale, 16 April 
1908; Minute, Hesketh Bell, 26 November 1908.

^E.S.A., SI'IP 379/08, Ormsby to Deputy Commissioner, 21
April 1908.



Since all applica-close scrutiny by government authorities, 

tions for land had to pass throu^ the D.C.'s office, the

action taken by the D.C. could be interpreted as a sign of 

either approval or disapproval'of the directions of mission 

policy. The Bishop of the C.M.S. expressed fear that this was 

happening in connection with efforts to build schools. As 

chiefs in what he called "the more recently administered dis-

tricts" were^sjubject to a different system of land tenure than 

had pertained in Buganda, they did not have any pool of resident 

labour from which they could call workers forward to build

^^here an attempt was made by these chiefs

"The not unna-

schools or churches.

to use such labour, they were normally fined, 

tpral result of this," he suggested, "has been that, in spite

of verbal assurances on the part of officers to the contrary, 

the people have concluded that the government does not wish 

to have schools built, and that the attempt to educate his

people is likely to lead a chief into serious trouble with the 

The natural tendency of this feeling would be togovenuaent.
prevent any bp.t the keenest among the chiefs from taking any

.,1
steps towards the education of his people.

The affects on mission educational work of this change 

in approach to land tenure and alienation of land were again 

clearly indicated by a controversy that developed between 

government authorities and the C.M.S. in Zumam country, 

two locations — Ekweraand Kangai — the district commissioner,

At

1 SMP 4844, Willis to PC Jinja, 15 JTily 1916.B.S.A • f



Driberg, had ordered the removal of teachers sent out by 

Archdeacon Kitching on the grounds that teachers of what

ever denomination were not permitted to reside within the 

confines, or in the immediate vicinity, of a chief's villagei 

In explaining his move, the D.G. reminded the missionaiy that 

as chiefs had no povrer to dispose of crown lands, no new 

teachers shOTild have been sent out without reference to 

government aTr|bhorities. 

the practice of locating teachers near chiefs, he continued, 

and as this ban had often been the basis for the government's

\

As there had long been a ban on

suggesting a more suitable site, it was clear that any appli

cation in respect of these two teachers would have been

Indeed, at Kangai a suitable site1
■^reated in like manner.

selected by the D.C. at some distance from the village, 

even thou^ no official application by C.M.S. had reached his 

office.^ In clarifying the position to his superiors, Driberg

was

reiterated that on many occasions sites applied for had been

changed when the proposed sites were thou^t to be too near

The general guidelines worked out andthe chiefs' villages, 

included in a letter cited by him indicated that "no applica

tion for a site will be recommended if the site is within
a mile of a boma or government post."^

three-quarters of
-Pi.

1 SMP 4844, Driberg to Kitching, 14 Jferch 1917. 

SMP 4844, Driberg to PC Jinja, 12 June 1917.

E.S.A 
^E.S.A

^E.S.A., SMP 4844, Driberg to PC Jinja, 12 Jime 1917, 
citing Driberg to Eisher (Cl'IS Gulu), 19 March 1915.

• ?
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The government's refusal in these cases to sanction 

sites for teachers in or near chiefs' villages was based 

principally on the objection that, under the guise of the 

chief's right, labour would be forcibly recruited to btiild 

and maintain the schools and also to cultivate food for the 

teacher's household.. In addition, the fear was expressed that 

the chief (would use undue pressure to force those in his vil

lage to attendkhe school. Driberg poinfed to Kitching's* 

own words — "chiefs who wish their people educated" — as a 

proof that the missions wished to use chiefs in the above 

ways. He argued that if "no undue influence is expected of 

the chiefs by the mission and no le-yy of forced labour, it 

would appear immaterial whether the mission school is in the 

chief's village or at some distance from it on a suitable

The response of the C.M.S. to this

K

”1
and approved site, 

challenge reinforced the notion that missions felt very

The Bishopdependent on cooperation .from these chiefs, 

argued that similar conditions had never been suggested in 

any district west of the Nile, where the sending out of

teachers and the building of churches had always been viewed 

matter between the chxxrch and the people, 

on the issue of using pressure to force attendance at school,
‘■Tii.

a distinction must be drawn between the putting up of a 

building for education and the compelling of people to attend 

Furtheimore, it seemed to him patently unfair

He felt that.as a

such a school.

1 SHP 4844, Driberg to PC Jinja, 12 June 1917.E.S.A • f



to label as forced labour that work put into construction of 

schools and churches, whil.e a similar use of labotir to build 

houses for the chiefs' wives or visitors went uncriticized. 

For Eitching the paradox was even more striking. Ilis views 

are quoted at some length because he states clearly and 

explicitly what the expectations-of the mission were:

1

With regard to the general policy as to education, 
no one could say that we of the CMS have ever endea
voured ~tp get undue pressure brou^t to bear on any
one to become a reader; we have always impressed on* 

teachers that individoials have the most perfect
But surely a chief is allowed

our
freedom in the matter, 
to’enco'urage his people and even expected to do so, 
in ai 1- matters relating to their progress as a tribe; 
and while not bringing pressure to bear on individuals 
he may surely be allowed to make it possible for those 
who wish it to be educated. In such matters as the 
cxativation of cotton and making of roads no option 
is allowed to the people at all, the general .wel
fare of the country being involved. Why should 
education be put on so much lower a footing? V/hy 
sho^ad it be held that much greater hardship is in
volved in the erection of a b-uilding for educational 
purposes, by which the people themselves benefit, 
than in the frequent construction and re-construc
tion of rest camps, by which only Europeans are 
benefited? Yet the chiefs are compelled to build 
the latter and not even allowed to encourage the 
building of the former,2

Clearly,then, the missions had carried over many of 

their expectations concerning how they mi^t employ chiefs 

in their work from their previous experiences in Buganda.

It was likely, as the D.C., Mbale had noted, that ultimately 

they would have been disappointed in their effort's in this 

connection even if the government had not intervened. It

1 SICP 4844, Willis to Jarvis, 9 July 1917,

BMP 4844, Kitching to Driberg, 3 April 1917.

E.S.A

^E.S.A
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wotild not have been easy, under the best of circumstances, to 

have successfully duplicated the relationships with chiefs

Their taskwith which whicli they were familiar elsewhere, 

was rendered more difficult, however, by the fact that 

government, through the working out of its new system of land

tenure, especially as it allowed the implementation of a

policy decision to separate the missions as much as possible

from the influence of chiefs, was creating the impression 
' *

Citing the Reverend Andereyathat it was against education.

Batulabude, a Muganda who had been the first Christian teacher-

in Teso, Kitching argued that "the impression is now universal 

in the district that the government are against education or 

•reading' and chiefs therefore are apt to say that they do 

not want a teacher, thinking that they will be penalized if 

they express a desire for instruction.

Such impressions were inevitable where government

sou^t to avoid some of those problems which had plagued its

In the important area ofearly administration in Buganda. 

laTKi tenure, the government did not import the Buganda model.

In a sense, therefore, the government had been more adaptive

The resultin its work in eastern Uganda than the missions.

loosening of the ties which bound chiefs and mission-was a
-■St

aries together.

Nonetheless, chiefs retained some sta■t^lre in mission 

policy because, although schools were not to be built in the

1 E.S.A., Si® 4844, Kitching to Willis, 26 April 1917. 
See also C.H.S. Archives, A7/09, Annual Letter, H. Banks, 10 
October 1911.



immediate vicinity of chiefs' villages, they could not be 

•built at all without the consent of the chief. A request 

for land on which to build a school would only be entertained 

by the government if the chief and his people genuinely wished 

to start with education. Thus, looking back at the controversy 

just examined, the district commissioner allocated a suitable

site for a school away from the village at Kangai because a

At Ekwera, on .
I

desire for education was demonstrated there.

the other hand, no site was allocated and the teacher went 

away because the chief and people had neither wanted a school

This demand1
supplied any voluntary labor to build one. 

for a pre-existing and popular desire for education made it

nor

extremely difficult for any church teacher to insinuate him

self into an ambiguous situation, for the authorities were 

likely to disallow any application in respect of such a teacher.

Despite the policy on land tenure, therefore, the missions con-

Thetinned to be dependent on the good will of the chiefs, 

following chapter will attempt to show why this adherence to 

at least one aspect of the Buganda model was more successful 

in Teso than it had been in the Inhale area.

1 SMP 4844, Driberg to PC Jinja, 12 June 1917.E.S.A • 9
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CHA.PTBR III

EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT: AN 
ECONOMIC DETERICEltt.NT

The main fea-ture of initial missionary contact in Teso 

which maA'e-^i.t different from, initial contact in the Mbale area 

was the economic prosperity which accompanied it. The first 

decade of the twentieth century had been witness to the rapid 

growth of the protectorate's cash crop sector, based largely 

on the successful cultivation of cotton. Teso was the focus

of this prosperity in eastern Uganda. The present chapter
‘ % ■

attempts to show how this new prosperity, combined with new 

missionary attitudes toward their educational responsibilities, 

affected indigenous response to educational initiatives. After 

a brief profile of the economic environment in Teso, it will 

treat the implications of this prosperity both for the educa

tion of peasants and the education of chiefs.

ECONOMC PROSPERITY IN TESO

Earamoja was the locus of economic prosperity in the 

area vaguely defined as the British sphere of influence in 

Uganda for more than ten years after its establishment in 

1894. It was ivory from Earamoja, and not the richness and 

fertility of Teso, which was the key to revenue earning.in 

the area. The b-ighly competitive exploitation of this



1 In the lastcommodity has been described by several liters, 

decade of the nineteenth centxory, a great trading center had

grown up at Manimani in central Karamoja and large numbers of 

foreigners - British, Greeks, ^fahilis and Baluchis - vied for

Before the completion of thethe profits from this trade, 

railway, only ivory coxild assure a ret^irn large enough to

Even in thethe^ high costs of porterage to the coast, 

first yeara a:^ter the railway had reached lake Victoria, ^ivory 

continued to occupy the predominant position as a source of

cover

for the protectorate government. In 1903, ivory
2

accounted for £ 26,000 of a total export value of£ 43,000.

Its"effects were marked not only in Karamoja, but also in

The Commissioner,

revenue

Mbale which was on the route to the coast, 

in his report to the Eoreign Office, hinted at this prosperity 

when he described Mbale as "a bazaar lining both sides of the 

broad road with some thirty-five traders, Indians, Greeks,

Swahilis and others."^ Such prosperity as appeared, however,

Though the government was at that timewas very localized, 

trying to encourage the growth of local centers of trade out

side of Mbale, the Provincial Commissioner did not feel that

of these local centers had been sufficiently firmlyany

^James Barber, Imuerlal Erontier (Nairobi: EAPH, 19^); 

of East Africa, 1969).

^C Ehrlich, "The Uganda Economy 1903-1945," History of 
East Africa, eds., V. Harlow and E.H. Chilvers, Vol. II (Oxford 
Clarendon Press, 1965), p. 597.

^Public Records Office, EO 2/858, "General Report on the 
Uganda Protectorate for the Tear Ending March 31, 1904,' for
warded with Hayes-Sadler to FO, 28 July 1904.



established to warrant permanent leases. Such trade as existed 

in these outlying areas was still largely itinerant, 

ivory trade did not, therefore, introduce widespread pros

perity throughout the area. Nonetheless, it was still con

sidered of sufficient significance in 1904 to necessitate the 

establishment of a government post at Idbale to assure that the. 

ivory trade continued to pass to the west of Mount Elgon so 

that the revenues earned from it were not siphoned off illegally

through Mumias, recently transferred to the East Africa Pro- 
. 2

tectorate.

1 The

Despite this prosperity (and its attendant potential 

for development) Earamoja was largely neglected by the British 

authorities. Throughout the first decade of the twentieth 
century the Briti^ government took no effective action to 

regulate either the system of trade or the extreme lawlessness 

of the district which resiilted from it. Administrative control 

was not undertaken until a combination of the agitation from

the East Africa Protectorate and the menace of Ethiopian infil-

In 1910, Governortration brought the Earamoja issue to a head.

Jackson implemented the decision to extend control to the area.

By that time, however, the basis of Earamoja*s economic pros

perity and potential had been largely exhatisted. Already in 

1904 one official de'scribed ivory as a "broken reed," being

^Entebbe Secretariat Archives, A/10 Vol. 4 No. 176, 
Boyle to Acting Commissioner, 27 October 1904*

Twaddle, "The Founding of Mbale," Uganda Journal. 
Ill (1966), pp. 25-38.



replaced in importance by such commodities as chillies,

It is perhaps this declininggro\ind nuts, hides and skins, 

importance of ivory which accounted for the reduction in the
1 But thesize of the bazaar at tlbale over the next few years, 

most important economic development that had occurred during 

decade of official inactivity, in Karamoja was the intro-the

duction of cotton, first in Buganda and then, in 1908, in

eastern UgandTa.' ^fhe meteoric rise in cotton production 

eclipsed the ivory trade and the focus of prosperity shifted 

rapidly away both from ivory and from Earamoja. Notvery

only, therefore, had the inaction of the British permitted

an uncontrolled exploitation of the ivory resources, so that
o
but also newthe tsupply was practically exhausted by 1910» 

developments elsewhere had robbed the area totally of its

These circiamstances supportalready dwindling importance, 

the view that Jackson was in no way motivated in his exten

sion northwards by the possibility of reaping economic bene-

Indeed, he saw traders as the root offits from Karamoja. 

all evil, and as a first step, cancelled all trading licenses

for Earamoja and forced the traders out of the district with 

brutal efficiency.^ When administration came, it was largely

external to Karamoja itself.in response to pressures

1A/IO Vol.TNri69^B§?ia"i•6cSkll^inK: i904,
B.R.O., CO 556/21, Bell to CO, U September 1908.

^Barber, o£. cit 

^Ibid.. p. 121.

p. 105.• f



The prosperity attendant upon successful cviltivation

of cotton proved far more long-lasting than that based on the 

Prom promising beginnings in Buganda, cotton

Though it was intro-
ivory trade, 

cultivation was brou^t to Teso in 1908.

duced here at least three years later than in Busoga, by 1913

output had reached 7,500 tons of* seed in Teso as against only

Prom a value of £236 in 1904, cotton

The

4,000 tons ^ Busoga. 
exports sky-roclceted by 1910 to a value of£ 165,412. 1

first cotton experimentation center was opened at Kadunguru

in Teso and by 1916, three-quarters of all Uganda cotton came 
2

from tills area.
" 3

the cotton acreage again trebled in the next five years.

‘ Consequent upon the needs of the ^burgeoning cotton

In the early years, head

After a threefold increase from 1912 to 1917,

industry, transport grew rapidly, 

porterage was the only available means of getting raw cotton

to the ginneries which until 1912 were all located outside

The establishment of ginneries close toof eastern Uganda, 

the growers meant a reduction in the distance the raw cotton 

had to be carried, but it was still necessary to get the lint

to the ports on Lake Victoria which were part of the network

The most notablebased on the Uganda Railway and Mombasa, 

development in this regard was the opening up of a steamer

^C.C. Wrlgley, Crons and Wealth in Uganda (Hairobi: 
Oxford University Press, 1970), pp. 14-15 & 20.

^J.D. Tothill (ed.), Afcriculture ^ Uganda (London: 
Oxford University Press, 1940), pp. 182-bfa.

^Ehrlich cit.. p. 435., OE.



service on lake Kyoga wMch then linked up with the newly 

built Busoga Rail’ifay from ITamasagali to Jinja. This service 

started in 1906, and by 1910, nine lake ports had been opened. 

In 1909 the steamer carried 590 tons; by 1915 the tonnage had 

increased to 9,086, the greatest portion of which was cotton. 

By 1912 and 1913, new steamers were brou^t into service.

The importance of this network is indicated by the fact that
I

ginneries weregenerally biiilt near these Kyoga ports, 

value attached to these steamer services is also shown by the 

strenuous- but xinsuccessful efforts made to provide a canal

The lake network

The

link with lake Bisina via the Agu swamp, 

remained important for Teso until the railway extension

A second, though far less signifi

cant, outlet for cotton from eastern Uganda was Mjanji, a 

port on lake Victoria some sixty miles south of Mbale.

Opened in 1912, it showed phenomenal growth and reached its

In 1925, exports of 14,971 tons 

It too suffered from subsequent railway con-

1
reached Soroti in 1929.

full stride by the 1920's.

were recorded.

struction and when the railway reached Tororo in 1927,

1929, only 71 tons 'traffic at Mjanji declined rapidly, 
2were exported. .

Tbft most significant difference between the cotton 

industry and the ivory trade, however, was that with cotton 

prosperity was widespread and diffuse. It became the source

1A.M. O'Connor, Railways and Bevelopment in Uganda 
(Hairobi: Oxford University Press, 1965), pp. 40-41; see also 
J.C. lawrance, "A History of Teso to 1937," Uganda Journal. 
XIX (1955), p. 28.

^V,C. Ford, The Trade of lake Victoria (Kampala: East 
African Institute of Social Research, 1955)» p. 28; see also 
O'Connor, 0£. cit. pp. 42-43.



oftwage-earning employment not only for the thousands of 

people engaged as porters, hut also for those em]Aoyed in

the ginneries which followed necessarily upon the expansion

In 1912, two ginneries were huilt at

By 1914 the number had risen to 

Indeed, by the

of the cotton industry.

Bugondo, a port on Lake Kyoga. 

five, by 1919 to ten and by 1920 to tvrenty. 1

early 1920^'s the govejrament was moving to limit the number of

ginneries which could operate in a given area as a result^of
2over-capitalization.

isolated outpost of commercial activity, 

the cotton era, however, trading centers sprang up at almost

In Teso alone, Indian shops were reported

In 1904, I'lbale had appeared as an

With the coming of

every crossroads, 

at Bululu, Soroti, Serere, ETgora, lylkongoro, Eumi, I'lukura, 
Kapiri and Ealaki by the end of 1908.^ Two years later, as a 

result of the extension of steamer service on Lake Kyoga,

centers of economic activity had appeared at the ports of,
©

call — Kamasale, Sambwe, Bugondo, Kelle, Kagwara, Bale and

Chuloi.^ In 1915, fifty-seven markets in eastern Uganda were
5

■ gazetted for the purpose of b\aying cotton from the growers.-' 

The extent and spread of this prosperity can be seen most

1 Lawrance, op. cit.. p. 28; for a detailed account of 
the entire history of ginneries, see Ehrlich, op. cit., pp.
435-51.

^Ehrlich, pp. cit 

^Lawrance, pp. pit.

'^Uganda Protectorate Gazette. 1910. 

^Ehrlich, pp. cit

p. 443.- 

p. 27

• f
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clearly from Table 5> which is a partial list of the trading 

licenses, both general and retail, issued in 1913, the first 

year in which the Licensing Ordinance was operative.

Eighteen(*) of these locations were in present Teso district, 

most suited to cotton cultivation; ten in the present Bukedi 

district, and only two in the present Bugisu district, least 

sTiited to cotton ciiltivatlon. Hone of the trading licenses 

for 1913 were issued for Karamoja. In fact, as late as 1920^, 

only two or three traders in Karamoja had been granted licenses.

1

I

and these few aimed principally to serve the needs of the 
2

administration. VJithin five years of its introduction, 

cotton had become the basis of prosperity in Eastern Uganda

and that prosperity v^as focussed in Teso. ^

List of General and Retail Trading Licenses IssuedTable 3. 
in 1913 in Eastern Uganda

Center Retail GeneralRetail GeneralCenter

66 Serere* 
Bukedea* . 6 
I'lkongoro* 6
Mukura* ' 5 
Senda 
Pilitok* 4
Kidongole* 4 
I'lagoro*
Kyere*
I»Iagodes 
Lukonge 
Usuku*
Kapiri* 
Toroma* 
Eaduhguru* 5

25Mbale 
Pallisa 
Hgora* 
Eaberamaido* 14 
Busia 
Mjanji
TTumi *
Hagongera 12
Tororo 
Kalaki*
Budaka 
Soroti*
Bugondo* 7 
Liulanda 
Ewapa

32 1
315
5

513
3313
1412 .

4 11
3 111
31010
339
3 128
36
37

6

Each of the following locations had two licenses issued;
Anyara, Kelle, Bunyias, Ifiiliambiizi, Busiu, I'lazimasa, ¥eia, 
Pi-ngiri and Terinvi. ulus 36 other locations with one each.

^Barber, o^. cit 
pp. 151-52.

1 Uganda Protectorate, Gazette. 1913. • f



ECOHOMC PROSPERITY AHD EDUCATION 
FOR PEASANTS

The bulk of the trading licenses had been issued to

either Indians or Arabs, though a small number of Eaganda also

Therefore, the people of Teso were only

Nonetheless, the

opened businesses.

indirectly affected by the new prqsperity. 

economic prosperity had serious repercussions on the style
I

Hitherto they had been producers 

They were now encoiiraged to

of life of thelJeasants. 

living on their own holdings, 

be both consumers and townsmen.

Peasants Become Consumers

Cyril Ehrlich, in discussing the contribution of 

An-if^ina. Yisram, who had been granted eight' general licenses 

in Teso alone, suggested that "it was in such remote areas 

that the educational role of commerce was most important. 

What was this educational role? The first effect of the 

increased prosperity was the availability of a multiplicity

o « »
,.1

of goods in the shops and trading centers which had been un- 

knoTfjn oiay a short time before, and, of course, the money to

This combination of money and goods led

The desirability
pay for these goods, 

quickly to an increase in consumer demands.

of this situation had been recognized by the authorities even

One district officer hadbefore cotton had been introduced, 

cleared an area for a trading center at Nagongera with the

idea that the establis^ent of such a center would introduce

1 p. 409.Ehrlich, ££. cit • 9



1 His project was quickly overtakenspecie^into the country, 

by circumstances when cotton brought in more money than he had

hoped for. Ihis same officer noted with satisfaction two years 

later that Indian traders scattered throughout the district 

hawked their goods from village to village and thereby brought 

"the products of civilization to the very doors of the natives
p

securing sales among those v7ho would never come to Mbale." 

Thus, a growth iii" (^onsumer demands, and a continuing search for 

money throu^ ■vra.ges, were assured,

Constunption patterns were largely shaped by what one 

economist has called the "demonstration effect;" that is, copy

ing of habits of consumption from a people more accustomed to 

a hi^ level of consumption of such goods. In the case of 
eastern Uganda, the Baganda clearly provided this model.^

A people whose material culture had formerly been sheltered 

from outside influences would normally be most interested 

initially in goods that cotild be readily substituted for those 

already in use without any serious disruption. Such was the 

demand for cloth which was isolated as a particularly fast-

moving item in the I-Ibale bazaar in 1909. This demand was
$ *

probably also tied to the adoption of Christianity, especially 
in the eyes of women.^ The phenomenon of increased consumption

• • •

1 E.S.A.. Sl'IP 261/06, Ormsby to Boyle, 50 April 1906 
(monthly report).

^E.S.A., Slip 859/08, Ormsby, Bukedi District Annual 
Report, 1907-08, received 16 Ifey 1908.

^P.O. Powesland, Economic growth and labour (Kampala: 
East African Institute of Social Research, 1957)|. p. 15.

^Ibid.. p. 2.



was strongly encouraged by tlie opexiing up of convenient trans

port networks as this development lowered the costs considerably 

and brought them increasingly into reasonable range.

It was precisely this increasing expos^ire to the

1

cornucopia of material goods that worried the missionaries in

One element, of pressure in the move tothese early years, 

open up mission work in the east as soon as possible had been
1
that'ljhe traders and the government would get there

first, introducing their brand of "civilization without

Christianity" — materialism and a desire for wealth — which
2

would make the acceptance of Christianity more difficult.

the fear

This fear persisted throughout the first decades of mission 

The building of the new Busoga Railway, the openingwo;rk.

of a steamer service on lake Kyoga and the increased cultiva

tion of cotton were all cited as reasons why a retrenchment 

in personnel should not be allowed 1:0 affect the staffing ■
' 3

sitization in the eastern part of the diocese. Kitching,

who became one of the key figures in the Teso mission field.

estimated that the income from cotton in 1915 would be

Such tremendous wealth prompted an appeal2,000,000 rupees, 

for increased effort couched in similar terms of urgency.

"Wealth has multiplied in a manner that is almost dangerous 

for so raw a tribe.r.hence there is the urgent need for rapid

1 Ibid., p. 4.

Archives, A7/04, Walker to Baylis, 24 December 
1905; also A7/05, A.G. Fraser, "Report on a Visit to Masaba," 
1902.

^C.M.S. Archives, A7/08, Walker to Baylis, 14 November
1910. %



n1e-^^ngelization while the opportunity remains.

This presumed negative correlation between an. increas

ing material prosperity eind the work of the missions is only 

justified if we confine our analysis to evangelical aspects. 

There ^fas a legitimate basis for fear that an entrenched

-

materialism would militate against any sincere acceptance of 

the Chrisl^ian message, 

was not exclusively evangelical.

Mssionaiy work, at that time, however.

The struggle within the, 

C.M.S. in Buganda during the first decade of the century had

resulted‘in a mission enterprise that emphasized welfare,

especially education and medical work, as well as evangeli-

Whereas it is likely that evangelization was made
2

more difficult by the prosperity, the same was certainly 

not true for educational work.

zation.

Peasants Become Tov/nsmen

One contemporary study of education in West Africa 

posited a correlation between the extension of a monetary 

economy and educational diffusion. This correlation was held 

to be valid when the extension of the monetary economy coin

cided with an urban growth that was also accompanied by the

1A. Eitching, "The Teso District,” Uflanda Notes.
November, 1913.

^See H.l. Pirouet, "The ea^ansion of the Church of 
Uganda (NAG) from Buganda into Northern and Western Uganda, 
between 1891 and 1914, with special reference to the Work of 
African Teachers and Evangelists" (Unpublished Ph.D. disserta
tion, University of Bast Africa, 1968), p. 347, where she con
cludes that the difficulties experienced in Teso Christianity 
today stem from the close association between Christianity 
and cotton in the early years.



appearance of a heterogeneous ethnic population and the emer- 

gence of "complex Western-type occupational structures." It 

would be difficult to argue that the extension of a monetary 

economy in eastern Uganda spawned urban growth as it is com

monly defined. One long-time observer of the scene in Uganda 

has argued, on the contrary, that the economic transformation 

of Uganda has not been accompanied by any large-scale trend

toward urbanization and that the growth of a wage-eamirg class 
1 * ' 

has had little effect on the basic economic fabric of the
2

country which is still tied to the land.

Nevertheless, the increasing availability of money 

did give rise to the growth ,of loci of economic prosperity 

which also became loci of population density. Though not 

urban centers, they were accompanied by the two other necessary 

conditions for educational diffusion outlined above. First, 

the economic development of the area was characterized by the 

emergence of a complex occupational structure. Ginneries and 

the transport system were both large employers. As an example 

of the new possibilities in trading centers, the 1911 census 
showed nineteen occupations in Mbale alone.^ This occupational 

complexity was ^so ^eatly increased with the indigenizing of 

the new administrative structures which started in 1915. fhe 

second condition^ the growth of a heterogeneous population.

1 R. Clignet and p. Poster, The Fortunate Pew; A Study 
of Secondary Schools and Students in the Ivory Coast (Evanston; 
Northwestern University Press, 1966), p, 56*

%.B. Thomas and R. Scott, Uganda (London: Oxford 
University Press, 1935)» pp. 273-77.

^Uganda Protectorate, Census, 1911.



is less easy to document. The census of 1911 is not suffi-* 

ciently detailed to allow for a statistical profile of the 

ethnic composition of each trading center. Fortunately, one 

of the early centers, Bugondo in Teso, was chosen as the sub

ject of an anthropological case study, and from that study the 

heterogeneity of its population clearly emerges, 

was one of the biggest centers, Bugondo was typical in most 

respects, and can be taken'^as an example of the "urban" growth 

in the area.

1 Thou^ it

The main difference between loci of population such as 

existed in eastern Uganda and the urban centers of West Africa, 

was the ease and" frequency of communication between them and 

the surrounding nural areas. Being sma2JL, and being founded 

on a largely agricultural base, the trading centers were in 

close physical contact with the rural hinterland. The people 

were able easily to travel into the coimtryside and back again. 

In such a situation, the changes in attitudes which grew in the 

environment of the trading centers would be less likely to be 

confined there, but rather would readily diffuse thro\i^out 

the rural areas as well. Even if educated people concentrated 

themselves in the centers, which seems to have been true in 

l-Ibale in 1913,^ they would be sufficiently in touch with their 

peasant relatives and friends^^to provide a model of change.

1 See J. Vincent. African Elite; Big Men in a Smeill 
Town (Eew York; Columbia University Press, 1970).

^"Bugishu Bukedi," Ebifa mu Buganda, January, 1913, p. 7.



Thus, insofar as the extension of a monetary, economy was ac-
-

companied hy the growth of loci of prosperity where a heterogeneous 

ethnic population and a complex occupational structure appeared, 

conditions would seem to hare existed for educational diffusion 

in Teso from a very early period.

liissions as Protectors

How do these conditions operate to encourage educational 

gro^rth? The occupational structiire may work most directly if 

the new jobs to be done need special skills. The introduction 

of cotton necessitated serious attention being paid to plough

ing instruction, and this was the first governmental effort in

In general, however, the jobs available1education in Ugandai 

in the trading centers, at the ginneries and within the trans

it would cer-port system did not need specialiaed training, 

tainly be true to say that in the early stages, an ability to

read was not a prerequisite of employment in the commercial

What then was the link between these variables and thesector, 

growth of.education?

As a result of the economic prosperity of the early 

colonial period in Teso, tensions developed for the peasant 

between his traditional life style and the new economic oppor- 

ttinities available to him. Although new social patterns emerged 

in the trading centers, based on the increased availability of 

wage-earning employment, for most peasants, communal restraints

1 See P.R.O., FO 2/864, FOio Treasury, 11 July 1904.



Social institutions are more conser-were still operative, 

vative than econoiaic institutions, and, therefore, a tiae lag

Thisbetween economic change and social change is not linusual. 

disequilibrixim was hei^tened by the attempt to impose on Teso 

a native administration modeled on a Buganda prototsrpe. The

colonial authozlties, becaiise of their dependence on chiefs, 

nni^ guided by their experience in Buganda, exaggerated the 

feudal nature of the relationship between chiefs and peasants.

This emphasis continued until the 1920‘s when the-interests of ^ ,

the peasants began to assume prominence in policy considera- 

Thus, in the early years, the peasant was cau^t in ations.

web of obligations to his community and his chief.

The encouragement of individual choice and individual 

gain, which was a feature of the economic environment of the 

trading centers, stood in stark contrast to these communal res

traints, Peasants who opted to enter wage-earning employment 

required freedom of movement. As two life styles emerged in 

Teso, the social patterns of the peasant as a rural producer 

were temporarily out of phase with his opportunities as an 

•urban’ consumer. The problem for the peasant was how to move

from the one to the other; how to avoid communal duties so as

Expressed in economic terms.to ensure freedom of movement, 

this meant how to assiire a sufficient measure of personal 

security freedom from exaction so as to be certain that 

wages, once earned, would not be taken away. 1

1 Powesland, 0£. cit., p. 5.
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Christian missions provided a convenient bridge.
k.

Christianity stressed the supreme value of the person as well

as the personal accountability of the individiial for the life 

The missionaries were interested in the indi

vidual and his potential conversion.

that he leads.

An economist has drawn

the link between Christianity and economic change, 

anity in its own right, quite apart from concomitant influences

"Christi-

l
working in the same directionrhelps to detach the individual

temporarily from his native society and thereby facilitates the

mobility of tribesmen seeking paid employment.

from indigenous social constraints must be accompanied by

incorporation into some" other social network. Fortunately for

the nascent individu^ism introduced by the economic changes

and fostered by the Christian message, the missions took on an

institutional form and maintained, a relationship with the

colonial administration which allowed them to act successfully
2as shields against demands made by the chiefs, 

on and the occupational structures became Increasingly differen

tiated so that occupational.recruitment became more closely 

tied to particular sorts of educational experiences, this 

differentiated demand decreased in importance, but for those 

seeking to enter the wage-earning class via unskilled employ

ment, this "protection” factor remained important.

n1
But detachment

a re-

As time went

^ln-

1 p. 12.
2
See E. Daxmcey Tongue, "The Contact of Races in 
British Journal of Psychology. XXV (1934755),

Ibid,•»

Uganda p. 356.



The missions consciously sou^t to maximize their 

potential as "protectors” from traditional exaction. As 

early as 1908, the question as to whether those living on. 

mission land were liable to fulfill their traditional labor 

obligations to chiefs was raised by the mission authorities.

The unanimous opinion of officials at seven^l levels was that , 

such men should in no wa^ be released from these obligations, 

as such privileges would causp large-scale mig3?ation to mis- 

This ruling seems to have been substantially

K

1Sion lands.

modified the following year, however, when elaborate rules

drawn up by which certain exemptions from this obligation 

Under these rules, men who could produce a

were

were allowed.

receipt from a European, indicating that they had done one 

month's marmal labor during the year for the mission, coiild 

obtain in return a labor certificate which removed any further

The missions were warned,obligation to the chief for one year, 

however, that "receipts for labor should only be given when

really deserved, for important work connected with your

it is essential that the authority of the chiefs
2

shOTild be maintained to the fullest extent."^

As a result of the incidences of incendiarism at the 

Catholic Mission at Hyondo in 1914 which were signs of resent-

mission • • • •

1 E.S.A., SMP 436/08, Grant, Collector at Jinja to 
Deputy Commissioner, 11 March 1908; V^ilson to Grant, 15 June 
1908; Minute, Hesketh Bell, 4 November 1908.

^Mamirembe Archives (Makerere University Library), 
lJ3/r,. Knowles, PC Kampala to Chief .Secretary, 29 June 1909.



ment against obligations to work for the mission, especially
. K

under the direction of Baganda, the discussion concerning

It was clear from the views then expressedlabor again revived, 

that the custom of tenants living on mission land being re-

" quired to work for the mission rather than the chief had 

been widely implemented. It would appear, that the peasants 

no longer had an option. If they lived on mission land, their

obligations automatically switched from the chief to the mis-

"The practice has been established,” theSionary in charge.

Governor noted, "of assimilating the demands made upon tenants

of government and mission lands to those made by the chiefs on

their tenants." "The argument he used was exactly the^same as 

that used earlier. If no obligations existed, then there would

But whereas in 1908 thebe a mass migration to mission lands, 

solution was to continue the system of obligations to the

chiefs, in 1914, peasants were obligated to perform their

By this directive, the relations 

betvreen the substantial number of peasants living on mission 

lands and the chiefs were significantly altered.

Though no rules were gazetted to regulate these prac

tices,^ they continued for many years, 

again in 1922 when the number of workers available on mission

By this time, however, the administra-?

1
labor for the missions.

Agitation came once

land was insufficient, 

tion had begun its own move to loosen the ties between the

1 E.S.A., SMP 3665, Wallis, Actirg Governor to 00, 25
September 1914.

^Ibid..
P-



peasants and chiefs through a system of commutation of 

the labor obligation. Under this system, peasants had the 

option to pay a fixed sum to the native administration in 

return for freedom from any obligation to work for the chiefs.

' This money was then used for funding projects of the native 

administration. In 1922, it was suggested-'that the missions 

also introduce this commutation of labor in rettirn for grants

from the administration propoVtional to the number of adherents

This plan was not pursued1of each mission in any district, 

in the Eastern Province with any official vigor until 1927.

At that time, the administration's proposal to collect Shs. 

6/“ in lieu of seivices rendered to the missions elicited 

serious objectiofis from the mission authorities. Their posi

tion was based on strength of custom. "Tenants on mission 

land had, for 20 years or more, been considered as owing 

similar obligations to the missions as other natives owed to

butthis custom lacked legislative sanction

it had become crystallized by years of use, and could not be
2

lightly disregarded."

The administration's position was based on the law.

their chiefs • • •• • • •

Any continuation of the practice whereby mission tenants per

formed labor obligations for the benefit of the mission rather
•Z

than the native administratioh^was impossible.-^ By 1927,

1'Mbale Archives, Series 12 No. 18 LL, Acting Chief 
Secretary to Provincial Commissioners, 1 June 1927. See the 
same correspondence in Soroti Archives, XMSN/3 *• MP 86A,

^Soroti Archives, XMSN/2 - MP 219, Acting Chief Sec
retary to PC Jinja, 4 January 1927.

^Soroti Archives, XMSN/5 - MP 86A, Acting Chief Sec

retary to Provincial Commissioners, 1 June 1927.



therefore, even ihe proposal of grants to missions had been

In"implementing the plan in Bugisu and Teso in that 

year, the authorities did allow grants to the missions as a 

temporary measure until missions could readjust to the new 

However, this lessening of the hardship for the

modified.

. situation.

missions did not in any way lessen their resolve to eliminate 

"Inasmuch as the missions had no legal right tothe system.

exact free labour from the'tejuants on the registered estates, 

this grant-in-aid can only be of a temporaiy nature to tide 

the present difficulties and you must therefore anti

cipate its discontiniiance at no very distant date, 

more, it‘was proposed that this grant be merged into the general

I

over
..1 Purther-

grant made by th^ native administration to the missions for

education so that it should disappear as soon as possible as

a specific grant in compensation for lost privileges to which
2

in fact the missions were never entitled.
■- 3--

The special position of tenants on mission land

vis-a-vis local chiefs pertained for at least twenty years in

The system was never well defined nor 

However, by differentiating between

the Eastern Province.

•uniformly implemented, 

those who lived on mission land and those who did not, and by

setting the missionaries up in a role parallel to that of the 

chiefs, the system provided an.alternative to the burden of

^Soroti Archives, XMSH/2 - MP 219, Chief Secretary to 
UAC and IffiM, 9 September 1927.

^Soroti Archives, XI'ISlJ/2 - Iffi 219, Chief Secretary to 
PC Jinja, 10 September 1927.



The missionaries became increasinglyobligations to -fthe chiefa. 

responsible for the well-being and protection of their tenants 

in their relations both with the nei^borin^ chiefs and the
1 A significant number of peasantsprotectorate authorities.

result, divorced from their traditional relations

Por many, the breaking of traditional links

were, as a

with their chiefs.
the firat step in the transition from a life style constrained 

by obligations to chiefs to one which allowed for greater indi-

was

It,therefore, represented a move closer tovidual mobility.

participation in the emerging life style of the trading centers.

It also broTight the peasants into contact with Chris

tianity and with the reading classes which were a feature of 

every village church, 

obligatory for tenants, but because of their proximity to the 

, church, they had ready access to these classes, 

seemed the best way of ensuring the continued protection of

Attendance at these classes was not

Attendance

the missions who had sponsored their freedom from traditional 

Indeed, attendance \iltimately increased thatobligations.

protection when all readers in mission schools were granted a

six-month exemption from performing traditional obligations of 

2
labor to anyone. Attendance at these schools was, therefore.

^See, for example, Soroti Archives, XtlSll/a - MP 87,
Pr. Thyssen, ITgora, to DC Teso, 15 December 1927, where he 
complains of treatment of tenants on leasehold land at Toroma.

^See I-Ibale Archives, Ho. XT, Cox, Acting DC Bugisu to 
PC Jinja, 10 Hovember 1921, citing Eastern Province District



the second step away from traditional social institutions and 

toward participation in the new life style of the trading 

centers.

It was in li^t of the peasants' need for resolving the 

' tension between traditional social institutions based on rural 

production and participation in a changing life style defined 

by the new opportunities^of the cash economy that the early 

church schools succeeded in T'pso (see fable 2, p. 8o)*

was not related to the teaching of skills of literacy. 

It did not matter that these classes aimed primarily at con

version, while neglecting the transmission of concrete skills. 

The same distinction that had grown up earlier in the Mbale 

between religion and education was not significant in 

Teso because the content of the classes was unimportant.

This

success

area

For

the peasants of Teso, attendance at these classes served as

the outvra,rd sign cf membership in a social, network that exempted

Such an exemption wasits members from traditional obligations, 

crucial if the peasants were to take part in the new economic

opportunities that had appeared in the trading centers throu^— 

out the district.

ECOWOHIG PROSPERITY ARD 
EDUCATIOR FOR CHIEFS

The increasing prosperity and development orientation 

in Teso had a second implication for church expansion. The

Conference of 1920. See also, Banks to Cox, 50 Janu^ 1922; 
DC Bugisu to Superior, at Ryondo and Principal, CfIS at 
Rabumali; Dillistone to DC Bugisu, 10 July 1926; Minute, DC 
Bugisu, 10 July 1926.



colonial authorities, once they had decided to develop cotton 

in Teso, had to concern themselves with the building of an 

infrastructure for this development. They, could turn to 

Indians, with their capital and know-how, to build up the 

industrial infrastructure that was needed. Mobilizing the 

peasant producer, however, presented special problems. Based • 

on their familiarity with^the Buganda model, they looked to 

chiefs and those who would be chiefs to undertake this mobi

lization.

This imposition of increased responsibilities carried 

clear implications for training .chiefs which had not been 

present during the preceding years in the Mbale area. The 

local administrato'rs were not slow to articulate this need for 

training. One assistant district commissioner, dissatisfied

with his native administration, outlined the educational

"I am making every chief in the districtimperative clearly, 

select his successor," he wrote, "and I am bringing these

in to live at Kumi where I hope to be able to give them an 

elementary education and make them familiar with our methods.

A start has been made with some ten chiefs’ sons who are quiet

"Purely.,1youths and at an age when they can easily be tau^t. 

secular education is what this district so sorely needs," 

wrote another administrator. His own idea was a government

school where, both elementary education and practical knowledge

Such a school, he argued.of agriculture would be combined.

1 Sl'IP 321/09, Pellew Wri^t (Eumi) to PC Jinja,E.S.A 
15 March 1909.,

•»



woxild be an enonnoua benefit to the people and the admi.nistra- 

tion. At that time, however, the government lacked enthusiasm 

for any large-scale educational projects. Ihe plo\ighing 

schools run by the Department of Agric\jlture were isolated 

’ exceptions to the government's lack of involvement in running 

schools,^ (riven this reluctance to initiate schools of their 

OT,m, it was natural that the government looked to the missions 

to establish such schools. As a consequence, the administra

tion's desire for trained chiefs who could assume important 

economic responsibilities focussed attention on mission schools.

Fortuitously, the administration's needs in Teso co

incided with the donclusion of a decade of ferment within 

mission circles in Buganda over what responsibilities toward 

education the missions should take on. A decision liad recently 

been taken there which favored increased attention to secular 

This coincidence of the administration's economic • 

designs and the missions' sense of broadened educational res

ponsibilities established the conditions for success of mis

sionary initiatives in (Eeso.

education.

Chiefs in feso

Hgora was established as the center of mission work 

for both the Church I-Iissionary Society and the Mill Hill I'iis- 

At that time, as we saw in, Chapter II, aspectsSion in 1908.

1 SI-IP 925/09, Coote (ADC Bukedi), Annual Report,E.S.A • 9
1908/09.

^See F. Carter, "Education in Uganda" (Unpublished Ph.D. 
dissertation. University of London, 1967), PP« 61-65.



'T

of the Buganda^model for church expansion continued to shape 

mission strategy. The missionaries attempted to get land from 

the chiefs. The protectorate authorities disallowed this method 

of Hand allocation, and thereby loosened the ties between the 

missions and the chiefs. However, when land was finally al

located to the missions by an administrative decision, the plots 

were registered in the names of the same chiefs who had been 

prohibited from allocating theia. This apparent paradox exem

plifies the tensions vrhich characterized the role of the 

colonial chiefs.

V •• -■»-

The first decision followed from the recognition that
C'--

chiefs in Teso did not traditionally have the ability to allo

cate peasants' land within any defined area. The second de

cision represented an attempt to infuse those men recognized

as chiefs by the administration with authority over peasants

In this period of initialwithin given territorial units, 

contact, it was crucial that chiefs maintain their traditional 

rapport with neighboring peasants, whom they would be called

Enforced alienation of theirupon to mobilize for production, 

lands by chiefs to the missions represented a threat to that

At the same time, the decision to seek the assistancerapport.

of these chiefs in mobilizing the peasant producer necessitated

that they gain sui authority ov^ the peasants which they did

Official registration of peasants'not traditioixally have, 

land in the name of chiefs represented a strengthening of

that authority.

The urgency with which the administration proceeded 

in its program to identify the most proba-hle candidates for



these newly defined chieftainships was exemplified by the

appointment of an Iteso chief to replace the Muganda agent

The experiment centered onwho resigned at Ngora in 1910.

Njala, a local chief who was asked to run the native admini

stration in Hgora sub-county without the assistance of an out- 

This first choice was apparently well made, forside agent.

Njala was reported to be "by far the most intelligent chief

in the district." In fact, no further agent was ever appointed
1

Njala retired with honors in 1919.

The administration's attempt to infuse the chiefs in 

Teso with a non-traditional authority rendered the mission's 

Buganda-inspired inclination to focus on chiefs more viable

at lTgo3?a.

than it had been in the I-Ibale area where no similar attempts

This focus was further sharpened by developmentshad emerged, 

in mission thinking in Buganda.

Educational Growth in Buganda

At the turn of the century there were in Buganda, in 

addition to the undifferentiated vernacular and central schools 

described in Chapter II, three specialized channels of educa- 

i) advanced classes, added to the central schools in 

which teachers were trained for vernacular schools; ii) in- 

service training for catechists under the direction of a 

theological tutor; and iii) an industrial mission to train 

artisans for work dn the service of both the church and the

tion;

1 E.S.A., SI© 179, Nevnaan (ADC Kumi) to PC Jinja, 8 
I.iarch 1910; Slffi 2070 I, Jervoise to Chief Secretary, 6 Norvember 
1919.



The last of these channels, the industrial mis- 

Sion, was h^ded over to a commercial company with O.M.S.

Aside from the commitment to industrial 

education which it demonstrated, it played no further part in

government.

1
connections in 1903.

the educational controversy of the first years of the twentieth
'•■i-

Instead, conflicts arose as the missionaries attemptedcentiiry.

to work out the relationship between the advanced classes of

the central schools, which repr'bsented the growing secular 

emphasis in the mission, and the classes for theological 

training which were the cornerstone of the mission's evangeli

cal program.

In 1903, a scheme for intermediate education vras pro

posed to the londoh authorities by Bishop Tucker. The actiial 

blueprint for this scheme was dravm up by A.G. Fraser, another 

missionary. Embedded in the scheme were the seeds of the 

debate which occupied the next six yearsFollowing Tucker's

description, it was to be a system of secondary education 

which wotild complement the central schools system already

Its main purpose was to train an educated ministry.

The students

evolved.

taken to include "clergy, readers and teachers."

would "in the first instance and for some years to come" be
2

candidates for ordination and teachers within the church.

Fraser's proposed curriculum wa^ suitably church-oriented.

1 O.M.S. Archives, A7/01, Walker to Baylis, 12 November 
1897; 21 June 1898; 6 Iferch 1899. SR.O., FO 2/743, K. Borup, 
"Report on the Uganda Industrial Mission," 1 December 1901;
H. Carus-Wilson to FO, 1 July 1903.

^C.MiS. Archives, A7/03, Tucker to Baylis, 5 I'lay 1903.



it also occluded such, subjects as history, mathematics

and physiology. Those educated would be bound to serve the

church for three years. The most remarkable! element of the

proposal, however, was that students were to be selected from

among those who had achieved distinction in the central school

examinations.^ On the one hand, therefore, the intermediate

school was by design tailored to ecclesiastical necessities.

On the other, the recruitment ofl students linked it with the

non-ecclesiastical channel of education. This ambiguity was

apparently appreciated by C.M.S. authorities who requested

clarification as to whether the intermediate school was to be
2a seminary for future clergy.

Further confusion arose when the proposal was ^bmit- 

ted to the protectorate authorities. The version of the scheme 

which they received, althou^ also provided by Bishop Tucker, 

differed appreciably from what he had described to the C.M.S. 

authorities in London. The course of study was basically the 

same, with the significant addition of "those subjects recom

mended by the government at Entebbe as likely to fxirther the 

material interests of the country." The education of the sons 

of chiefs was contemplated and though the first scholars to 

complete the course would, it was hoped, join the staff as 

teachers, one of the objects of the scheme was to train the 

Baganda for subordinate and clerical posts in the administra-

1 C.M.S. Archives, A7/05» A.&. Fraser, "Proposed Con
stitution for an Intermediate School," forwarded with Tucker 
to Baylis, 5 I'lay 1903.

^C.H.S. Archives, A7/LI, Baylis to Walker, 27 June
1903.
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1 On the basis of this description, the protectorate
*> -

authorities recommended that the Foreign Office allow a

remittance of dues on the purchase of timber required for the

buildings, and provide scholarship assistance to a limited
2

number of the bes:^-qualified entrants. The first of these 

recommendations i-ras rejected because the Treasury objected

seriously to the whole theory of differential relaxation of
^-

customs duties. The second re'pommendation regarding scholai*- 

ship assistance, however, was acceded to, though with some 

reductions, pending an evaluation of the experiment to see if 

the administration did in fact profit from an increase in the 
supply of subordinate staff.^

Bishop Tucker was obviously telling each of the potential 

benefactors of his scheme what.they wanted to hear. No men

tion was made of the administration-oriented aims of the 

scheme in his correspondences with C.H.S. London and, con

versely, in discussions with the Commissioner in Uganda, the 

production of teaching staff was de-emphasized, and the train-

tion.

ing of subordinate staff and sons of chiefs received the bulk 

Furthermore, Tucker used suspect promises of 

support from the other party to convince each of the two

In Ifey, 1903, Tucker

of attention.

benefactors of the project's appeal, 

assured C.M.S. London that the -Commissioner woiild assist in

getting exemption from tax on building materials when, in

1 FO 2/736, Hayes-Sadler to FO, 9 September 1903.
<?

FO 2/744, FO to Treasury, 21 October 1903. 

^P.R.O., FO 2/744, Treasury to FO, 3 November 1903.

P.R.O 
^P.R.O,

♦ f
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fact, tlie request for such exemption was not transmitted to 

the Porei^ Office until five months later. Similarly, 

writing in September, 1905, the Commissioner forwarded a?ucker’3 

assurance that the C.M.S. London had given general approval to 

’ his scheme, when in fact Ohiclcer himself, in writing to C.M.S. 

authorities in December 1903? expressed his own disappointment

that, in rejecting the proposal on financial grounds, they had
'—2

failed to express any opinion on the value of the scheme itself.

By using such shrewd tac-!Cucker was an apt politician, 

tics he managed to get' financial support from both sides - mis-

In 1904 at a conference of missionaries.Sion and government, 

his program of intermediate education was launched and Apolo 

Eagwa was asked‘to provide a site for the school at Budo.

But the smoke screen he had set up at the outset in the interests

of gaining the needed finance, makes it difficult to assess his

Thereal intentions in establishing intermediate education, 

wei^t of evidence would Indicate that, at least in the initial 

stage, he did wish to continue both religious and non-religious 

teaching at a. higher level than had hitherto been possible.

But the ambiguity which he had nurtured was not lost on the

The 1904 conference proved the 

first arena for articulating the conflicting views on educa-

missionaries themselves.

tional development in Uganda which existed within the mission. 

Initial discussion centered on how this intermediate

As it became

V .

school should fit into existing arrangements.

1 C.M.S. Archives, A7/03, Tucker to Baylis, 5 May 1903.

^P.R.O., FO 2/736, Eayes-Sadler to PO, 9 September 
1903; C.M.S. Archives, A7/04, Tucker to Baylis, 29 December 1903.



increasingly clear, however, that the intermediate school 
would cater ^or the needs of training government personnel, 

those who feared the secular drift of education demanded the

Undersimultaneous establishment of a theological college, 

this plan the intemediate school would specialize in the 

training of hi^ level schoolmasters, chiefs and government 

while the theological college would be charged withmen,

training men to be the clef^ in important centers, 

of Education \ms established to oversee all the educational

A Board

The most remarkable feature of this new organization.work.

however, was that the intermediate school was,to occupy a 

place in the ladder between the central school and the theo

logical college^ In other words, admission to the theological 

college was to be from Budo. The apex of the system was to

1
be the theological college.

The effort to establish a theological college above 

the intennediate school was a vain attempt by the evangelicals 

to reverse what they saw as an undesirable trend. In fact,

these theological classes never attracted students from the

Those.coming for training as evangelists, 

anH clergymen continued to be'drawn from their

This recruitment policy was

intermediate schools.

lay readers,

supervised work in the parishes.

>pvift 1904 plan was based on the assumption thatinevitablei

church work was still the hipest form of service aimed at, 

It ignored the fact that students coming into the proposed

^G.H.S., A7/04, Minutes of the Missionary Conference,
15-17 June 1904.



intermediate schbol from central schools would already have 
opted for tinning that was not oriented toward service in 

the church.

During this same period, the central schools, and

, especially the advanced classes for teacher training, which 

had been relegated to -the lowest rang of the educational ladder

A series of advanced courses.in the 1904 plan, grew rapidly.

culminating at the newly e'sta,blished Normal School at 

Namirembe, emerged, 

stream as a way into Budo. 

outlined in 1904 was completely reversed in the following years.

In fact, many students used this normal

1 In this way, the school hierarchy

The theological college which was to have been the apex, came

to occupy the loj/est position in it, while the central schools 

led gradually into a normal school which came to occupy the

Despite all plans to the contrary, Budo,middle position, 

the so-called intermediate school, with its secular emphasis,

took indisputable lead in the educational tug-of-war.

Having lost ground through the institutional differen

tiation which they themselves had engineered, the evangelicals

then shifted their attention to a struggle for the control of

H.W.Budo itself. Here again they were at a disadvantage. 

Weatherhead was appointed the first principal, and he set 

about organizing the school according to his own designs.

industrial training and what came to beHis plan included an 
called "higher critical thinking." His purpose was decidedly

■•see C.M.S. Archives, A7/06, fucker to Hesketh Bell,
4 December 1907; A7/09, J. Britton, "The Normal School, bami- 
rembe," 8^September 1910.



not limited to. preparing people for service in the church. 

In his own words:

The country looks for men of' probity and 
faithfulness and knowledge to be chiefs and 
j\idges; the (xovemment officials req,^lired educa
ted assistants^ clerks, capable of filling their 
posts with ability, interpreters in touch with 
the people; the trader looks for suitable agents 
and reliable workmen; the church looks for leaders 
with brain and moral force. In fact, without 
education, no traq._d^velopment is possible for 
a country. 1 'j

»
In the Educational Scheme of December, 1908, B\ido was

formally recognized as the apex of the C.M.S. system. In the

following year, the theological work was removed totally from

the Jurisdiction of the Board of Education and placed under a
2

new Theological Board. These changes meant not only that the 

* mission commitment to praxrtissi education had been Insti'tutiona- 

lized, but also that it had been institutionalized at the 

highest level. Henceforth, the educational system, led by Budo, 

. was dominated by this non-ecclesiastical orientation. As a 

consequence, after 1908, schools for the sons of chiefs com

manded the respect and attention of mission authorities not 

only in Buganda, but also in other areas of the diocese.

1H.W. Weatherhead, "Education in Central Africa,"
Church i^Hssionarv Intelligencer. June, 1907, p. 358. Weather- 
head's protagonist in this con-troversy was Charles Hattersley 
who condemned Budb for its failure to produce graduates who took 
up service in the church. For Hattersley, the distinction 
between education• and e-vangelization was clear. For him it was 
the latter which ou^t to be the mission's principal work. His 
deparlaire from Uganda over this issue symbolized the victory 
of Weatherhead and his -views.

^C.M.S. Archives, A7/07, H.W. Weatherhead, "Draft 
Scheme for Education," December, 1908; Hamirembe Archives,
H3/2, liinutes of Diocesan Synod, 30 April 1909. 
the I-Iill Hill Mission in Buganda is far less well documented

but they too had established a school 
e^licitly for the sons of chiefs at Hamilyango. This school 
soon stood at the apex of the I'lill Hill system.

The work of

than that of the C.M.S • 9



Schools for Sons of Chiefs in Teso
TsT

Four schools for sons of chiefs appeared in eastern 

Uganda between 1908 and 1914. 

in Tesoj only one vras in the libale area.

points to the existence of a more conducive environment in 

Teso for the development of such institutions.

The idea of establishing a school for sons of chiefs 

was an explicit part of the initial plan for C.M.S. work in 

Teso. The decision to open a new station dated from 1907,
2

and two missionaries were transferred there from other stations.

In his

Three of these schools were

This imbalance itself

1

Plans were finalized after an episcopal tour in 1909. 

report, Bishop Tucker, again suggested that a school for sons

For him, agriculturalof chiefs be established immediately.

and technical instruction were , to be the bases of the c\xrriciilum. 

To this end, the two missionaries charged with the responsibility

H.G.of starting this school were men of practical experience. 

Dillistone had been a builder in Toro, and W. Syson had been
3

the director of the industrial mission in Nandi.

Tucker also assured mission authorities in London that 

both the government and the chiefs were willing to cooperate 

in such an undertaking. The government supplied the land;

1 A7/05, I'linutes "of the Executive Committee,C.M.S 
4 ^November 1907•

• f

^C.M.S., A7/06, Minutes of a Special Meeting of the 
Executive Committee, 20 December 1907; Minutes of the Execu
tive Committee, 12 October 1908.

• ^C.M.S. Archives, A7/09, Minutes of the Missionary 
Committee, 15 Iferch 1911.



I

1many chiefs a^eed to send their sons for instruction.

It is clear from this report what direction was pro

jected for the school. The grant ofJand had been conditional 

on the mission's promise to teach agriculture. The plough 

needed to initiate this instruction was made available 

through the district commissioner in Teso.^- 

approved a further grant ^f £ 20 for what they called the 

Industrial Mission at Ngora, for the purpose of encouraging

The authorities

ploughing in Teso by instructing boys in carpentry and black- 
smithing.^ /

Thpse priorities were in strict accordance with 

both the support of technical education throughout the protec- 

torate,^ and the particular emphasis on the development of

cotton and instruction in ploughing in Teso. Simultaneous 

with the opening of the Mgora school, the government started 

a ploughing school at Eumi and attached two cotton instructors 

to the Agricultural Department in Teso. At least one other

1 C.M.S. Archives, A7/06, Tucker to Baylis, 22 March 1909. 
^G.M.S. Archives, A7/09, ¥. Syson, Annual letter, 18

November 1911.
^E.S.A S1>IP 1185/06, Buckley (CMS) to Chief Agricul

tural Officer, 2 June 1911; Chief Agricultural Officer to 
Chief Secretary, 8 June 1911; Chief Secretary to CO, 31 July 
1911; CO to Jackson (Governor), 6 September 1911. See also 
the same correspondence in P.R.O., CO 536/41.

The above correspondence concerning ITgora Agricultural 
School was only a small part of a substamtial file (E.S.A.,
SI'IP 1185/06) entitled "Encouragement to Mssions for Dative 
Industries," which v/as based on a memorandum by Hesketh Bell,
27 October 1906, setting out his views on technical education.

• 9
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p 1such, school had opened at Soroti by 1913.
K ■ -

the protectorate authorities planned to use this school for

training future chiefs to contribute to the economic develop-
2ment of the district.

This avowedly practical orientation accorded with the

It was clear that

philosophy of Syson, the school's director..

If we are only to train the lads for reading 
and writing, prepare them to become members of 
Christ's Church witii^out anything else, under the 
present conditions of life in their villages the 
temptations are great. Grant that the lads can 
read, write and are earnest Christians. ¥hat 
difference does it make to their position? I 
feel that we are only doing half our work...Will 
the Gospel appeal to natives the less because 
we give them something for their hands to do?
Give them something to do and you are helping 
to keep them straight.5

c.

The school came to be called the Ngora Agricultural 

School. Despite its name, however, the school was not exclu

sively agricultural, nor was it opened exclusively to the sons 

of chiefs. These two modifications were interrelated. As

• » o

1 B.S.A., SMP 1619/09, Jackson (ADC Kumi) to PC Jinja, 
30 September 1909; PC Jinja to Chief Secretary, 11 October 
1909; C.J. Graham, Assistant Overseer, Ploughing School Eumi, 
"Eeport for the month of January, 1910." Regarding cotton 
instructions, see E.S.A., SI'IP 1895/09, Lamb, Superintendent 
of Cotton Department to Chief Secretary, 30 December 1909. 
Regarding Soroti Ploughing School, see E.S.A., SilP 1939, PC 
Jinja to Chief Secretary, 25 September 1913. See also, J.D. 
Tothill, on. cit.. pp. 54-55; also. K. Arrowsmith, "Fifty 

■ Corona. ZIII (1961) p. 180.

^See E.S.A., SI'IP 925/09, Coote (ADC Bukedi), Annual 
Report, 1908/09.

^E.S.A., SI'IP 1912, W.S. Syson, Reply to a series of 
questions asked by the Continuation Committee of the World 
Mssionary Conference, forwarded with Walker to Wallis, Chief* 
Secretary, 16 January 1912.

Tears in Teso,"



/

early as 1910, the principal noted that of the more than 

fifty boys in the school, only forty were boarders, 

mainder were boys selected from the day school who served as 

hOTise servants on the station.

The re-

1 These boys were taught dif

ferent specialties than the sons of chiefs. Five were working 

in the school forge, six were waiting for carpentry lessons to

start, and one was helping as a teacher for the small boys 
2

in the school.
I,

The government^ had seen the need for these 

sorts of training which effectively complemented the emphasis

on agriculture by assuring that ploughs, once in use, could be

Thus, the presence in this school ofmaintained and repaired, 

at least two streams, far from destroying the nat\zre of the

school as a specialist institution, increased the utility of

The "chief-making" specialization was 

further enhanced with lessons in reading, writing and dicta- 

luganda, as well as Ateso, were taught because the 

missionaries thought it behooved all those destined to become 

chiefs to be fluent in Luganda as it was the official language 

in government.^ In 1916, at the request of the acting district 

commissioner, Syson agreed to begin classes for training in 

how to keep tax registers.^

the school even more.

tion.

^C.M.S. Archives, A7/08,^H.G. Dillistone, Annual Letter,
9 November 1910.

^G.M.S. Archives, A7/08, W.S. Syson, Annual letter, 12
November 1912.

^E.S.A., SM? 1912, W.S. Syson, Reply to a series of 
questions asked by the Continuation Committee of the World 
I'lissionary Conference, forwarded with Walker to Wallis, 16 
January 1912,

^E.S.A SI€P 1929, PC Jinja to DCs, 17 July 1916.
• 9



.Emphasis on the cultivation of cotton, and the related 

skills of carpentry and blacksmithing suited the wider strategy 

of C.M.S. as it allowed the V70rk to be self-supporting. This

idea of self-support was crucial to any new vent'ure in those

Thus, the mission authoritiesyears of financial stringency.

in Buganda were highly critical of the school which, by 1912,

They recognized that the reason forwas seriously in debt, 

these financial diffic\aties "vr^s the fall in cotton prices.

yet they used the indebtedness as an excuse for imposing 

school fees, with the threat to close the school if the fees

the directors reported a 

Whereas

1were not paid. As a consequence^ 

vigorous and successful campaign to bring in fees.

at the end of 1911 only three boys had paid fees, by November

1912, over 50 percent had done so, and the rest had promised
2

to pay alter the sale of their cotton.

the rise in cotton prices, the collection of fees, and the

profits from the school forge rendered the school self-
■3

suppo3?ting by 1915.

The combination of

About the other two boarding schools founded during

At Kalaki, in thethis period there is less documentation.

}ri^Tngnn-.gpfla.WT ng area of Teso, a school for sons of chiefs was

opened in 1910 by the first missionary to settle there, Ifc.

^Namirembe Archives (l^erere University library), 

tional Report," 9 April 1912.

^C.M.S. Archives, A7/09, W.S. Syson, Annual Letter, 
12 November 1912.

5uganda Notes.'Hay. 1913; see also E.S.A 
H.W. Weatherhead's Report, forwarded with Mllar to Chief 
Secretary, 22 August 1913.

SMP 1758/09,• »



He was following the model which he had seen at iTgora.

It is certain that such a move was premature, as little mis-

ITevertheless,

limes.

Sion work had gone on in the area up to that time, 

when he died only eight months later, the protectorate officer 

•responsible for the area noted that his school for the sons

of chiefs had been well started and would have proved of

The school continued1great assistance to the administration.
_

for two years under the supervision of a Lluganda teacher, but
2

closed when he returned to Buganda for further training. 

Ho permanent boarding school was opened during this 

period at the Mil Hill headqiiarters at Budaka, despite Hr. 

Kirk's efforts to collect together sons of chiefs.

was

There is

evidence, however^ that at least forty sons of chiefs from the 

covered by the Budaka mission were sent to Hamilyango High 

School near Kampala for training.^

area

The Roman Catholics under-

' took only one such educational experiment during these early

In 1912, the missionary atyears, also located at Hgoira.

Hgora reported the existence of an industrial department

In it fourattached to the church school on the station, 

boys were being tau^t brick-laying; already six others had 
finished their instruction.'^ There were not at that time any

1 SI-IP 178, Pellew Wright to PC Jinja, 30E.S.A 
September 1912.

• f

^C.M.S. Archives, A7/010, H.O. Dillistone, Annual
letter, 1912,

^M.H.M. Archives, London, Ho. 27, Pr. Kirk to Mill Hill, 
also M.H.M. Archives, Jinja, Pr. Matthews to3 April 1944; see 

PC Buganda, 3 July 1915.

^M.H.H. Archives, Jinja, Pr. Kiggen to Pr. Matthews,
10 August 1912.



1boarding facilities at Ngora,' but it was obvious that those 

responsible for the department at Ngora had plans to expand 

in order to include instruction in agric\alture. In the same 

letter which outlined the very limited beginnings of indus- 

' trial work, the missionary pleaded for an extension of 200 

that the cotton cultivation could be started. Itacres so
Thereis not exactly clear when boarders were first accepted.

indication that aT Handful of boys stayed at the mis

sion as early as 1912,^ but the bulk of the evidence suggests

By the middle

is some

1914 as the year in which the school appeared.
4

of that year, 121 boys were in residence.

In most respects this school resembled the neighboring

The most comprehensive descriptionone directed by the C.M.S. 

of it came in a lengthy report presented in 1914. As at Ngora

(CMS), much of the early success depended on the encouragement 

and cooperation of the administrative and agricultu3?al officers.

cultivation xondertaken seemed more diffuse than in the 

C.M.S. school, but cotton was clearly the most important crop. 

An cultivation was meant to be an object lesson for the

The

^M.H.M. Archives, Jinja, Pr. Matthews to Chief Secre
tary, 22 August 1912.

^M.H.M. Archives, Jinja, Pr. Kiggen to Pr. Matthews,
10 August 1912.

^Soroti Archives, XI^SM - MP 165/13, Pr. H^km^s to 
, 29 March 1914; Pr. Kiggen to DC Teso, 4 April 1914.DC Teso
Sl.H.M. Archives, Jinja, Pr. Hurkmans to Pr. tetthews, 

- ■ Elementary and Agric\iltural School," 
SMP 1758/09, Biermans to Chief

"Report on Hgora Primary 
August, 1914; see also E. 
Secretary, 26 May 1914.
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chiefs' sons. Other subjects were also taught, such as read-

In 1919, book-ing, writing, arithmetic, geography and drill, 
keeping, typing and English were added.^ A council, modeled 

the missionary's conception of an indigenous council, 

'regulated small discipline cases. The one significant difference 

that the Catholic school did not achieve self-support, even

Of the more than

on

was

though the authorities sa^ it as desirable.
s._ _

100 boys in the school, only 2|9 had paid fees, 

sale of cotton recognize sufficient profit to cover costs.

Nor did the

Thus the vicariate was called upon to finance this venture 

while at the same time it was recognized that as the govern

ment was meant to profit from the training of these boys, it
2

should be pressed‘ into giving an annual grant.

The issue of self-support dominated the founding of 

the school for sons of chiefs at Mbale. A brief description

of the early years of this school will illustrate by contrast

A request had been madethe success of the schools in Teso.

to the government for 200 acres of land near the mission sta—

This request was quickly granted, andtion in Mbale in 1910. 

cxiltivation started before any students were brought into

residence.^ These early initiatives were seriously retarded, 

however, by the mission authorities in Buganda who were in

creasingly concemed over the -financial situation at Ngora.
/■

iNyondo Archives, Minutes of the Meeting of the "Bukedi" 
Fathers held at Ngora, 15 July 1919. ,,

%.H.M. Archives, Jinja, Fr. Hurkmans to Fr. Matthews, 
Ngora Primary Slementazy and Agricultural School,""Report on 

August, 1914.
^C.M.S. Archives, A7/09, H.B. Ladbury, Annual letter,

December, 1910.



Under no circumstances was the school to start without pros

pects of financial support. In support of the principal of 

fee-paying, reference was made to the problems at Wgora.

I sincerely hope that 

When

"The Ngora school has run on a rock 

the Wgora school does not illustrate your position, 

the Ilbale school opened its doors to boarders in August, 1912,

o • o
,,1

therefore, the authorities were acutely aware of the need to

operate within the available'funds. They were, for example,

immediately concerned that the boys pay their fees. Also,

though they were explicitly aware of the utility of training

blacksmiths and carpenters, they confined their industrial work

to agriculture. Coffee was the main crop and four thousand trees

were planted. In addition, attention focussed on the ciiltiva-
■»

tion of food crops.

At Mbale, as at Wgora, there were a few boys who were 

-not sons of chiefs. In the first class of 25, only 18 were 

aristocrats. The others were boys who worked on the station 

as servants. There was not, hov/ever, the same streaming that 

had occurred at Ugora, mainly because the tools needed for 

blacksmithing and carpentry were imavailable. The course was 

uniform for all and included, in addition to farming, the 

Scriptures, the three R's, drill, singing, sewing and cooking.

As the boys came from different areas, unlike those at Ngora,

who were mainly from Teso, language presented a problem; five
o

different language ^oups were represented in the first class.

■^Hamirembe Archives (Ifekerere University library), 
113/12, Walker to Baylis, 9 February 1912.



1
Thus the language used in the school was luganda.

Vfithin*'two years, the school was beset by a most

serious problem, springing from ambiguity within the mission 

as to what its priorities in the Mbale area should be.

,main symptom of this ambiguity was the mission's inability

In 1911, a site had been

The

to decide on a site for.the school, 

allocated at Mivule, two miles from the mission at Mbale. It
I

here that the residential facilities were built and cul-

In August, 1914, on the recommendation of the

was

tivation begun.

Missionary Committee, it. was decided to stop all building until
2

question of the suitability of the site had been sorted out. 

At the end of that, year, the decision was taken to transfer the 

whole school to Nabumali.^ Apparently this decision was taken

the

VJithin eight months of the initialwithout much forethou^t. 

move

back to lavule. Then in 1920, after being closed for two years," 

the school moved finally to Mabumali.^

, the decision was reversed and once again the school moved

These migrations re-

^C.M.S. Archives, A7/09, H.K. Banks,^ual Je^^-ter,
50 September 1912; A7/010, Banks to Manley, 27 December 1^2; 
Circular Letter, H.B. Ladbury, February, 1915; H.B. Ladbury, 
"Diaries," entry dated 30 November 1912.

^C.M.S. Archives, A7/010, Minutes of the Missionary 
Committee, 6 August 1914.

5c.M.S. Archives, A7/011, Millar to Banks, 11 November
1914.

FrS February, 1920, onvrards the school has been at Nabumali.



fleeted the conflicting loyalties between the mission and the 

Baganda, on the one hand, and the Bagisu, on the other. !Dhey 

affected enrollment seriously. No significant increase was 

recorded for the first four years.

A statistical comparison of the grovrbh of the two best 

documented schools for sons of chiefs gives further support to 

the notion that the Teso schools were relatively more success-
1ful. See Table 4.

Comparison of the Growth of Two Schools for Sons ofTable 4.
Chiefs in Eastern Uganda,

Ngora Agricultural 
School

Mbale Boys' 
High SchoolDate

301909/10
1910/11
1911/12
191.2/13
1913/14
1914/15
1915/16
1916/17
1917/18
1918/19
1919/20
1920
1921

*

65
10128
12830
12130
8840
13075
12973
12064
12066

*37
15060

Mission schools which purported to supply an appropriate 

efs, prompted in part by the administra-trainijog for future j 

tion, encourage^a positive response from Africans who were

1 CO 613/9-21, Uganda Protectorate, Blue Books,P.R.O •»
1909*:21.



aware of the^need to maximize their position in a colonial 

environment that demanded new norms of conduct. Such a 

colonial environment, based on economic ,prosperity, emerged 

in Teso simultaneously with the appearance of schools for sons 

' of chiefs. In this new environment, chiefs were called upon to 

mobilize the peasant producers and to ensure maximum returns 

to the administration from the production of cotton. The 

vigorous response in Teso to'l these schools for sons of chiefs 

indicated both an awareness that the economic prosperity de

manded a chiefly hierarchy which was to be judged by new norms 

and a belief that these schools could produce such chiefs.



CHAPTER lY

EDUCATIOHA.I DEYELOPI-IENI: AH 
ADI'HIHSTRATIYE DETERI-IIHAHT

Beginning in 1911, posts in the local administrative

network in eastern Uganda wkre increasingly made available to
\

people indigenous to the area as a result of the decision to 

withdraw those Baganda who had been recruited by the protector

ate authorities to act as government agents in the area, 

second decade of colonial rule in this area was, therefore, 

characterized by the de-colonization of several levels of the

At the same time, it was a period 

of expanding colonialism insofar as the specialist services 

attend^t upon a widening of economic, political and social 

activities led inevitably to a much more visible protectorate 

Magistrates, cotton inspectors, road bviilders and 

steamer captains — each represented one phase of the changes 

which were occiirring in the name of colonial developmento

The

administrative network.

presence.

As a result, the protectorate government very soon occupied

Both of thesethe position of chief employer in the area, 

trends — the removal of Baganda agents and the expansion of

specialist services — created a growing need for the local

Thisrecruitment of people with varying skills and training, 

increase in occupational complexity led to a growing associa

tion between occupational recruitment and educational expe- 

Thus the response to educational initiatives inrience.



this period, which were still mission-directed, must he seen 

as an indication of how v/ell they sinswered the increasingly 

Job-specific demands made by the administration.

THE REPIACEM3HT OP THE BA.G4HDA AGEMT3

The complex hierarchy imported from i^ganda and domi

nated by Kakungolu and his followers was described briefly in 

a previous chapter. This centi^ized structizre was novel to 

the people of eastern Uganda as they vrere not organized in any 

way similar to the interlabustrine kingdoms fvirther west. The 

largest xmit of effective day-to-day government was far more 

localized than in these larger territorial units. At the

highest level of the hierarchy, therefore, totally new politi-
%

cal roles were created. Insofar as these paramountcies had 

not existed earlier, the innovation was significant. It was 

at this level that Baganda were employed as agents. These 

highest posts were not initially opened to people indigenous 

to the area. But once the structure had been built, the 

demand for indigenizing its staff soon follovred. An anthropo-!- 

logist who studied the Bagisu observed that the hierarchy of 

chiefshlps vri.thin the administration provided opportiinities 

for leadership and power which the traditional system had 

never offered. In many instances^ the behavior of the agents 

themselves abetted this demand in that the depradations which 

were difficult to avoid in such a loosely controlled system 

created a pool of discontent among the people of the area. 

These stimuli combined with improved communications and the 

establishment of central institutions such as the mission



..1
schools to mahe "Gisu tribesmen out of lineage members.

The process of\eplacing the Baganda agents while maintaining 

the new structures resulted in a rapid increase of the number 

of jobs available and aspired to.

The End of Baganda Agency

A brief profile of this phenomenon “of Baganda agency

and its gradual disappearance from eastern Uganda will illus-

Mchael^Tjraddle has provided a cleartrate its importance, 

analysis of the sequence of events which changed the agency

from one personally loyal to Eakungulu to one subsumed offi-
2

daily under the colonial administration, 

tive aspects of the question were overlooked, 

the personnel was ‘still exclusively under the control of 

ICakungulu, twenty Baganda were appointed as county chiefs

But the quantita-

In 1901, when

(aaza). assuming titles dravni directly from the political

Thus we find, among others, the mukwenda.system in Buganda.

Leubeni Bitege at B\riro (lango), the sekibobq, Kujegirakama

(Teso), the pokino. Isaka Uamuziga at Bukedea (Teso),
•X

,Yakobo Kiriebuganda at Bunyuli (Bukedi).^
at Serere

and the kangoo

1 J.S. LaPontaine, "Tribalism Among the Gisu," 
Tradition hi tion in Bast Africa^ ed., P.H. Gulliver
(London: Eoutldge and kegan Paul, lyby), p. 182; see also 
H. Twaddle, "Tribalism in Eastern Uganda," in Gulliver, 
cit., p. 194. I'or an opposing view, see J.R. Pestlethvraite, 
I Look Back (London: J.V. Broadman & Co., 1947), p. 51o

^Twaddle, "Politics in Bukedi," (Unpublished Ph.D. 
University, 1967)» PP* 196-211,disseirtation, London

^S.S.A., A/10 Yol. 2 No. 25, "List of Ba-masaza of 
Zakunguru mthin his limits in Bukedi," December, 1901*



/

By 1908, tlie system had been rationalized and a schedule of 

salaries payable^by the administration had been worked out 

on the basis of 28 agents, divided into first, second and

third class, depending upon the importance of'the area to

Three years later the number had1wMch they were appointed,
2

sky-rocketed to 117, the hipest total ever reached.

The rapid grorth in the number of agents occurred in
I

a very short period of time.^"^The two main reasons for this 

expansion — the paucity of colonial.administrative personnel 

and the absence of influential indigenous chiefs — were 

repeated with cloying frequency throughout the period,^ Yet 

few officials believed the system was flavfless. However, 

no concrete action was taken to discontinue the system until 

1911, At that time, Haldane, assistant director commissioner 

at Palango (lango), in a letter to Knowles, district commis- 

-sioner (Hoima) presented a thorough-going, highly critical 

review of the system of Baganda agents in his area. His own 

solution was not to dispense with their services, but rather

1 S.M.P. 82/07, Boyle to Deputy Commissioner, 
00536/21, Hesketh Bell tp CO, 11

B.S.A
6 January 1907; P.R.O 
September 1908.

• 9
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^B.S.A,, S.M.P. 519/09, Jackson, Memorandum, 9 December 
1911; complete lists were submitted by the assistant district 
commissioners concerned. See HeTtman to PC Jinja, 7 September 
I9II; Jervoise to PC Jinja, 7 September 1911; and Adams to PC 
Jinja, 11 September 1911.

%ee E.S.A., A/lO Yol. 4, Ho. 177, Watson to Boyle, 
5 Hovember 1904; Ho. 31» Boyle to Acting Commissioner, 27 
February 1905; P.R.O., C0536/18, Hesketh Bell to CO, 27 
February 1908; CO 536/21, Bell to CO, 11 September 1908.



1 It was the governor who minuted, 

"after reading ^hese reports I am more convinced than ever that

In fact, he

to increase their salaries.

the Baganda agents should be vrithdrawn at once."
2

ordered an immediate withdraiTal of all the agents from Lango, 

In the event, the extreme position taken by the governor was 

modified as a result of correspondence at several levels. The

final policy statement appeared in the governor's memorandum
I,

It c&Lied for an immediate start in

Jackson refused to

of 9th December 1911.

reducing the number of agents employed, 

accept that the local chiefs had no ability to exercise control

and suggested that the protectorate authorities had become so 

accustomed to using agents that they were unwilling to try 

another system,^

Ati<^ so the reductions began. Four new assistant dis

trict commissioners were appointed to the staff of the Eastern 
Province to compensate for this reduction.^ At first progress 

was slow. After almost a year only six agents were gone, leav

ing 111 still at work — 50 under Mbale, 38 under Kumi^and 23 
in lango.^ Jackson issued a sharp rebuke concerning th^Vpeed

^For this and the rest of the correspondence quoted here, 
SMP 519/09. The reference here is Haldane to Knowles,see E.S.A 

6 February 1911.
2e.S.A., si-ip 519/09, Jackson, Minute, 27 April 1911; also 

Jackson, Minute, 28 April 1911. ^
SI® 519/09, Jackson, Memorandm, 9 December 1911.

• f

4b.S.A., SMP 519/09, Wallis to.PC Jinja, 20 December 1911.

^E.S.A., SMP 519/09, Wallis to CO, 28 October 1912.
There is some conclusion over these totals, as it was reported 
by Jackson himself that 18 agents had been dismissed. See 
Jackson to CO, 18 Jxine 1912.



of the retrenchment program which seemed to he the necessary 

catalyst for its implementation.
2

tions took place is shown in Table 5.

1 The rate at which the reduc-

Table 5. Reduction of Baganda Agents in Eastern Uganda,
1911-1919.

Mbale Kvtmi lango Total

tT

26 11752 39on 9 December 1911 
on 30 September 1912 11138 2350

635reduced 31 March 1913 
reduced 31 March 1914 
reduced June 1915 
reduced 31 March .1917 
reduced 1918 
reduced 1919

40 18
113 7 1
11

6(?) 3(?) 9
21 - 1
11

6 13 245Total remaining

In addition to the agents themselves, their followers, 

described by one protectorate authority as eq^uivalent to cotmty 

police in Buganda, were also to be withdrawn. They numbered 

438, and were divided as follows; Mbale 116, Kumi 122, and

1 SMP 519/09, Jackson, MemorandTom, 6 JajiuaryB.S.A • *
1913.

^This information has been culled from several sources. 
See E.S.A., SMP. 519/09, Newman (ADC Kumi) to PC Jinja, 7 Sep
tember 1911; Adams (ADC Mbale to PC Jinja, 11 September 1911; 
Jackson, Memorandum, 9 December 1911; Wallis to CO, 28 October 
1912; PC Jinja to Chief Secretary, 11 ferch 1913; Cooper to 
Chief Secretary, 5 August 1914; PC Jinja to Chief Secretary,5 
August 1915; pc Jinja to Treasurer, 12 April 1917; PC Jinja 
to Treasurer, 23 April 1917; Special V/arrants, 14 Ifey 1918;
15 Jxme 1918, 4 July 1919. See also P.R.O., CO 536/59,
Jackson to CO, 11 April 1913.
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1 By 1919, the number of jobs available in thelango 200.

lower levels of local administration was very large.
2

alone, they numbered almost 500. (See Table 6).

In Teso

Table 6. Posts Available in the Teso Administration, 1919

Number availablePost
I

,1 5County chiefs 
Sub-county chiefs 
Sub-county chiefs' secretaries 
Parish chiefs 
Village chiefs 
Township headman

44
44

144
294

5

TOTAL

TmT^lications for Education

Agents and their followers were being reduced in sub

stantial numbers throughout the second decade of the centtjry.

As a consequence, opportunities vrere opening for those indi-

However, access to those opport\mi-genous to eastern Uganda, 

ties required participation in an essentially alien political

culture, for in carrying out the jobs in the local administra

tion, all were subject to the expectations of protectorate

authorities which had been determined largely by the standards

This imperativeset in the native administration in Buganda.

1 E.S.A., 31® 519/09, Wallis to CO, 28 October 1912.

Archives, XNAI’/4 - I® 45, Adams, DC Teso to 
PC Jinja, 24 October 1919... ■ ■
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suggested by previous research on political development

in the area.*" One scholar noted "the 'Bakedi* who replaced the

agents as the colonial lulers of Bukedi were 'Baganda'

in all but birth. Not only were the chiefly offices that they

enjoyed constructed on the Baganda model, but the manner in

which they maintained these cffices was largely dictated by

Baganda political behaviour.

At the lower levels ^f the local administration, the

colonial authorities had initially attempted to invest authority

in local notables who,-it was hoped, could rely on a store of

traditional respect over a limited area to carry out their

dutiesi For example, in Bugisu, the governor decided "to

provisionally appoint, as chiefs of dlans, a dozen men who
' 2

appeared to have some authority in their own neighborhood."

In Bugisu, where these clans were associated with a paz>ticular 

' territorial unit, those who were recognized by the colonial

was

„1

authorities as chiefs of territorial units, were, in fact, men

Thereforerecognized by the local people as clan leaders, 

incorporation into the protectorate's administrative hierarchy 

did not initially alter their relationship with their villages.

So long as few new demands were made on these chiefs, which 

was the case during the years of pacification in the area,

for establishing new criteria for recruit-there was no reason

ment.

''Twaddle, Politics^ pp. 275-74.

^D.A. low, "Uganda; The Establishment of the Protector
ate 1894-1919," History of Fast Africa, V. Harlow and E.M. 
Chilver, Tol. IX," (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1965), p. 91.



Only in Teso, where the government had embarked on a

program of economic development,did the administration make 

an effort to train the new chiefs. As early as 1909, we saw 

that the administration in Teso had shown keen interest in

training for futtire chiefs by supporting the school for sons 

of chiefs at Ngora. •

As the opportunities for jobs in the local administra

tion increased, and as the dei^oads of the administration became 

more complex, this early interest in training chiefs in Teso 

spread to other areas. The nature of the duties which these 

appointed chiefs in the I-Ibale area were called upon to perform 

after pacification bore less and less resemblance to traditional 

duties and obligations. They were now asked to collect taxes, 

recruit labor, build roads and conduct courts. In the face 

of such changes, it is evident that the personal qualities 

- and traditional position of the former appointees would no 

longer meet the requirements of the job. The administration 

wanted men with a.t least some education. So important were 

the skills of literacy and numeracy to the work of the new 

chiefs that the psrovincial commissioner, in his instructions 

to the district commissioners, stressed that in the first 

instance an illiterate chief from whom an agent had been 

withdrawn was expected to employ-~a native capable of acting 

as his clerk for the purpose of writing letters and keeping 

The pressure for gradxialism which led to a1accounts.

' 1 E.S.A., SI'IP 519/09, PC Jinja to DCs Kumi, Mbale and 
ITabieso, 22 August 1911.



modification of the governar's original demands for the 

agents' immediate withdrawal were based on just this need 

for time so that "chiefs can be educated up to the w‘ork

Thus, the indigenizing of the personnel„1required of them,

* of a system which remained essentially alien, brou^t in its

train criteria for recruitment which were »also alien. Educa

tion was basic to this new system of recruitment,
_

Only in Earamoja was this pattern not followed.

Here, in the 1910's and 1920's, the military, and later, 

civil administrators clung to the foimier system of appointing 

administrative chiefs on the vague notion that a particular 

person enjoyed a local reputation as an elder or notable. 

These men were only called upon to assist in the program of 

pacification ~ to help in the collection of fireaims, to 

supply food and labor for the construction of camps for the 

administrators. An attempt was made to invest these appoin

tees with the necessary authority to carry out their duties 

by recognizing covmcils of elders as advisers to the chiefs. 

However, as Barber points out, it was "impossible to disguise 

that a new authority, a new source of power, had been estab

lished, and insofar as chiefs accepted recognition from this
2

new authority they became identified with it." Such an 

identification vrorked against bhe ability of the chiefs to

1 SI'IP 519/09, Jackson to CO, 18 June 1912.

Barber, Imperial Frontier (ITairobi: East African 
Publishing House, 1968j, p. 145.

E.S.A • 9
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act effectively as the policy which they were asked to help 

implement was non-developmental and "cattle blind," and thus 

opposed to the interests of the Karamojong.

Yet no effort was made to strengthen these chiefs

1

throng training. As there was to be no economic development, 

indeed, no energetic administration at all, there was apparently 

no justification for expenditure on educating chiefs through
I

resident agents, or their probable successors through a school 

for the sons of chiefs on the lines of the one at Ngora. 

only deviation from this policy of strict non-involvement came

The

in 1923, when one appointed chief was murdered while trying 

to carry out administrative orders. At that time, the govern

ment asked the CMS ,to send teachers to the district, and the
' , tv

district commissioner suggested that some of these teachers
2

be assigned to chiefs' compounds. By 1930, however, those 

' few teachers that had come were no longer present, and the 

district was once again without any schools. The lack of 

any economic incentive for efficient administration must be

seen as the basis for this lack of interest in training chiefs.

1 C. Welch, "Pastoralists and Administrators in Con
flict; A Study of Earamoja District 1897-1968" (Unpublished

, 1969), p. 72 ff.M.A, dissertation. University of East Africa 
The brief synopsis of attempts at development comes from this 
source, as well as from Barber, o£. cit.. pp, 211-212.

^Church Mssionary Outlook. (1925) pp. 92-94; see also, 
CMS, "Historical £ecoi*d," 1924/25 (l-ISS in C.M.S. Library, 
London), p. 77. . . . . . .

^Uganda Protectorate Education Department, Report.

1930, p. 49.



Tho Earamoja Security Committee of 1961 sxunmed up the con- 

nection between limited administration and this negative view 

towards education in its comment that "it,was only the system 

tliat was introduced and not the drill and discipline that goes 

'ifith it which Kakungulu and other Baganda agents inculcated 

into other tribes. It’ has, therefore, not* taken root and the • 

chiefs have not acquired the same authority, respect and pres-
.,1

tige that the chiefs in the other parts acquired.

The need for some sort of training for those to be 

employed in the local administration was clear. Yet, by 1914, 

the course which aimed directly at preparing students for these 

sorts of jobs 1^as bonfined to the few elitist schools for sons 

of chiefs described in the previous chapter.

Sion of administrative posts, the need for a large number of

Yet,

With the expan

people with training in literacy and nmeracy also grew.

' the number of people gaining access to the elitist schools

Increasingly, therefore, the protectorate 

authorities were forced to look for people whose education

remained small.

had been limited to that available in schools other than those ^

As a consequence, those sections of thefor sons of chiefs.

school system that had not been previously geared toward pre-

the administration were called uponparing people for work in
2

to perform that function.

^B.K. Bataringaya, Reuort of the Karamoja Security Com
mittee. 1961. as cited in Barber, op. cit., p. 214.

- ^Such imuortance did this function of schools assume in 
the eyes of the local population that one of the main grounds 
for opposing girls' education was that, as they could not hope 
to become chiefs, there was no need to allow them to be educated.



SPECIALIST SERVICES IE THE 
*. ADfflEISTRATION

Positions in the chiefly hierarchy were not, however, 

the only jobs which became available at that time. As the 

involvement of the protectorate authorities in eastern Uganda 

increased, and as the concerns of the administration grew and

complex, the n^ber of posts in what is called here 

the specialist services within (the administration also grew 

and provided a widening choice of job opportunities for people 

with certain minimum standards ^bf schooling. Oftentimes be-

became more

fore getting a post as a chief, school leavers worked.at one

They were many andof these specialist jobs for some years.

yaried. Already at the start of the period under consideration.

In submitting estimates forthe range of such jobs was great.

1911/12, the D.C. at Mbale itemized posts for many types of
1

clerks, interpreters, headmen, a market master and ferryman.

The estimates from Teso were even more detailed.

to those jobs just mentioned were messengers, one native letter-

writer, one native hospital boy, one carpenter, one assistant
2

surgeon and-one thatcher.

In addition

See Bukedi Historical Texts, No. 164, statement by Ezekieri 
Eageni, 15 May 1969? No. 160, statement by Msaki Kidimu,
9 ¥m 1969; No. 121, statement by iyirs. Paisi Maderu, 8 April 
1969; No. 125, statement by Mss Lea Dagada, 12 April 1969;
No. 124, statement by Rev. Yokoyasi Katewu, 10 April 1969;
No. 125, statement- by Ms. Susan Somoka, 9 April 1909; No. 127, 
statement by Andereya Kirya, 15 April 1969.

E.S.A., SMP 1131, Newman, ADC Mbale to PC Jinja,
20 September 1910.

^E.S.A., SMP 1131, Morris, ADC K\ami to PC Jinja,
18 September 1910.

1



It waa at the same time that the first steps were 

taken to ensure that those who took up these jobs were pro

perly trained. One government official wrote a long minute 

in which he set out a detailed scheme for providing "a plenti

ful supply of material from which the subordinate clerical 

staff can be drawn.” He felt that the training provided in 

mission schools was only theoretical, and though this might

form a basis for subsequent trapLning, it was in and of itself 

What was needed, he suggested, was a clerical

In 1913, a committee
inadequate,

school "under government supervision, 

had been appointed, which included the man who had put forward

1

the initial suggestions, "to consider the question of permanent 

employment of native clerks, interpreters, etc. in government 

service.” One of the main recommendations of this committee

was the establishment of a technical training school for 

' clerks.^ a decision wasWith the outbreak of war, however,
3

taken not to pursue these schemes for the duration of the war.

As no government scheme was undertaken in the pre-war and war 

years, government departments, faced with ever-growing demands 

for skilled employees, had no option but to look to the mission

1 SMP 2351, Lyall to Chief Secretary, 15 Jan
uary 1912. Such suggestions were the first steps toward the 
foundation of both l>Iakerere, College and the Native Civil Service.

E.S.A • f

^E.S.A., SMP 2351, Perryman, I-Iinute, 20 January 1921. 
This minute is a historical resume of the main stages in the 
development of a Native Civil Service.

^B.S.A citing B,S.A., SMP 3597»SICP 2351, op. cit 
Governor to CO, 15 September 1915•
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schools to supply their needs. In reporting on progress made 

at Nsamhya and Namilyango in 1912, the Bishop noted that "a 

great incentive to both these schools is the constant demand 

on all sides from Europeans for youths who are at least capable 

^of minor clerkships or for the work of interpreting, 

the number of such schools in eastern Uganda was limited, they 

too were called upon to supply leavers to fill these specialist 

posts.

..1 Though

In 1913» the D.C. in Tesp proposed to the missions to 

keep at his office a register of all those from Teso District 

receiving education at mission schools. "It is desirable," he 

wrote, "that a native, after completing his school training,

should not be lost sight of and that employment benefiting
■>»

the District should be found for them." His register was to 

include the names not only of those then at the school, but 

' also of those who had left since the school opened. Receiving 

no response, from the missions, he feared that they objected

on principle to the employment of their school leavers in

He then wrote a reminder, asking once moregoveimment service, 

for the required information, and attempting to convince the

He argued, "where the object of your, 

society and of the local administ3:ation are one—of the former

missions of their duty.

to give the mental and moral training that will fit its pupils

1 SI'IP IG50/09, J. Biermans, "Report on Native 
Education in the Upper Nile Vicariate," 27 December 1912.

^Soroti Archives, XI^3N/5 - Iff i65/l3. Acting DC Teso to 
Superiors, CI'IS and MHM, Ngora, 30 June 1913.

E.S.A •»
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to find uses for the intellect and character so formed—it 

would he a great misfortune if they should not he allowed to 

find out their purpose through any misapprehension or mis

understanding. ..1

The responses were interesting. The C.M.S. represen

tative expressed total, accord with the policy followed hy the .
2

administration. Pr. Hurkmans, of M.H.M. %ora, was more 

cautious. He forwarded a list pf only the names of those 

pupils who were sons of chiefs. He then explained that the 

mission authorities were pleased to see baptized Catholics 

working in government positions, only if the missions were able 

to maintain some control over their school leavers throu^ 
their guaranteed and frequent access to the mission station.^ 

Assurances in this regard were readily given hy the authori

ties.^ But the differing responses indicate a more conservative 

' approach within the Catholic circles. Only the names of those 

students who, hy virtue of their parentage, were inevitably 

directed toward non-ecclesiastical emplosnnent, were voluntarily 

offered to the D.C. for inclusion in his register. But the 

fact that the govenament authorities were willing to accede to 

certain conditions placed hy the missions on the employment of

^Soroti Archives, XI'ISN/^ - MP 165/13» Ruble, Acting DC, 
Teso, to Superiors, CMS and MHI4, Hgora, 24 October 1913.

^Soroti Archives, X1©H/3 - MP 165/13» Hitching to DC,
Teso, undated.

^Soroti Archives, XMSH/3 - MP 165/13, Pr. Hurkmans to 
Ruble, -26 October 1913.

^Soroti Archives, XI4SN/3 ~ I® 165/13, Ruble to Pr. 
Hurkmans, 3 November 1913.



their adheren-^ in government service indicates the govern

ment's need for their skills and its continued dependence on 

mission schools to produce them.

MSSION SCHOOLS AHD THE 
ADMHISTMTION

To what extent did the missions meet the increasingly 

job-specific demands of t^"administration? Did mission schools 

prepare their students for the jobs available?

The schools for -sons of chiefs which had emerged during 

the first decade of educational development in eastern Uganda 

continued to grow throughout the following decade, 

schools aimed spepifically at teaching practical skills to

At the sa^ time, they deliberately tried to

These

their students, 

recruit as students, sons of chiefs. By design, therefore, 

these schools were elitist, aimed at perpetuating what was 

perceived as rule by chiefly families, through giving those

tho\ight to be in succession a kind of training unavailable to

As late as 1914, the three schoolsthe mass of the population, 

for sons of chiefs (that at Kalaki had closed) stood as solitary

Educa-examples of job-specific education within the mission, 

tion for peasants vas still confined to the largely undiffer

entiated church schools where the catechists had responsibility

both for teaching during the week and holding church services 

on Sundays,

In the years after 1914p however, there was an increas

ing differentiation within the broadly based church school 

system to which the peasant population had access. This



trend reflectedk,the patterns being worked out in other parts 

Its importance for eastern Uganda was that itof Uganda.

opened to the peasants a channel of secular education.

Bmnhasis on Teacher Training

The efforts at differentiation in eastern Uganda

In Buganda the earliest teacher •focussed on teacher training.
I

training had been that infoi^lIal^J supervision given to catechists

In 1898, a formalby Europeans in charge of mission stations, 

system was established which reflected the missions' increasing 

for the need of trained teachers for their churchconcem

schools. At that time, supplementary classes were added to

the centi^l schools at the mission stations which aimed at

Simultaneously, aproviding a specialized teacher training, 

full-time theological tutor was appointed to carry on the supeiv

- vision of the work of those catechists already in the field.

These developments were the start of a growing distinction 

betvreen those chi^^h teachers (catechists) who had received 

little or no training and those who had received at least a

This emerging occupational stratifica—rudimentary training, 

tion \7a8 iirther reinforced by the establishment of an even

hi^er level teacher training institution, the Normal Class at

tter what some missionariesNamirembe. Subsequently, 

attempted to do to reverse what to them was an undesirable

trend, this stratification continued until a completely hori

zontal division between school teachers and church teachers

Thus, the introduction of specializedentrenched itself.
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teacher training was effectively the beginning of the decline ' 

of the catechist who had been so important in the early pene

tration of Christianity into remote areas.. Two separate and 

Tineqiial job categories were growing out of the one that had 

previously existed.

In eastern Uganda, a similar distinction grew up, 

though the pace and sequence of events were somewhat different. 

Here, the influence of events in Buganda was crucial. In the 

earliest period in the east, the vast majority of teachers 

came from Buganda and brought with them the notions of strati

fication which had developed there. Thus, the existence of

rudimentary occupational stratification within the teaching 

profession in eastfem Uganda actually preceded the opening of

All those institutions whichany local training institutions,' 

existed for producing teachers with specialized qualifications

were outside of the area. This situation was symptomatic of 

the dangers which Crabtree had foreseen back in 1901, growing 

out of what he considered Mengo's myopic view of missionary-work. 

The existence of such institutions as Hsambya and Nazigo (I€iM), 

Mengo and I>6ikono (Cl'IS), all located in Buganda, to which the 

missionaries in eastern Uganda could look for recmiits to 

staff their schools actually retarded the growth of similar 
institutions in eastern Uganda.^'"

At the same time, by being an area of secondaiy penetra

tion, eastern Uganda automatically took over many features of

■ ^Bishop Willis of the CMS called for the establishment 
of training institutions similar to that at Mengo in order to 
make available sufficient opportunities for training. One was 
suggested for I4bale. See Willis to Wallis, Chief Secretary,
18 July 1912.
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\
the system wh^ch Imd-emerged in Buganda. Models for training 

imported from Buganda were available, and these models in

fluenced the growth of a local teacher training system.

Pressure came from several sources &r a remedy to the 

lack of teacher.training locally. The schools themselves 

began to request teachers trained to the level of those they 

saw in certain schools. *It was this kind of request which

prompted the directive to limit the posting of certificated

Also, the increasing number1teachers to important centers, 

of candidates coming forward from eastern Uganda itself re

quired a training locally which equalled the training given in

most common complaints by the missionariesBuganda. One of tj 

was that their teachers were continually leaving their work 

so as to go back to Buganda for fixrther training, causing a 

rapid turnover in available staffThese arguments, along 

with the fact that many untrained teachers recruited from

Buganda and elsewhere could not speak the local languages, 

gave substance to the plan to introduce teacher training into 

the area.

The first of such effoii;s was at Mgora (Teso) where

the justification for opening what came to be called the Ngora

ThisMssionary College, was couched in just such terms. 

Missionary College was somewhat extravagently named, as in 

reality it merely paralleled the supplementary classes that

"lines of policy as laid down by the Board of Missions 
(CMS) 2 April 1913," Uganda Motes. I-Iay, 1913.

A7/010, H.U. Dillistone, Annual Letter, 1912.
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had been introduced at Hengo Central School as early as 1898.

It was, in effect, the introduction of "tops" on the already 

existing mission station school at Ngora., It was, nonetheless, 

significant as the first institution in eastern Uganda designed 

"especially for training teachers.

Kitching has left a detailed description of the pro- •

In it, Baganda and Basogajected character of this (^llege. 

volunteers were to be trained'lalong with evangelists who came

from the areas only recently reached, such as Teso, Bugisu

This close association was aimed both at foster-aad lango.

ing trust and understanding between different groups and

In this vreiy.exposing everyone to the language of the others, 

it was assumed, the Baganda would be able to master,the local

vernaculars in order to teach more effectively, while the

people indigenous to the area would learn enou^ luganda to

allow them to refer to the litei^ture in that language.

This dual language policy conformed to a broader directive

from the mission authorities that Luganda was to be taught
2

in nil missionary colleges throughout the Protectorate, 

actual curriculum of the college included Theology, hymn lead

ing, preaching, reading aloud in foreign languages and some 

instruction in writing and easy arithmetic, 

designed to last one year, divided into three terms of three

1

The

The course was

1 C.M.S., A7/09, Rev. Kitching, Circular Letter, 7 
August 1912. .

^"Lines of policy ” Uganda ITotes (I4ay, 1913).• o • 9



months each, w^h one month’s work in village schools between 

The co^l^se followed at Hgora was, in fact, similar toterms.

that taken by all candidates for the first .certificate through-

The teaching of the local vernacular -vras the1
out the diocese, 

only significant difference between this coxirse and others
2

taught in Buganda.

"At the sameBut Kitching’s despription went ftirther. 

time," he noted, "we shall ende'p.vovir to teach these evangelists 

how to make themselves generally useful to the chiefs to whom 

they are sent and who are responsible for their maintenance,
•4T

and to be ready to turn their hands to building, planting, 

first aid and so foirbh, as occasion demands."-' Herein lay a

conception of the work of the teacher which included far more

The allusion to developing a specialthan simple evangelizing, 

relationship with the chief was not suprising since, as we 

saw in ^ earlier chapter, it was thought to be cnicial to

the success of the initial work at the village level. Further

more, the references to manual labor and especially to planting, 

relate to the leading role played by the church in the economic 

progress of the surrounding district of Teso. The recognition 

that teachers in training for work in village schools were 

well ad-Tlsed to familiarize themselves with the political and 

economic realities of their new "environment was significant

^Diocese of Uganda, Theological Board, I-Iinute Book,
1 March 1916 (I'ISS in I-kikerere University library).

2"iTgora Missionary College," Uganda Motes, (November, 1913). 

3c,M.S., A7/09, Rev. Hitching, Circular Letter, 7 August
1912.
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in that it intnoduced into the teacher training curriculuia 

a secular component which reinforced the impoarted distinction 

"between certificated and non-certificated teachers. Of even 

greater significance, however, was the fact that such training 

could itself he turned to other uses. It was not solely eccle~ 

siastical in character; on the contrary, it'had the potential 

for developing those very sfeiU-S and attitudes which were basic 
to the duties of chiefs, ^

Rudimentary programs of teacher training also appeared 

in other places in eastern Uganda at about the same time,

though they did not achieve such a high degree of formality

At I^bale (CJIS), a course for candidates wishingas at Kgora,

to train for the diocesan first certificate started in 1916.

At the beginning of that year, twenty such men came in to a 

newly built compound to begin their year's course, 

course seems to have been transferred to Rabumali at the same 

time that the school for the sons of chiefs moved there from

1 This

Mivule in 1919, as the next record of its work placed it at 

It was noted then that there was need for someoneNabvunali.

to take charge of this teacher training class full-time as

there were still very few certificated teachers among the many
2

himdreds of untrained men.
•=~i.

1 H. B. Ladbury, "Diaries of Mssion Work," entries 
dated 10 April 1916, and 7 I^ay 1916. (MSS in Makerere Usai- 

, versity Library).
■ %amirembe Archives (I-^erere University libraiy), 

liI3/2, Minutes of the Theological Boai^, 14 January 1921.'■)



The process of training church teachers for work 

within the Homan Catholic church was parallel to that out

lined above, though it developed in eastern Uganda some years

In 1914, at Nasigo inafter the Protestant initiatives.

'Buganda, a catechist training school opened to give advanced

training to candidates for the highest levels of responsibility, 

opened to catechists. 1 ^ch an institution reflected a hier

archical organization of catechists, with those trained at

It also assumed thatITazigo working at the highest levels, 

more rudimentary training existed for those catechists who

were to have narrower responsibilities lower down in the

however, the personnel for church

These

As with C.M.Shierarchy.

work in eastern Uganda was imported from Buganda.

• >

early catechists had received their training in Buganda before 

going east. In the early period, therefore, there was no need 

for such rudimentary training in eastern Uganda itself. It 

was not -until 1921 that any concrete proposals were made to 

launch any kind of catechist training locally. At one of the 

periodic meetings held that year, which called together all 

the missionaries working in the area still inaccurately called

"Bukedi," it was decided to start catechists' instruction at 

each of the missions, that is, at Budaka, Myondo, Kgora,

The coTirse was to lastNagongera, Dabani, Soroti and Iwala. 

oiay three months and was to include an intensive study of a

^St. Jose-ph's Advocate (Spring Quarterly, 1914), cited 
in H.P. Gale, Uganda and the Mill Hill Bathers (London; 
Macmillan, 1959), p. '302. ^



limited numberi^of religious topics as well as training in

At the next meeting of this group, all1methods of teaching,

the missionaries reported that they had started a course, but
2

as none had yet finished it, no eval\aation cotild be made.

Portimately, however, the work at one of these centers, 

that at Nagongera, has been recorded in som'e detail by the mis

sionary in charge there for 36 years, Fr, Willeraen, After his 
'retirement from mission work, i'r, Willemen travelled extensively 

in an attempt to raise both the church's consciousness regard

ing the usefulness of catechists in mission work and the money 

to organize some kind of laniversal training for these men,
•.r

If/hile at ITagongera, he implemented the directives of the "Bukedi 

Fathers" vigorously. By 1923 he had 145 catechists organized

? 0

in a hierarchy which ranged from 110 village catechists, at

For every ei^t or tenthe bottom, to one head catechist, 

village catechists, one district catechist assumed responsi-

their candidates and keeping accounts.bility for

Both village and district catechists were trained at Magongeia

mission stationi In 1923, 30 boys came to iJagongera after their 

own baptism for such training. Of these, only 15 were expected 

to complete the coiirse successfully. After some time working 

in the villages, the best of them would continue on to Hazigo

^ITyondo Archives, Mnutes of the meeting of the "Bukedi" 
fathers held at Iwala, 9 Jane 1921,

^Nyondo Archives, Mnutes of the meeting of the "Bukedi" 
fathers held at Hyondo, 29 December 1921.



for fiirther training, 

remain in their village catechumenates.

Those who did not would, of coui’se,

Those who did succeed, 

however, would, after their training at Nazigp, return to 

Hagongera and work as central catechists, teaching candidates 

who' had bgen sent in to the centml catechumenate from the 

villages. At this stage, condidates were given a more detailed

study of the catechism and the Bible. They also learned to
V_

read and write and do simple calcinations. In 1923, there were 

three such catechists at Nagongera who had completed their 

training coiirse at Kazigo.

Included in this system of catechists was also another 

group of workers, usually posted at the'“mission station itself, 

who were in effect school teachers, "charged with giving higher 

primary education at the school." These people, given the title 

of "catechiste de la mission," to set them apart from central 

catechists (catechistes centraux), were also in charge of those

1

candidates who came to the mission for their initial three
2

months' course to tiain as catechists. These teachers, fol

lowing recommendations by mission authorities, would continue

to be trained at Nsambya Hi^ School in Buganda until such 

time as a proper teacher training institution appeared in 

eastern Uganda,*'^

1 Magongera Archives, Pr. V/illemen, "La Revue des Cate
chistes," January, 1923; also, "Half-yearly Report of the 
liission,.Hagongera," September, 1923. See also Mill Hill 
Archives, London, H.H. 27, Pr. Kirk to Mill Hill, 3 April 1944.

p
Magongera Archives, Pr. Willemen, "La Revue des Cate

chistes," January, 1923.

^Nyondo Archives, Minutes of the meeting of the "Bukedi" 
fathers held at Bgora, 15 July 1919.



Thus, th<^u^ some teacher training emerged in the 

period under discussion, it was limited to the lower levels of 

training. Because the more specialized institutions already 

existed in Buganda, they were not immediately duplicated locally, 

Nonetheless, the emergence of even a rudimentaiy system which, 

introduced specialized classes into a previously undifferen

tiated system was significant in that instit\itions appeared 

which were no longer merely an amklgam of literacy and religious 

characteristics of the church schools in the early period. In 

both and CHS, the pupil-teacher classes held at various 

mission stations veve distinct from the catechetical classes

also held at the missions. In them, a specific skill was 

taught. Thus, this initial institutional differentiation, 

while not making available a f^lll range of extant educational 

possibilities, did parallel the earlier example of Buganda by 

opening up to the peasant poptilation of eastern Uganda an 

avenue of secular training. If someone who was not a son of 

a chief wanted to continue schooling after baptism, he had no 

option but to train as a teacher.

^ The status of these teacher training institutions vras 

thus determined by the fact that they opened up to the peasant 

population a training which was parallel to>that offered to

1

♦i.

1 There was a precedent for this option, for as we saw, 
as early as 1912, a small number of those pupils at the sons of 
chiefs schools who were not sons of chiefs, but normally ser
vants on the mission station, were trained as teachers. This 
training reached only a handful of boys in the short period 
before the Bgora Missionary College opened.
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the SODS of chiefs. This stattis was greatly enhanced when, 

starting in 1915, and following another precedent set in 

Buganda, the teacher training courses and the courses for the 

sons of chiefs were grad\ially amalgamated.

In 1915, Syson, the missionary in charge of the board

ing school (CMS) at Hgora, was asked to do all he could to co

operate in the training of^-.,teacherB at the Missionary College,^ 

These instructions led to the ^tart of a growing cooperation 

which culminated in 1921 in the incorporation of the class for 

schoolmasters within the boarding school. In the same year at 

Nabumali, t^felve candidates for teaching were trained in the

1

1 In Buganda, the availability of specialized'teacher 
training had led to an increasing gap between the occupation 
of teachers and of catecliists. Based on the fear that "cate
chists as a body were becoming intellectually inferior," 
attempts were made in Buganda, starting in 1915, to coalesce 

' the training of teachers and catechists which had been effec
tively divided in 1909 with the establishment of a Theological 
Board separate from a Board of Education. See Diocese of Uganda, 
Theological Board, I-Iinute Book, 12 Hay 1915 (MSS in Ifekerere 
University Library). At the same time, an effort was made to 
up-grade the position of teachers by aligning their training 
with that given to sons of chiefeat Budo. In accordance with 
an attempt to get into teaching "boys of superior social posi
tion instead of leaving the education in all the vi3J.age schools 
entirely in the hands of the poorest peasants in the land," it 
was resolved at the Education Conference in 1915 that certain 
categories of schools should be manned by teachers vrho had done 
their training at Budo. See J.J. Willis, "The Educational 
Problem in Uganda," Church Missionary Review, November, 1915,

The article appeared as--a series in November andp. 658.
December, 1915, and was the verbatim report of the Education 
Conference held at Budo, 17-26 April 1915.

^C.H.S A7/013., IHUar to Syson, 6 March 1915.• f



1 Ahigh school side hy side with the sixty other hoarders.

similar up-grading of local teacher training facilities did
✓

not occur within the M.H.M. until 1928, though it had been 

envisaged as early as 1919, and was once again strongly recom- 

’nended in 1923.^ That the amalgamations within C.H.S. were

inspired by similar moves at Budo is clearly evidenced by

"In the past,"Syson's explanation of dejvelopments at ITgora. 

he vrrote, "teachers were looked do-tm upon by chiefs and school-

boys, partly on account of their being peasants, or "bakopi,” 

and partly on account of their lower standard of education.

How there is no difference, the same classes contain both 

future chiefs and teachers, both have the same condition of 

By this we 3?aise the status of the teacher or 

schoolmaster to the same level as that of a chief, and in time 

should be able to draw from these lads the future clergy an
3

schoolmaster of Teso.

Mssion policy in eastern Uganda after 1912 tried 

consciously to raise the status of teacher training, 

grading the st^dards of this training, they produced an edu

cation for peasants that was similar to that for sons of chiefs. 

This equalization of training for chiefs and teachers had two 

implications: i) it opened up the possibility that students

school life • 9 •

we

By up-

1 ■PT.nf»PPt^i-n|rra of the Church Mssionary SocietyC.M.S •»
for Africa and the Bast, 1921/22.

2]jyondo Archives, lyiinutes of the meeting of the "Bukedi" 
fathers held at Ngora, 15 July 1919. See also Minutes of the 
Education Committee meeting, llyondo, 11 January 1923.

3C.M.S., Proceedings. 1921/22.
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trained for teaching might not in fact take up a career in 

teaching hut would seek a joh in the administration as either 

a chief or a specialist; ii) because of the increase in the 

number of qualified teachers, it encouraged the growth of 

* a ftiUy calibrated school system, still based on the village 

school, but rising in stages to include central and boarding 

schools. Ultimately it led to the decision in 1926 to admit 

at Babumali Boarding School a^one who could pay the fees, 
rather than limiting admission to sons of chiefs.^ Immediately 

the village and day schools became channels by which peasants 

could hope to gain admission to Nabumali. These aspirations 

were supported by'the increasing prosperity, still based in 

Teso on cotton, but also in Bugisu after 1922, on the gro^rth 

of coffee cultivation, which allovred peasants to find such fees. 

Such a development meant that more peasants had a greater chance 

of obtaining traiining in skills that qualified them for govern

ment employment. Both of these implications suggest clearly 

that mission initiatives in education during the period tinder 

consideration had the potential for meeting the increasingly 

job-specific demands of the administration. As the demands on 

schools were mediated via demands on Africans for certain 

qualifications before being employed, such potentially useful 

schools would encotirage a positive response from those anxious 

to gain such qualifications, and then employment.

■5

1 Bukedi Historical Texts, Ho. 140, statement by Rev. 
Stanley ¥angubo, 21 April 1969.



Education, for Emplo.vmenir

The success of the schools for sons of chiefs was 

shown in Table 4» page 133. There is a strong correlation 

between the early and -vigorous interest in, and response to, 

educating futaire chiefs in Teso and the fact that by 1920, most 

of the newly gazetted county and sub-county chiefs were Chris

tians. The first part of Wble 7 shows this clearly, 

much slower response to educational initiatives in the Mbale 

area which, was described in the previous chapter meant that 

the correlation was not as strong by 1920 in this part of 

eastern Uganda as w;as the case in Teso. The second part of 

Table 7 shows the weaker numerical position Christian chiefs 

had as late as 1920 in this area.'^ But the table also shows 

the definite trend toward the appointment of Christian chiefs. 

The big advance made in this direction between 1921 and 1923, 

when the number of Protestant chiefs doubled, reflected the re

opening of I'livule Hi^ School in 1919 and the increasing pros

perity of Bugisu after 1922 when the colonial authorities 

began to focus attention on coffee.

Two documented careers illustrate the close links 

between these schools for the sons of chiefs and jobs in the 

administration. Nasanieri Iporiket, who was the first mission 

pupil to pass through such a school, left Ugora Hi^ School

1 The

1 Sl'jP 2070 II, PC Jinja to Chief Secretary,E.S.A •»
1 tlay 1920.

%.S.A Sl'IP 2070 II, PC Jinja to Chief Secretaiy,
2 Ifey 1921; 1 liay 1920; 4 I-Iay 1923. The large figure for Mslirns 
comes mainly from Bugisu where all but five of such chiefs were 
working in each of the three years for which this table pro
vides information.

•»



nJable 7. Religion of County and Su'o-county Chiefs in Teso 
and ''Bukedi,” 1920-1922.

I. Teso county and sub-county chiefs, 1920

R.C. I'iuslim Malakite . "Pagan"Year Protestant

935 2 1 41920

II. "Bukedi" county and sub-covinty chiefs, 1920-22

R.C. Muslim Llalakite "Pagan"Year Protestant

6 2 39191920

1921

1922

13
3617 217 4

13 1 2234 5

(CMS) in 1913, in response to a request by the district com

missioner ia Teso for. an interpreter in the district office

and with a very strong recommendation from Syson, the mis-

After serving for more thansionary-in-charge at Ngora. 

four years as an interpreter, he was appointed sub-county
1 Yoana Angoes started his studies at ilgora

After six years there, he left to become 

. a clerk in the district commissioner's office in Soroti.

In 1920, he was

chief at Kumi.

(IM) School in 1912.

He

soon worked in the capacity ofinterpreter, 

sent as katikiro to the country chief at Katakwi; the fol

lowing year, he became a sub-county chief at llariam, and in

- 1 Soroti Archives, XI'ISli/3 - MP 165/13, Syson to Cox, 
DC Teso, 17 August 1913; Acting DC, Teso, 2 January 1918; 
E.S.A., SI»rP 2070 II, PC Jinja to Chief Secretary, 12 July
1920.
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11926 he was appointed county chief at Ngora.

Yet only a minority of those competing for jobs had 

the advantage of attending these schools. , Those who were in

eligible for attendance had to look to the other existing 

schools for their training. These schools too showed a 

steady progress. At the llgora Llissionary College, after 

three months, there were :^ourteen students. By the end of 

the first year, ten students had been examined and another 

twenty were already embarked on the cotirse. Statistics were 

inconsistently kept, so that it is difficult to trace the 

growth of these schools year by year, but by 1924, the enroll- 

ment in the tvro CilS normal classes was 76."^ Likewise, the 

tlill HiU Mssion ‘did not report annually on all their normal 

classes, but Pr. Willemen reported in 1923 that thirty can

didates had entered his class at Kagongera.^ In 1925, Budaka 

had 27 students, hagongera 43, and llyondo 23. The Allowing 
year, llgora reported an enrollment of 32,^

The most dramatic growth came, however, in the formerly

With, the increase inundifferentiated village school system.

"’Soroti Archives, XMP/4 - MP 95, Pr. Kiggen, Ngora 
to D.C. Teso, 14 Pebruary 1926,

^C.H.S,, A7/010, H.G. Dillistone, Annual Letter, 1912. 
"llgora Missionary College," Ueanda Notes. November, 1913.

^P.R.O., CO 613/24, Uganda Blue Book. 1924.

llagongera Archives, Pr. Willemen, "Half-Yearly Report 
of the Mission, Ragongera," September, 1923.

• ^P.R.O., CO 613/25-26, Uganda Blue Book. 1925, 1926.

4
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the ntmber of qvialified teachers, the number of these schools 

grew, but also a distinction emerged between the simple village 

school and the more advanced central or senior day schools.

The GI'IS did not record the statistics on these schools con

sistently, and so therefore it is difficult to juxtapose one 

year's figures with another's. By 1924, however, in addition ' 

to the boarding schools anij, normal schools, there were four

senior day schools with 497 students, and 451 elementary or 

village schools with 39»905 pupils,
2can be seen by reference to LIEH-I statistics. See Table 8,

1 The year by year progress

jTable 8. Growth of^the Hill Hill Mission Schools, 1911-1924

Village Schools 
Ho.Pupils

Senior Day Schools 
PupilsHo.Year

1911/12 
' 1912/13 

1913/14 
1914/15
1915/16
1916/17
1917/18
19I8/19
1919/20
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924

133 * *2
2083
3636

608 593
655 1013

7472987 1214
74461386 1139

1730
1090
1099
1380
1940

92246 198
85072206
104462176

6 239 9451
306 12196 
352 15347
486 24132 
530 26238 
621 21235

7
7 2372
7 2307

2620
2951

7
7

1 CO 613/24, Uganda Blue Book. 1924.P.R.O • f

^P.R.O CO 613/II-24, Uganda Blue Book. 1911-1924.• >



These increases in bpjbh normal classes and the village 

and senior day schools represented a positive African response. 

This response reflected the secxilar potential of the mission 

schools. Thus, though one missionary cited above hoped that 

from the up-graded normal classes would come futvire clergy and 

schoolmasters, these classes produced relatively small numbers 

As late as 19^2, for example, of the 337 teachersof teachers.

in the LIbale District (CI/IS), only 31 had even one year's train- 

Where had those who passed through these classes gone? 

The fear had been expressed as early as 1912, by Bishop

1ing.

Willis, that as the terms of service for schoolmasters were so

poor within the mission, few of those trained remained in the
. 2 

schools long enough to fully repay the cost of their training.

This flow of trained teachers was also an issue for the Catho

lics. Fr. Villemen at Hagongera reported that many boys had

gone out from the normal class to become clerks in the govern

ment service.^ One such example was Ezekieri Kageni who vras

He hadappointed parish chief at Jami in Bugvrere in 1918. 

been for baptism classes at Mbale and then had trained at the 

Hgora Missionary College prior to receiving his diocesan first 

letter. After only two years of teaching^ however, he entered 

government service.^ The career of Leubeni Madaba who

1 "Historical Record," 1922/23•

^E.S.A., SMP 1912, Willis to V/allis, 18 July 1912.

^^Hagongera Archives, Pr. Willemen, "Half-Yearly Report 
of the I'iission, Hagongera," September, 1923.

^Bukedi Historical Texts, Ho. 164, statement by 
Ezekieri Eageni, 15 I’day 1969.

C.M.S • 9



ultimately becai^ a sub-county chief in Bugisu tells the 

same story. After training at IJabiunali and teaching for 

many years, he worked as a clerk, first for.the Bugisu Coffee 

Scheme and then in the district commissioner’s office. He then 

became an interpreter and fiias finally appointed a mulToka chief 

in 1954. It is significant that his experience as a teacher 

was considered an important ^asse't by those recommending him 

for an administrative appointment.

For some, schooling in the senior day schools or even 

village schools was sufficient for employment. It is clear, 

for instance, in 1927 in Bugvrere, that the majority of chiefs 

at the lowest levels had had some schooling; as well, more
p

than half were Christians. (See Table 9.) Obviously, not all 

of these had gone to either Hgora or Habumali for the specialized

1

training given to sons of chiefs, or to the normal classes at 

the same locations. Israel Kabazi, a parish chief at Budaka, 

who never went to either Hgora or Habvimali is such a case.

He spent his initial four years of schooling at Budaka (CMS) 

mission station school; he then went on to I'lbale Senior Day 

School, and finally finished class six at Budaka Central 

School before beginning his career in government service.^

1 Mbale Archives, liA/8, E. "Kabiri Masaba and Enoka 
Zake, (Buhugu) to DC Bugisu, 29 Iferch 1935.

p
I>rbale Archives, Series 4 Ho. R4A, DC Bugwere to 

PC Jinja, 20 March 1928.

^Bukedi Historical Texts, No. 155, statement by 
Israel Kabazi, 18 April 1969.
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Table 9. Religion of Chiefs in Bu^ere District, 1927/28

Christian Muslim ."Pagan" TotalOffice

252 1Sub-county chiefs 
Parish chiefs

20

68 1009 23

273163 121Village chiefs
totIl 251 39630 115

l

The mission schools at every level were clearly success

ful in preparing their students for the jobs available and 

thereby in meeting the increasingly job-specific demands of 

the administration. In fact, the success with which the 

missions* schools met these demands was the subject 6f a

certain degree of criticism from the provincial commissioner.

He felt that the schools were performing this function

In a report.

Jinja.

to the exclusion of other equally important, ones.

he observed:

Sach year shows aniicrease in the number of 
natives educated sufficiently to be able to ren
der useful service as writers in government depart
ments, clerks to the-various councils of natives 
and to individual chiefs. This class of education 
in a general way is a great help to the country 
at the present time and will be later, it is hoped, 
in providing candidates for the Native Civil 
Service....But what the country needs and the 
large majority of tha= natives should receive is 
practical instiuction in the production of expor
table products.1

\

1 Uganda Protectorate, Annual Report of the Provincial 
nnmmTRRi.oner. Eastern Province. 1914/15, P. 11.



This quote is of interest as it contains within it the 

core of the controversy that was to grow up over the question

This controversy was.of academic versus practical education.

however, the subject of a later period and will be discussed

It also suggests that the schoolsin the following chapter, 

in the Eastern Province were very rapidly taking on a new 

dimension which increasingly freed them from their ecclesias-

tical orientation and widened their utility within the colonial 

This change was recognized by the Catholic mis-'^environment.

Sion authorities as significant since it introduced a compe

tition with the Protestants which wo\ild not be decided solely

The Bishop wrote, "In this educationalon religious merit.

Protestants as usual are to the fore, and we ^must havework a • * •

order of Teaching Brothers to give our young men a chance, 

or all important offices will go to the Protestants,

The protectorate authorities increased their demands 

for skilled people to fill posts in the administration and yet

an
..1

at the same time they put off taking up any responsibility for

This combination of conflicting poli-training those people, 

cies created expectations which could only be fulfilled through-

Thus, these schools assximed athe agency of mission schools, 

secular posture, not as a result of government interference.

but specificEilly because the protectorate government refused 

It was not until 1919 that the government' to do the job.

initiatives of the first half of the decade were once again

At that time proposals fortaken up with enthusiasm.

1 J. Biermans, "Report." St. Joseph's Foreign Ms- 
sionary Advocate. IX, 3 (1922) p. 66.



establishing a Native Civil Service as well as an advanced 

institution for training people for posts within this Civil 

Service T extended to technical and mechanical skills as well

had been emphasized at the outset^

’It vra.s clear from the references made to mission schools in 

these proposals, that they were considered*the basis for 

recruitment for students ^rst into the government training 
school and from there into th^ Civil Service.^ The govern

ment intended explicitly to monitor the course of instruction 

and terras of apprenticeship in what it started to call "mission 

technical schools" in order to ensure that the right kind of 

students would come forward for admission into the government 

technical schools‘. These moves were only the first »in a series 

of initiatives taken by the government to bring under its 

control the education offered in the protectoi^te. The ulti

mate stage in this development was the establishment of a 

Department of Education in 1925 which operated on a basis of 

cooperation between government and mission which was not so 

very different than that proposed in 1919» The significance 

of the period which has been considered in this chapter was 

that during it the mission system in eastern Uganda had been 

transformed from a largely undifferentiated church school net

work into one which included several different and specialist 

institutions which were basically secular in their content and 

orientation, and which successfully responded to the job-

as clerical skills which

1 P.R.O., CO 536/99, "Report: of the Committee appointed 
to consider the Terms of Service of Native Civil Servants," 30 
December 1919, forwarded with Acting Governor to CO, 15 
January 1920.
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specific demands for education that had resulted from the 

expansion of the colonial administration.
.*
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(SA-ECER V

ELITE V8 "ADAPTIVE" EDUCATION

The 1920's saw the protectorate authorities in Uganda 

assume more direct responpibility in the field of education 

than had hitherto been the ca^e. The recommendations of the 

Phelps-Stokes Commission of 1923» which called for greater 

governmental involvement in the provision of education, had 

an immediate effect on policy in Uganda. A Department of

This department imple-
?•

mented the growing cooperation between government and mission 

authorities which ^Tas described in detail in an earlier his

torical study on education in Uganda.

Education -vzas established in 1925.

1

ISSUES OP EDUCATIOHAL 
POLICY IN UGANDA

The main feature of the' new arrangement was a shared 

responsibility for initiatives in education. The will of the 

administration in matters of'educational policy directly in

fluenced mission schools because of the government's power of 

subsidy and inspection. Consequently the missions were no
-^-5-

longer able to formulate policy for their schools independent 

of government concern.

1 F. Carter, "Education in Uganda 1894-1945" (Unpub
lished Ph.D. dissertation. University of London, 1967), pp. 
148-182.



Pressures for fess Bducation
■»>

Shared responsihility did not mean, however, that 

there was agreement on the policies to he pursued. For the

government, the main aim in setting up the Department, of

For the mis-’Education was to exercise control over schools.

sions, the main aim continued to be to reaph as many people

Control and expansion,as possible in order to o^onvert them, 

while not always mutually exclusive, do tend to work against

At their most compatible, they represent two dis-

As a
each other.

Crete phases in a strategy for orderly development.

the cooperation of government and missions broke

The missions wanted

consequence,

dovm over the question of mass education, 

the continuation 'of their system mass education,^ The

government authorities, however, were critical of the uncon

trolled, ari<^ possibly uncontrollable, expansion which brought

The status,in its wake large numbers of low quality schools, 

indeed the existence, of these mission village schools became

the focus of major controversy.

As early as 1923, in presenting their views to Eric ,
{

Hussey, newly appointed Director of Education, at least two

mission representatives stressed their interest in the educa-

The Mill Hill spokesmantion of the peasant population, 

reminded Hussey "that in all the districts of the Mil Hill

Catholic chiefs of any standing exceptMssion there are no

a very few minor chiefs, and consequently we have to deal with

This claim was exaggerated, but he..1peasant children only.

1 SMP 7914, Mil Hill Memorandum for Hussey’sE.S.A
Inqiziry, 12 October 1923»

• f



obviously feared JMt a goyemment system vrould cater for 

those likely to be subsequently engaged in some form of 

government service to the disadvantage of those with little 

likelihood of such employment. The C.M.S., though much more 

in step with the administration in terms of producing chiefs, 

was also concerned about the possibility that the government 

would not commit itself to the education of the masses. "A 

system that leaves this out of account," argued H.T.C. Weathe2>" 

head, headmaster at Budo and C.M.S.-spokesman, "makes an un

balanced nation with glaring class cleavages.

Hussey's recommendation left no room for doubt as to 

where he stood on the issue. In his preliminary notes, read
'V

to a committee made dp of protectorate authorities as well as 

mission representatives, his first criticism of the existing 

schools was that the standard of the majority of them vras 

extremely low. In considering how to deal with these numerous 

low-grade village schools, he emphasized his opposition to 

govesnament involvement. He argued, "it would be a mistake I 

think if the government were to do anything which wovild limit 

the number of such schools, but I would class them as sub

grade, and I do not •<:bTTilr it wo\£Ld be wise for the government 

to attempt at present to influence their organization or 

gro^rthj'^ His alternative suggestion was a system of govern-

,.1

1 E.S.A., SMP 7914, H.T.C. Weatherhead*s Memorandum for 
Hussey's Inquiry, forwarded with Ladbury to Chief Secretaiy,
23 October 1923.

2; SJI? 7914» "Hotes read to the Committee as
sembled at Kampala on 18th January 1924 to consider the Future 
Educational Policy in Uganda Protectorate," forwarded with 
Tomblings to Chief Secretary, 18 Janviary 1924, p. 3.

E.S.A • 9



ment-run elenentary vernacular schools •vriaich wotald gradually 

take the place g£ mission schools at this level. These schools

would be non-denominational, but opportunities for religious 

instruction would be guaranteed.

. tlisaionary opposition to these proposals was immediate.

In a joint response from the Catholic mission societies, the bi-
*

shops pressed the government to help the village schools as, they 

pointed,, out, it would be- imposs-lble to bring the thousands of pu-

1

pils reached by these schools into larger centers which would pre

sumably qualify for government subsidy. This problem was accentua

ted in eastern Uganda where hi^ population densities had favored

the growth of day schools serving very localized areas, 

pie paid taxes, the ^bishops argued, they had a ri^t to some 

assistance for education, even at these low levels.

As peo-

Purthermore,

these schools were the basis of the system in which was provided

the education that enabled candidates to enter hi^er education. 

They concluded their remarks by reminding Hussey "that the edu

cation of all grades in the coimtry is not only to furnish

employees for the government, but also for the Hatives themselves,
p

and for all classes of the Community." The implication of this 

statement is clear; missions were convinced that the government’s

grant-aided system was designed to train a few people for employ

ment in government service and to-^do nothing else.

At the same time, however, the strategy of the mis

sions which appealed for assistance for village schools with 

the argument that these schools provided the basic education

c /

1 p. 3.
2b.S.A., 3MP 7914, mu Hill and White Fathers' Joint 

Response to Hussey's Proposals, forwarded with Biermans to 
Chief Secretary, 10 February 1924.

Ibid,• 9
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which enabled candidates to enter higher grades indicated 

the importance these schools had assumed for the mobility of 

the peasant since hi^er levels of education had been opened 

to them in the preceding decade,

The opposition which surfaced over this issue of sup

port for village schools had some effect on government thinking. 

At a conference held to consider Hussey's proposals, less than 

one month after he had presented iiis original notes to another 

meeting, his reliance on a system of elementary vernacular 

schools run directly by the government had vanished. In its 

place came a proposal to select from among the vast number of 

village schools fifty of the best and to give each of those 

selected schools an annual grant of £ 50 in order to raise them 

to the required standard of elementary vernacular schools, 

standard would be fixed by reference to the six or eight govern

ment elementary vernacular schools to be erected in populous 

districts.^ At mission urging, the government once again con

sidered the future of the thousands of village schools passed 

by this selection process, and once again reiterated its 

policy excluding them from any government educational system. 

However, a possibility was held out that there might be a 

block grant of £1000 per aimum for three years to go toward 

the development of these schools.

This

over

2-

1‘E.S.A., SI'IP 7914, "Proceedings or rne uovernmem: oom- 
mittee anpointed to consider the Educational Policy, 12 February 
1924," forwarded with Tomblings to Chief Secretary, 16 Febiuary 
1924,.p. 1.

^Ibid.. p. 5.



In both ^3 interim report, distributed one week 

later, and in his final report, Hussey detailed his scheme 

in terms not very different from those discussed in committee. 

The selection of fifty schools, the establishment of six govern

ment schools and the grant-in-aid of £ 50 per school per year

Also included was an unallocated grant ofwere all included.

£1000 for a period of three Ijrears to the mission societies, 

"to help them reorganize their educational system on the new

That he was axrare of

\
v_3

,.1
basis especially in the lower grades, 

the inadequacy of this grant, spread as it would be over about

3000 village schools, and that he was also aware that this 

issue was the main point of controversy between mission and
■C‘

government authorities was clear from his introductory, remarks;

Vfhen a Department of Education is formed, 
it must at first direct its attention to creat
ing a definite standard of educational values in 
certain grades of schools, and this can only be 
done by limiting the scope of its activities and 
subordinating quantity to qiiality.^ .

This position \ras further emphasized by the governor, 

who, inf)rvra.rding the copies of the interim report to London,
3

reiterated that "education of the masses is not contemplated." 

By selecting only a small portion of the existing educational 

system for aid, while leaving the bulk to private resources, 

the administration was uneqxxivoca^y sponsoring education for 

a narrow elite.

1 B.S.A., SHP 7914, Hwssey to Chief Secretary (Interim 
Report), 23 February 1924, pp. 8-9.

^Ibid..

5s.s.a
p. 2.
SMP 7914, Archer to Chief Secretary, 14 April

• 9
1924o
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Pressiires for "Adaptive” Bducation

Simultaneous with, the controversy between the colonial 

authorities and the missions over the question of subsidies was 

another pressure exerted from the colonial office in London to 

adapt education to the rural environment of the protectorate, 
by placing emphasis on agricultural training.^ .In this pres

sure can be discerned the influence of the Phelps-Stokes Oom-
2 ~~ ~mission's Report of 1925. The TuSkegee model was thoxight to 

be appropriate to the colonial sitmtion in Africa. The guid

ing principle was a desire not to divorce Africans from their 

traditions and life styles.

Hussey himself was not so explicit on this issue in his 

recommendations, tho-ugh he was well aware of the prevailing 

attitudes. Thus, .in his original presentation, he mentioned 

as one ideal on which he based his notes, the need for educa

tional policy to keep pace with the economic development of the 

protectorate.^ Elsewhere in the report he praised the work of

1 The move to adapt education in Africa to the iural 
environment is too well documented to need much discussion here. 
The several documents which form the basis fbr this policy 
approach tovrard education are not easily accessible. Important 
excerpts from these documents can, however, be found in D.G, 
Scanlon (ed,), Traditions of Mrican Education (Hew York: Bureau 
of Publications, Teachers College, 1965); also L.G. Cowan, J. 
O’Connell and D.&. Scanlon (eds.). Education and Hation- 
Building in Africa (Hew York: Praeger, 1965); also n.J, Lewis, 
Educational Policy a33d Practice in British Tronical Areas
(London; Helson, 1954). P. Carter deals vjith this policy and
its implementation in Uganda in her dissertation cited above.

%or the most comprehensive discussion of the Phelps- 
Stokes Commission's work and recommendations, see K.King, Pan- 
Africanism -and Education; A Study of Race. Philanthrony and
Educaition in the Southern States of America and East Africa
(Oxford; Clarendon Press, 1971). See also E. Berman, "Ediica-
tion in Africa and America: A History of the Phelps-Stokes Fund, 
1911-1945" (Unpublished Ph.D, dissertation. Teachers College,1969).

5e,s.A " p. 1.Slip 7914, "Hotes read o • « p• 9



the C.M.S, for its inclusion of various forms of manual work

The most direct reference to such1
in its school curricula, 

an adapted program was the recommendati^on to emphasize in the 

elementary vernacular schools "scientific teaching of agri

culture by lectures in the classroom and practical demonstra

tions in the school plot."^ This orientation*in the elementary 

vemacTlLar schools was desi^pl in part to keep pupils in touch 
with their own environments, but ^also to form a basis from which 

candidates for the technical branches of the higher levels of 

education would be drawn.^ Each of these points was reiterated

One notable addition wasle?-
formally in his final report, 

a specific reference to the work of the Phelps-Stokes Commis- 

basis for consideration of the ideals of African

more

Sion as a
education.'^ The first definitive line of policy which followed 

from such considerations was that education "should be based on

the customary life of the ordinary peasant with local varia-
5

tions to suit local conditions."

The theme of adapting education was not dominant in 

Hussey's program. Such a lack of emphasis probably indicated

Hussey's major concern with establishing an efficient organiza

tion before focusing attention on internal details.

the pressures persisted and increased in the 1950*

Nonethe

less,

1 Ibid., p. 2.
^Ibid.. p. 5.^Ibid p. 5«

4 SICP 7914, Hussey to Chief Secretary (Pinal.^E.S.A 
Report), 10 June 1924.

• 9

^Ibid., p. 4.
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As a consequence, the policy of the Department of Education 

under both Hussey and his successors recognized these pres- 

Agricultural training, as well as training in those 

technical skills vrhich were essential for development of the 

agricultural sector, all received attention.

sures.

The success of "adaptive" education de.pended upon

"Adaptive" education implied that
V_

several preconditions, 

the Africans for whom such progra;^ were designed had aspira

tions defined in terms of the ag^icult^lral sector. Two factors 

become important, therefore, in analyzing response to "adaptive" 

education. Hirst,.for whom were such programs designed? Second, 

what were the realities of the occupational structijre which 

^shaped the aspirations of those Africans exposed to "adaptive" 

education?

These issues were universal throughout British colonial 

Africa. The remainder of this chapter will attempt to show 

how they operated in eastern Uganda, It will be argued that 

the programs of "adaptive" education undertaken after 1925 

failed because first they were directed towards those people 

who had already entered an elite educational stream — a pre

sumptive elite, and second, this presumptive elite shaped its 

aspirations in light of the conditions of the peasant culti

vator and the extant occupational "structure. By and large, 

aspirations were defined outside of the agricultural sector.
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2HE EXPANSION OP ELITE 
EDUCATION

The administration's initial decision to eliminate 

many schools from subsidy was based on the exigencies of 

finance. The aim vjas to get control of the educational system, 

but the exercise of control had to be done at‘ the smallest pos

sible cost. The administration took the risk that the missions 

would continue to support the su^)-grade schools themsel'\fes, with 

or without its help. As a consequence, the financial burden 

imposed upon the missions t^s great. This burden led the mis

sions into a proti^cted struggle aimed at diverting some govern-

The outcome of this strug-ment money to their village schools, 

gle was an expansion of the elite educational system that had

existed in the form of schools for sons of chiefs.

This struggle can be divided into two phases; i) a

period of compromise in the district boards-pf education; 

ii) a period of concession from the administration.

ComnroTm'se in the District Boards of Education

In his initial meeting with the newly constituted 

District Education Boards.of Bugisu and Bugvjere districts.

Hussey apprised the members of the government policy toward

He made it clear that governmentexisting village schools, 

subsidies woiad be available only to a suggested number of

four village schools selected for up-grading to elementary 

vernacular standard, and to mission normal schools in which 

teachers for these up-graded schools would be trained, 

thermore, the bulk of the money collected by local boards was 

also to be devoted to elementary vernacular schools.

Pur-

At the

/



same time, he announced that the village schools and evange~ 

lizing centers should continue as they had been to receive 

the same grants that were in force,

She implications of government policy for these boards 

was clear. However, in the first years of operation, these 

boards, showed themselves much more sympathetic to the needs 

of the sub-grade schools than the letter of the law allowed,

I-Iission attack was relentless. In the first meeting of 

the Bugisu Education Board, both mission representatives joined 

voices to insist that they wo\ild like to see full support given 

to existing village schools. The Board agreed that some of the

money raised by what turned out to be a premature educational
'"'2levy would be devoted to village schools.

allocated annually to each mission for these schools, but the 

missions continued to express the view that the grants were 

insufficient. Fr. Terhorst of Hyondo, supported by Archdeacon 

Itothers of Nabumali, argued that such an inadequate sum "eli

minates all room for advance in this b^janch of the work."^

The tenacity which characterized the position of the mission

aries seemed assured by a resolution taken in the meeting of

1

A small sum was

^Hbale Archives, Series 12 No. 5M, Minutes of the 
Initial Meeting between Ifr. Hussey and the District Boards of 
Education of Bugisu and Bugwere, II August 1925.

^Mbale Archives, Bugisu District, Board of Education, 
Minutes, 15 October 1925.

Mbale Archives, Bugisu District, Boaird of Education, 
Minutes, 6 Auril 1927; and 16 July 1926. Pour schools were 
chosen to be"raised to elementary vernacular standard: Nyondo 
and Budadiri (I4HI5) and Buhugu and Bubulo (CMS). See DC Bugisu 
to pc Jinja, 9 November 1926,

3



the "Bukedi” fathers of the Hill Hill Mssion prior to their 

respective board meetings. To ensure unity of action in 

questions of education, each father bound himself "to uphold 

the decisions of the Fathers’ meeting, regardless of his pri

vate convictions...the Government policy is not to subsidize^ 

the sub-grade schools;' whereas we have decided to stand for a • 

subsidy for all oxir sub-grade schools.

The mission representatives kept the issue alive by 

deliberately blurring distinctions between schools and cate

chetical centers. The D.C., Bugisu had pinpointed this prob

lem in noting that "the whole crux appears to be that sub-grade 

schools and evangelizing classes are looked upon as one and the
■ 'i'

same thing." He attempted to distinguish between them, by set

ting aside smaller plots for church classes and larger plots-'- 
2

for schools. But he failed to come to grips with the real 

issue — how to decide which was which. The missions did 

nothing to help establish these guidelines. On the contrary, 

they continued to encourage confoision. Thus, one missionary 

declared that "any distinction between school and church plots 

was arbitrary as there would be sub-grade schools on nearly all 

plots designated as church' plots, and the buildings erected on 

them would sometimes be used as schools."^

..1

•

1 Nyondo Archives, Ilinutes of the Meet^g of the 
"Bukedi" Fathers, held at Hgoia., 17 I'lay 1926.

^Hbale Archives, Series 12 Ho. 18 S.S.P 
to PC Jinja, 20 February 1928.

%.H.M. Archives, Jinja, E/8/1,. Mil Hill Mssion to 
Chief Secretary, 26 September 1930.

DC Bugisu ,• »



ArcMeacgn Mathers (CI-IS) took the position that though 

the classes were primarily catechetical, they also started 

young people on the path which led to higher schools, and 

eventiially to employment in government service. P.or this 

reason, he concluded, these classes deserved subsidies.

Mathers was again clouding distinctions, hut "in taking this 

position he also reminded the authorities of the part which 
these village schools played in We mobility of some peasants.

This view had been expressed by a mission spokesman at

1

the time of the negotiations prior to the establishment of the

Its repetition in the debates of theDepartment of Education, 

district boards of education was significant because it repre

sented a divergence from the argument based strictly on the

This view emphasized that oneprinciples of mass education, 

of the values of the village schools vras as a base for sub-

Such ansequent selection into,higher grades of education, 

emnhasis implied a need for certain minimum standards in the

schools, and imposed on the missions the obligation to main-

A recognition of this obligation en

couraged accord on the question of-^the need for selecting

of those village schools and focusing improvements there. 

This position was articulated by Bishop Campling of the Mill

tain those standards.

some

Hill Llission who insisted that "it the policy of the govem-

it will be advisablement to assist the sub-grade schools 

for us to see that our sub-grade schools are not merely

* • •

h'lbale Archives, Series 12 Ho. SC, Archdeacon leathers, 
Memorandtim, n.d. (probably 1927 or 1928).
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n1catechumenates.'

later when he wrote candidly, in defense of the government's

selective support of mission schools, "some of the hush Schools,

with five or six children attending occasionally, do not deserve 
2

a single cent,"

He reiterated his position some years

The missions' tendency toward compromise was matched 

by a loosening in the administration's position, 

support for this flexibility c^e from the Provincial Com

missioner in the Eastern Province who wro^e that the grants 

for sub-grade schools should be "fairly liberal so that it 

cannot be said in the future that all money is being spent on 

a few elementary vernacular schools and that the v/idespread 

sub-grades, which hfter all do a lot of spade work of a useful 
character, are left with a mere pittance."^

The main manifestation of this loosening of attitude 

was an agreement by the D.C

grant for sub-grade schools was entirely insufficient, 

was not in a position to support the whole system, which he

The main

Bugisu in 1935 that the annual• I

He

1 Hyondo Archives, Campling to "Bukedi" Fathers, 19
August 1926.

p
M.H.M. Archives, London, M.H. 27/16, Campling to 

Mill Hill, 7 February 1930. There were, of coiirse, exceptions 
to this spirit of compromise. In one case the mission repre
sentative, Fr. Kirk, refused to .'accept any money from the 
Board even for his elementary vernacular schools, unless a 
portion of the grant was allocated to sub-grade schools. The 
chairman refused. On being put to a vote, the question was 
decided in favor of the mission view, but the chairman re
corded his disagreement. See Mill Hill Archives, Jinja, 
Bugwere District, Board of Education, Minutes, (1927?).

^Soroti Archives, XEDU/l - MP 20, PC Jinja to District 
Board of Education, 19 September 1926.



continued to describe as inefficient and uneconomical, but 

his suggestion to select one school from each denomination in 

each suitable area for subsidy represented a big advance over 

the initial scheme for subsidizing only fifty schools through

out 'the protectorate. 1

Concessions from, the Administration

After 1933, the administration was much more amenable 

to expansion of the missions' sub-grade-schools, 

in a study of education policy between the wars in Tanganyika 

has explicit evidence which linked the administration's emphasis 

bn vernacular education in that territory, starting in 1933»

One scholar.

with the financial constraints imposed by the world economic
c-

Por Uganda, no such explicit evidence has been2
depression.

discovered, but the guidelines laid down by the Department of

Education at the beginning of 1934 indicated a new, enlarged

The relevant sections ofinterest in the sub-grade schools, 

this circular are cited hei:e as a clear indication cf the lines

of future government policy:

^Diatever the future of these minor sub-grade 
schools may be, it is certain that development must 
be gradual, and the majority will necessarily re
tain their present status as mainly baptismal and 
catechistical classes for some years. Our present 
aim shoxad be to provide a fuller education than 

be attempted in these scattered schools to a
•cs.can

^Mbale Archives, Bugisu District, Board of Education, 
lyiinutes, 12 January 1933.

^M. Wright, "Mssions and Education Policies between 
the Wars 'in Tanganyika" (paper read at the Institute of Common
wealth Stxdies, 22 January 1966, London.), (mimeographed.)

t
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hually widening circle...It is proposed, 
fore, to select for development in each

conti 
there
district from the existing sub-grade schools, 
a certain number which appear to be most suitable, 
owing to their location in regard, to the incidence 
of population. These selected schools' will follow 
the syllabus of the first two classes of the 
Elementary Schools, and should be staffed by 
certificated Grade "C" masters.'

. The element of selection was still a feat\ire of the

administration's program fon these schools. The Director of
Iducation underlined this position in his directive to the

local boards in the Eastern Province. "It is our piirpose to

regard a-Tl. sub-grade schools, not selected, as being catechis-

tical centres, and as such they will not in future appear in
- 2

our Blue Book retxims as schools." But the guidelines on
1-

this issue of selection were decidedly generous. Repeating 

the idea that consolidation was essentialj, the circular con

tinued, "at the same time extra financial assistance may be 

available from central revenue, and the actual needs of the 

district should be given paramount consideration, if necessary 

a Diinute to the effect that the full needs cannot be met from

local funds shovild be recorded, but the actual requirements
•3L '

of the district should be set out."^

Thereafter, the number of schools put forward by the

The Bugisu Board ofmissions for subsidy was very hi^.

Education established as a working base a limit of 150 schools

1 Mbale Archives, Series 4 Dl, Director of Education, 
Circular Memorandum No. 1/1934, 2 January 1934o

^Mbale Archives, Series 8 Ed. 7/54, Director of Edu
cation to Chairmen, Boards of Education, Eastern Province, 25 
August 1934.

^Mbale Archives, Series 4 Dl, Director of Education, 
Circular Memorandum, No. 1/1934, 2 January 1934.



to each mission.!^ Pr. V/illemen at Hagongera submitted a case 

to the Budama Board of Education, for support of 150 schools.

In Teso, the Board voted Shs, 5000/- for "bush schools other 

than those selected for improvement. m1
All of these proposals

exceeded the government's original intent, and each in turn
2 • ' • • was modified. But in 1938, a new category o*f schools appeared

— nursed sub-grade schools which, though not yet up to

the standard of sub-grade schools, qualified for giants from

the boards.^ By 1939» these nursed sub-grade schools were

receiving more money from each of the boards in the Eastern
Province than the selected sub-grade schools.^

Implications for Ifess and "Adaptive" Education

As a result of these compromis§p and concessions, that 

part of the mission education system which had been deliberately

1 Mbale Archives, Bugisu District, Board of Education, 
Mnutes, 20 April 19345 Series 8 Ho. 7/54, Er. Willemen to 
Budama District Board of Education, 1 September 1934; Series 
8 Ho. 7/47» Director of Education to PC Jinja, 17 Iferch 1937.

^Mbale Archives, Series 8 Ho. 7/54, Director of Educa
tion, Circular Memorandum, 17 August 1934; also, DC Budama to 
Director of Education, 11 October 1934, referring to the meet
ing of the Budama District Board of Education held 4 October 
1934; Director of Education to DC Budama, 25 October 1934;
DC Budama to Director of Education, 16 February 1934.

^Iftale Archives, Series 8 llo. 7/47, Ouseley, Inspector 
of Schools, Eastern Province to DC Budama, 6 lyiarch 1938; also, 
29 Hovember 1937.

^Hamirembe Archives, "Statement of Accounts, 1939.”
For IfflM, see 1-Ibaie Archives, Series 8 Ho. 7/48, "1939 - 
Rectirrent Grants as presented and approved by Budama District 
Board of Education, 24 February 1939; see also, Iftale District, 
Boai^ of Education, Mnutes, 13 February 1939.



omitted from the^plans of the Department of Education — 

the village schools — was partially incorporated into the 

government scheme by the late 1930's. The incorporation favored 

neither the missions nor the government completely. The gradual 

increase of monies available to a growing number of village 

schools in the years from 1925 to 1939 met only a portion of 

the initial demands of the missions. Likewise, it represented 

a substantial modification of the government's strict rule of 

consolidation. The incorporation of more village schools into 

the subsidized system V7as not a reversal of Hussey's original 

lack of commitment to mass education. These selected schools 

were not the venue of mass education, for the process of 

selecting schools whs, in effect, the process of selecting 

students. In the colonial situation, such selection meant ac

cess to higher grades of education and eventual employment.

The mission efforts to obtain broad subsidies for 

their village schools represented a continuation of the policy 

evolved after 1912 of making available to peasants the possi

bility of entering and passing through the school system.

With the e3q)ansion of opporttmities for peasants, these village 

schools had increasingly been seen as the point of access to 

hi^er education and employment. The government's efforts 

at selective subsidies were a tufining back to the period prior 

to 1912 when only a small minority, the sons of chiefs, had 

to the highest grades of school, and thus, jobs. The 

eventual compromise, which admitted the principle of selection,

but widened its parameters, merely"enlarged the selected minority.
•• *=

Whereas before 1912 the selected minority was confined to the

access
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sons of chiefs, after 1925 it stretched to include those 

peasants who had access to the subsidized schools, 

it effectively excluded the majority of peasants and created 

from those who went to subsidized schools a special category, 

an elite.

However,

Since the key to government's influ'^nce on education 

in Uganda after 1925 was i-^s power of "subsidy, these subsidies
'v- - -

meant a lessening of the govemijient' s ability to directly in

fluence policy outside of the subsidized sector. As a con

sequence, the government’s ability to dictate policy for the 

non-subsidized village schools was severely curtailed. In

articulating policies for adapting education to,the niral 

environment, therefore, the Department of Education focussed 

its attention on the elementary vernacular schools, and the

By so doing, theynormal classes, not on the village schools.

' were aiin-iTig at pupils who, by virtue of their attendance at

these schools, were a presumptive elite.

WOEK IH EASTERII UGAHDA

The economic prosperity ef eastern Uganda was based on 

cultivation of the land. And yet this prosperity encouraged the 

emergence of an occupational structiore which rejected work on 

the as the main soTirce of income and status. The condi

tions which surrounded peasant cultivation in the. inter-war 

years were partly responsible for this seeming paradox. At 

the same time, the opportunities available outside of the agri- 

cultural sector, which had emerged in large numbers in the , 

second decade of the century, continued to offer access to 

income and status.



a
The Peasant Cultivator in Eastern Uganda

The peasant economy, of eastern Uganda, based as it was j 

on cotton and, to a lesser extent, coffee, showed a remarkable 

resilience to the world economic depression of the' 1930's. 

Though the average price per pound for both cotton and coffee 

declined throughout the period, production increased markedly.- 

In 1929, cotton production for^ the whole protectorate measured 

203,000 bales, as compared to 424,QOO bales in 1938. Coffee 

exports over the same period jumped from 41,000 cwt. to 280,000 

cwt. The main reasons for these increases were probably not 

market factors. Rather, improved communications and advances 

in such fields as crop studies, disease control, and anti

erosion measures influenced production. The railway i'eached 

Sproti in 1928, making transport of ginned cotton to the coast 

much easier and less costly. Also, the program of scientific 

agriculture introduced by J.D. Tothill, the new Director^of 

Agriculture, led to more efficient methods of cultivation.

Despite this growth in production, the condition of 

the peasant cultivator was not particularly desirable, 

demands for quality control and the attempt to divorce market 

factors from production imposed restrictions on the activities 

of the producers, thereby stifling peasant initiative and 

limiting the profit any peasant could hope to gain from his

I

1

The

1 C. Ehrlich, "The Uganda Economy 1903-1945," History 
of East Africa, eds. V. Harlow and E.H. Chilyers, Vol. II 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1965), pp. 455-58.



Ehrlich has described this situation as the

Peasants were subjected

production.

"non-market" approach to development, 

to restrictions on transporting their goods to market. The

K

Cotton Zone Ordinance of 1935 divided the country into discrete

As no seed cottonzones for the sale and processing of cotton, 

could be moved out of -feiese zones, this ordinance opened up the

peasant producer to abuses by cartel buyers in the form of

By 1938 the Trading Ordinance restrictedginners* associations.

Africans from trading in scheduled areas, reseived for "non-

nativef^." Throughout the period, little encouragement was

¥ith-' given to the development of producers' cooperatives.

out any assistance, the few societies which! were formed were 

tiniversally unsuccessful.

Within eastern Uganda itself several factors were op-

1

erating which further reduced the desirability of a commitment 

Peasants were still subjected to the burden 

month's Tmpaid labor (Inwalo) on local public vrorks.

to cultivation.

of up to one

Though -axis labor-was particularly disliked by educated Africans,

"it was not bitterly resented," Ehrlich suggests, "perhaps be-

the chiefs enforced it mainly upon the less articulate 

peasants."^ Jt was especially burdensome in Teso where the 

infrastructure needed to cope with the growing cotton produc-

After 1930, it was

cause

tion demanded enormous labor resources., 

possible to avoid this obligation by paying a commutation fee,

1 pp. 458-68.

p. 493.

Ibid • f
2- ^Ibid .• f



but even with this possible option, the number of peasants 

subjected to luwalo labor was significant, as shown in 

Table 10. 1

Table 10. Compulsory labor (Luwalo). Teso District, 1936

17,348
11,378
4,378
3,941
2,578
2,041
2,368
1,907
1,516

Roads and Rest Camps
Special Work ^_
Tree Plantation 
Grain Stores 
County Headquarters 
Court House 
Chief's Houses 
Government Messengers 
Guards
County Messengers 
Agriculture '

726
511

48,692TOTAL

Pressure" on land was another important factor influenc

ing an individual's commitment to the agricultural sector, 

southern Teso, where the population numbered 200 people per

In

Faminesquare mile, the deterioration of the.,soil was marked, 

in 1928 and again in 1938 emphasized the need for a solution

The notable increase in the number of ploughsto this problem.
in the district exacerbated the problem because a ploughin use

much larger area than°had hitherto 

200 in 1920, the number of ploughsw . 2'
in Teso rose to 2971 ih 1927 and a phenomenal 40,000 by 1955.

enabled one man to open up a 

been possible. From a mere

^ P.G. Burke, Local Government and Politics in Uganda 
(Syracuse; University“Preis, l'9^7» p. 175,.

^J.C.D. Lawrance, The Iteso (London; Oxford University 
Press, 1957), p. 241; also, p. 30.“
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The traditional system of land tenure in Teso, which recog

nized the right of inheritance by the eldest son, compounded 

the difficulty. It was the responsibility of the heir to sub

divide the estate as far as practicable among his brothers, 

but he had the right to keep enough land for his own needs.

If there was no land left over for brothers, they were re

quired to seek it elsewhere .i Such a system presented a real 

dilemma when the definition of h<iw much land the eldest brother 

needed altered as significantly as it did after the introduc

tion of the plovigh. In northern Teso, there was land in 

abundance, but it was covered with thick bush, water was
.f-

scarcely available, and commxuxications were non-existent.

The Teso Informal Cohimittee, forerunner of the district team-, 

considered ways of tackling the problem and a Teso Resettle

ment Scheme was mooted, but never fully implemented. No 

organized removal of families from southern Teso took place.

As a consequence, many young men were motivate,d to define 

their future off the land.

In Bugisu, the presstire on the land was even greater, 

as it was the most densely populated district in the protec

torate. Before the profitable cultivation of coffee was high-
■r?

ly organized, the Bagisu made up,a substantial portion of the
d ‘

migrant labor force working in Bug^da and as far afield as
p

Mombasa and Tanganyika. Even after the profits from coffee

1

1
P. 31.

^See P.G. Powesland, “History of the Migration in 
Uganda,” Economic Development.and Tribal Change, ed 
•Richard. (Cambridge: W. Heffer & Soijs, 195’2}7

Ibid • »

Aol* 
p« 21o See.



1increased, Bugisu continued to export labor, 

fiably be assramed that someone willing to travel long dis

tances to work a stranger's land would cultivate his own

However, the combination of a

It can justi-

land if that were possible, 

burgeoning popialation and a system of land tenure which dis-

co\iraged the sale of land diminished this possibility for 

many young men. As in Teso, land was transferred mainly by 

inheritance, ilie significant difference, was that land was
O

automatically divided among a dead man's sons. Ko power in 

this respect resided with the eldest son. Eventually plots 

became-too srnal i to be economically viable. And yet sale 

of land was rare, being the last resort in adverse circum

stances, As a consequence, young men who had insufficient 

lariH found it almost impossible to buy land. Systems of leas

ing and loaning did exist as possible ways of obtaining land,

' but both arrangements were recognized as temporary and did not 

last more than two or three seasons. The continued willing- 

to emigrate in search of jwork must be seen as sympto

matic of this shortage of coiltivable land in Bugisu,

ness

also, E,S.A,, SMP 1929 A, Spire to.Chief Secretary, 20 Sep
tember 1912; SMP 1929 P, Spire to Chief Secretary, 5 March 
1917; SI-IP 1371,. Eden to Chief Secretary, 18 January 1918.

Powesland, op, cit.. p.-'43»

^J.S. laPontaine, T^ Oisu of Uganda (London: Inter
national African Institute, l559)» p^lS-l^

1
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Jobs in the Modem Sector

The changes of the first two decades of colonial over

rule in eastern Uganda, which had focussed first on developijag 

a viable cash crop economy and then on establishing an efficient 

atoinistration, leveled off during the inter-war years.

Pratt has called these years "the period of ‘tranquil and ac-

E.C.

cepted British rule, of stable and manageable relations between
\

the Protectorate government, the native government eind authori-

There was what might best be characterizedn1ties and the people, 

as a consolidation of the gains made during the expansion of the

Within this context of gradual development.preceding years, 

opportunities for employment in both the native administration

nni^ the specialist services continued to be available' and in

Pew useful statistics exist to help usincreasing numbers, 

determine with any precision the number of such posts availa

ble. These data either pertain to dates which are too early 

or too late for our needs, or they are aggregated figures 

which do not provide information on specific areas. Nonethe- 

t less, the early or late statistics do suggest trends which

useftil, while the aggregate data is relevant since employ

ment opportvmities were opened protectorate-wide, not defined 

by district boundaries.

As an example, the census of 1911 showed 1955 chiefs 

and sub-chiefs in the Eastern Province, including Busoga. In

are

O-

1 R.C. Pratt, "Administration and Politics in Uganda 
1919-1945," History of East Africa, eds. j. Harlow and E.M. 
Chilver, VoLI li'"'(Oxford; Clarendon Press, 1965), p. 541.



1921, this figurerisen to 2757. Unfortunately, the 

1931 census did not break statistics dovm by occupation, so 

that the upward swing in the number of jobs available in the 

native administration is difficxilt to plot graphically, 

however, we combine this aggregate information for the whole 

of the Eastern Province with the later statistics available 

for Bug^irere District, one smalU. section of the province, we 

can posit a continuation of the e;^pansion of opportunities 

in the native administration. In 1928 in Bugwere, the total 

number of chiefs and sub-chiefs was 397, broken down as fol

lows; county chief 1; sub-county chiefs 23; parish chiefs 100; 

village chiefs 273.^

Similarly, the opportunities in specialist services 

grew substantially. Again available figures are aggregated 

for the entire protectorate. But the figures in Table 11 are 

suggestive of the scope of the protectorate government's posi

tion as an employer by 1939.^ The implication of these spotty 

and uneven statistics is that opportunities for employment 

outside of the agricultural sector continued to be available 

in significant numbers in Uganda.

1 If,

1 Uganda Protectorate, Census. 1911, 1921, 1931.

^Mbale Archives, Series 4 No. R4A, DC Bugwere to PC 
Jinja, 20 March 1928.

SMP 7828, "CoTint of Asiatics and Natives in 
Protectorate Service," 1923; Uganda Protectorate, Estimates, 
1939.

E.S.A ® I



Table 11. Comparison of Posts Available for Africans in 
Government Depar’tments, 1923 and 1959.

Job Description^ 1^23 1939
\
i;

153I
141

528Clerks, Interpreters, etc, 
^Agricultural Instructors, Gardeners 
'Agricultural Assistants 
Veterinary Assistants 
Ass't, Inspectors of Sclioola___^ 
Teachers in Schools 
Assistant Medical Officers 
Medical Assistants (Companders, etc.) 
Telegraphists, Linemen 
Foresters (Rangers, Guards)
Printers, Sookbinders 
Drivers, Mechanics 
Surveyors, Draughtsmen 
Headmen, Overseers

40^

15
6

4 22
34

295 347
175

21 92
2933

100 130
50,
56^4

33

^This figure Includes storekeepers.
p
There is some discrepancy in the nomenclature used 

The inflated figure for 1923 would seem to indicatehere.
that the category was far more inclusive than that used in 1939.

•Z
-^This figure includes road inspectors,

^Por some major categories of jobs, comparable sta
tistics were not available. For example, the 1923 survey 
included 545 masons, carpenters, blacksmiths and sawyers 

■while no statistics for these jobs were in the 1939 estimates. 
The 1939 estimates included statistics on civil security per
sonnel as follovrs: police inspectors, 20; detectives, 57.5 
head constables, 9; sergeants, 36; corporals, 72; constables, ^ 
787; prison warders, 356. No comparable statistics appeared 

. in the 1923 survey.

Throughout the 1930*s, teaching increasingly came to

It will be reoccupy a respectable position as employment, 

called that in the 1510*s, teaching had not been competitive

with the administration in attracting candidates. At that 

time, people used teacher training programs as a way into



other jobs. Thus, in 1921, there were only 31 trained teachers
in the C.M.S> schools in ^eastern Uganda.^

In later years, as a result of the .introduction of

substantial perquisites, teaching became increasingly popular.

In 1929, the government introduced a system of normal

certi^cates to standardize the .differing church certificates

that hdd been awarded overtthe years'. The government established

guidelines for the content of tke course,- its length and the
2

number of students to be admitted from each district, Finan

cial assistance was to be given by the local boards. Those 

schools which trained teachers for the elementary vernaciilar 

‘schools awarded G-rade."A" certificates. The course was to last 

three years. Those‘ in which teachers for the selected sub-grade 

schools were awarded Grade "C" certificates. In 1936, this 

Grade "C" certificate became the minimum qualification which

v.

rendered its holder eligible for an exemption from payment of 

poll taix,^ This exemption was, in fact, a rebate to the mis

sions to cover the amount paid out in poll tax for their

teachers. As a consequence, even though the wages paid were

small and not compe-fcitive with other jobs, there was an in-

By 1940,crease in the nxuaber of people opting for teaching.

1 "Historical Record," 1922/23.

^See Soroti Archives,- ZEDU/l MP 20 II, PC Jinja to DC 
Teso, 4 April 1931, in.Which he refers to his own letter. Ho. 
2055 of 30 July 1929, vrhich outlined the above scheme. Unfor
tunately, I have been tinable to find a copy of this very impoi^ 
tant document, so my only information about it comes from sub
sequent 'reference- to it,, such as the one citpd here,

^Mbale Archives, Series 16 ED/9, Director of- Education, 
Circular Memorandiim, 17 January 1936; Circular Memorandvim, 11 
tiarch 1936. . ,

C.M.S • >

\;



no schools cat^orized at least as nxirsed sub-grade were 

without at least one grade "C" certificated teacher, and the 

balance between qualified and unqualified teachers had shifted
1dramatically,„as shown in Table 12.

, Two other issues which arose in the late 1920‘s and

of teaching and^50's had the e^ect of broadening the appeal 

thereby establishing it as^ an important part of the occupa- 

tional structure. The first wa^@ the question of commuting the 

labor obligation which we saw was a burden to the peasants 

throvighout eastern Uganda, and the second concerned plots 

given to the missions for construction of churches and schools.

Table 12. Qualifications5.of Teachers in the Upper Nile 
Diocese (CMS), 1940.

/

Numbers of teachers 
With certain levels of training

Masaba Budama Teso Lango. TOTAL

Levels of 
Training

1 87Makerere
Primary*
Grade "A"
Vernacular 
Grade "0"
Other qualifications 
Unqualified

27 2 11
20 15 7528 12

5612 824 12
16167 17 48 29

22
6 2818' 5 1

*This was a new certificate that had begun to replace the Grade 
"A" certificate.

In 1927, the authorities in the Eastern Province con

fronted the entire question of replacing luwalo labor by the
G

1 Namirembe Archives, Staff List, 1940.



payment of a comiautation fee (busuuLu), 

ensued which raised, among many other issues, the problems such

A long correspondence

a.commutation would present to the teachers employed and paid

If all of these teachers were asked to payby the missions.

this fee of Shs. 6/-, it was pointed out, the financial biirden 

to the missions wovild be enormous. Almost immediately in the 

negotiations, the principle^^pf refunding this amoimt to the 
mission was accented. (The most difficult problem arose in try

ing to decide which teachers were eligible for this refund.

Initially, only those teachers who held a diocesan

certificate or a certificate from the Department of Education,
■■■

. but who were not in receipt of an' adequate salary from any
‘ 1grant or other soiirce were thought to be eligible. The mis

sions had assured the goveifcment that they would only expect 

this refund to be paid to "teachers holding a diocesen certi

ficate, or some equivalent document...not unqualified teachers 

in the so-called Bush Schools." However, the Inspector of 

Schools recognized that such a selectiv^refund, which vfould 

probably not reach more than 170 teachers in the whole of the 

Eastern Province, would not alleviate the severe, hardships to 

the missions. He suggested, as an iaterim solution, to hold an
o

examination for all teachers and to issue local certificates to

^Soroti Archives, XI^SK/2 - MP 21% Perryman (Ag. Chief 
Secretary), to Secretary (HAG), and Secretary (MHM), 9 Septem
ber 1927; Perryman to PC Jinja, 10 September 1927, forwarding 
the above letter. See the same correspondence in Mbale Archives, 
Series 12 Ho. 18 C.T.O. .

^Soroti Archives, XMSH/2 - MP 219, Perryman to PC Jinja,
4 January 1927. See the same correspondence in Mbale Archives,



The periodthose who passed, thus q;ualifying them for a refund, 

of four or five years woiild then he allowed to assure that all

teachers in the suh-grade schools had obtained at least an 

elementary leaving certificate.

The government's final decision was a generous compro

mise with these suggestions. All catechists recognized by the
2

missions as teachers were exempted from luwalo labor, and the 

refxmd of busulu was to be paid in ,i*espect of all such teachers 

in charge of schools on plots with temporary occupation licenses.

1

The one limitation was that the grant woxild be made only up to 

From,-1934 onwards (subsequently this time period was ,1933.

extended to 1936) monies would be available only for schools

in charge of teachers ^ith an Elementary Vernacular leaving 

Certificate.^

A great deal of confusion surrounded this question as 

the Elementary Vernacular leaving Certificate mentioned by both 

the Inspector of Schools and the Chief Secretary did not exist.

Series 12 Ho. 18 C.T-.0. See also Soroti Archives, ■XMSH/3 - 
MP .S6A, Phillipps (DC Teso) to PC Jinja, 25 July 1927. !.

■•soroti Archives, XI'ISN/2 - MP 215, Morris, Inspector 
of Schools to PC Jinja, 8 I4arch 1928; PC Jinja to Morris, 31 
March 1928. See the same correspondejice in Mbale Archives, 
Series 12 Ho. 18 C.T.O.

^Mbale Archives, Series 12 IStb. 18 C.T.O 
DCs, Eastern Province, 12 December 1928, _ ..

PC Jinja to• ♦

^Jlbale Archives, Series 12 Ho. 18 C.T.O., PC Jinja to

in Makerere University Library); DC Bugisu to Pr. Terhorst,
9 August 1929; Chief Secretary to PC's, 5 June 1929. For 
extension of the time, see. I4bale Archives, M/1 (1930), PC - 
Jinja to DO'S, Eastern Province, 6 September 1934.



It was later poiiited out that the idea had been that pupils 

who had passed successfully through at least foior years of

elementary school would be granted- the refund while employed

Such a training did not qualify the holders

The govexn-
"as catechists*'.

1
as teachers so there could be no other meaning, 

ment's-intention, in setting this training as"a minimiun, 

appears to have been merely ^ ensixre that the refund went to 

literate catechists. As a resull), the refund of busulu was

paid to those church teachers who did not necessarily possess • 

a diocesan certificate of any kind, but had only completed at 

least the first four years of the elementary vernacular schools.
O'

In 1929, in Bugisu district alone, a total of Shs, 2088/- was
i.'N, **

paid to the missions'as^^ refund of busTolu to teachers-in

respect of 222 teachers working with the Mill Hill Mission and
2

126 teachers working with the C.M.S.

; .

Another advantage of teaching as a career followed from

One anthropo-the system of allocating plots for church work, 

logist has obsezved that in Bugisu this system gave rise to con

fusion because, though land could be given on loan to another 

party, no buildings coxad be b\iilt on borrowed land. Such 

action signified the intention not to return the land to its 

rightful owners.^ The implication here is that teachers, once

Hibale Archives, Series 8 No. 7/47, Director of Educa
tion to PC Jinja, 25 March.1937. Emphasis in the original.

^Mbale Archives, M/l (1930), DC Bugisu to Pr. Terhorst, 
22 A|ril.l930; DC Bugisu to Archdeacon Mathers, 22 April 1930.

^LaPontaine, op. cit«. p, 19.
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allocated a plolf-for church work, could see it-not only as

a way of getting land to cultivate, but also, following upon

construction of the necessary buildings, as"a way of claiming

ownership of the land. It is in light of these possibilities

that the controversy over the size of plots to be allocated
♦

becomes significant.
I

Initially, both schools and churches were allocated

In 1929,five acre plots on temporary occupation licenses, 

the D.C. hugisu suggested that a distinction be made between

schools which would be allocated five acres and evangelizing

Such a distinction repre-1
classes “which neededi, much less.

sented a threat to those church teachers-who wanted also to
i-

maximize the land at their disposal. Opposition from'the

missionary argued tha^ although 

clear^distinctions might exist between teachers of differing 

qualifications, the size of the plots ought -to remain identi

cal, othervrise the status and size of the plots would continu-

missions was immediate. One

ally change, as certificated teachers who left might be re-
2

placed by non-certificated teachers.

In the end, a distinction did emerge, and church plots 

were allocated only two acres while school plots were allocated 

Yet, in practice, confusion continued as most of the 

plots registeredi thereafter were .classified as church/school

' five.

^I'lbale Archives, Series 12 No, 18 S.S.P 
to PC Jihja, 20 February 1928.

Archives, ^Jinja, E/8/1, Ittll Hill Mission to 
Chief Secretary, 26 September 1930.

DC Bugisu• t
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1plots, thus q.ual:^ying for. the five acre allocation.' As a 

consequence, most teachers, with or without a certificate, 

could count on at least five acres of land for their use. In 

areas where land was scarce, such an allotment represented a 

signific^t emolument for service as a teacher.

^ • Both the refund of busulu and the allotment of five

acre plots on the basis of minium qualifications were per- 

qiiisites which made church teachiJig competitive. As a con

sequence, a channel of occupational mobility which did not 

require advanced training opened up.

V/hat emerged, therefore, in eastern Uganda was a 

three-tiered occupational structiire. At the top were those 

jobs' in the native administration or central government de

partments which v/ere highly competitive and required advanced 

education. At this same level, and competitive with govern

ment jobs because-of the supplementary benefits vfhich they 

entailed, were posts as schoolmasters which required at least 

a Grade "C" certificate. The second tier consisted largely 

of those chtirch teachers who had not proceeded further than 

the elementary vernacular schools, but who nonetheless 

enjoyed substantial perquisites accruing to their job. 

Finally, there were those v;ho remained in the agricultural 

sector as peasant cxiltivators.

1 I'lbale Archives, "Hegister of Mission Plots on Tem
porary Occupation Licenses for Churches and Schools." In 
this register are listed plots registered from 1911.■ The 
distinction between church and school plots began in 1912.

/



TmpT i nations for „the Schools

The establishment of minimum-standards of certifica

tion for employment in certain kinds of schools was the 

formalization of a situation which had come to exist-Earlier, 

that is, that certain jobs needed a particvilar kind of educa

tion, With the increasing complexity of colonial administra

tion and with the growing number of jobs available which 

required more than minimal litera'cy» people had for some time 

seen education in terms of job-specific qualifications. In 

the years after 1912, as teacher training was the highest 

form of schooling available for the peasants, it was often 

uised as a channel to jobs outside of teaching. For the people 

of eastern Uganda, at that time, 4hese facilities were^not 

limited, in^ their usefulness to what they were intended for.

They were looked upon as the point of access to the new wage 

sector in its broadest sense. The developments of those years

alerted the peasants to the utility of specialist education as
(i

distinct from the learning of basic literacy and numeracy.

With the selection of only a small number of schools 

for subsidy, new limitations on access to specialist education 

were introducedi Prior to this selection pupils in all schools 

had more or less the same chance to reap-the benefits from 

school attendance. Juat as these benefits became more 

lucrative, however, the possibility that pupils attending 

their first classes in remote, unaided bush schools would ever 

attain them became as remote as their schools. With the siphon

ing off of only a few schools to receive subsidies, first the

VP



elementary venmcnlar schools, and then widening to include 

selected sub-grade and nursed sub-grade schools, these schools 

became the sole entry point into the wage sector, Ko longer 

coiild anyone .hope to gain access to teacher training classes, 

high schools or jobs if he failed to get a place in one of ^ 

these grant-aided schools. In this way, sele'elfive subsidies 

returned education in eastern Uganda to a situation which 

paralleled the pre-1912 situatiW in which distinctions were
t

made between specialist schools for sons of chiefs and the un

differentiated literacy classes for peasants.

Given the awareness of the utility of specialized 

education in getting jobs, the continued availability and 

appeal of these jobs, and the narrowing point of access to 

specialist education, it was likely that once pupils succeeded 

in getting places in the subsidized schools, they'aspired to 

either a vacancy in a higher school upon the completion of 

the elementary vernacular course, or an immediate job.

THE PAIIURE OP "ADAPTIVE" 
EDUCATIOH

The Provincial Commissioner of the Eastern Province 

. had suggested as early as 1925 the formation of schools for 

sons of peaseints where instruction would focus on training 

the ordinary peasant to improve his agricultural efforts.

In fact, for many years before the establishment of the 

Department of Education, many of the mission schools had

1

1 B.S.A 
December 1925.

SI'IP 7914» PC Jinja to Chief Secretary, 29•»



attempted to lay^,emphasis on practical training in agriculture, 

and handicrafts. It will be recalled that both of C.M.S. board

ing schools for sons of chiefs in eastern Uganda .had started

out with a strong agricultTiral bias; at Kgora, :S;^s activity

centered on cotton-growing, while at Uabumali, coffee, was the 

These traditions continued well irito the periodmain crop.

A School ^Bandicraft Exhibition at Babiimali 

importance in* Bugisu district.

At it were exhibited the “^results of the boys' industrial train-

under discvission.

became an annual event of some

TYig department as well as contributions from many day schools
i

In 1926, more than 300 such schools' exhibits 

A description of the preparations for one of

in the region, 

were displayed.

these exhibits indicates the interest taken in practical traityng;

1

An the material for these handicrafts is 
obtained in the district and even some of the^cotton 
for spinning and weaving. Two or three boys are 
kept busy sev/ing the school garments. . More than one 
and a half hours are spent each morning in planting 
and tending foodstuffs and cotton. In addition to 
all this each boy has a plot in which, in his spare 
time, he may cultivate any plant or vegetable.'^

At Bgora, afforestation, ploughing, weaving, brickmaking and ,

cotton growing were all part of the school c\arriculum. In

addition, the boys were called upon to grow the food necessary
3

for supplying the school kitchen.

However, v;hen the Department of Education did finally 

take steps to implement a program of agricultural education,- ■

>

1 "Historical Record,"1926/27.C.M.S

^C.M.S., Proceedings. 1924/25, citing Archdeacon-Mathers.

• t

^C.M.S "Historical Record," 1921/2B; 1928/29.• *
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it cotild not. count on support from the many day schools 

aroxind the districts which had heen so supportive of the 

Nabumali program. Instead, its plans focussed on those 

school^and those pupils- who had made it to the elementary

vernacular schools. The Department of Education had aban

doned apy direct influence over the bulk of the village 

schools operated by the" chuk^ches by refusing to subsidize
limited to planning for those in 

the subsidized system. In this way it was forced to focus

agricultural educatiog^n the presumptive

them. As a resvilt, it vras

its initiatives in

j-elite.

Programs were designed at three different levels
t 0 ■ ■

V/hen asked in, the Legislative Assembly, what steps the'Depart

ment of Education was taking to train Africans in the "skilled 

processes incident to the farming and planting industries, 

Hussey replied that in the new syllabus of the elementary 

vernacular schools provision was made for practical training 

,in agricvilture. Also, he pointed out that a special course 

■had been drawn up under the supervision of the Department of 

Agriculture which would form, part of the curriculum in the 

normal schools for elementary and village school teachers.

A third element of the Education Department's program which 

he also mentioned, aimed at higher grade schools and at 

Ifekerere where an Agriciiltural Section had been established. 1

.^P.R.O., CO 685/18, "Summary of the Proceedings of 
the Legislative Council of Uganda," 28May 1926.



At all levels, close cooperation with the Department 

of Agricxilture was maintained. For example, in Teso, the 

Board of Education considered that one of the most important 

duties of the 32 agricultural instructors employed in the

S' '

district was to teach and demonstrate agriculture in the

Both missions were asked to submit ‘lists' Of schools

Syson from ITgpra

schools.

in which such instruction wa^ to.be given.

(CMS) asked for assistance both kt Ngora High School, with
5.

its 200 acre plot, and at five elementary vernacular schools

throvighout the district. Er. Thyssen of Ngora (MHI'i) handed

in a list of some'eighteen schools, some of them were bush 
0

schools. This prompted instructions from the district com

missioner that the agricultural instructors only give lessons 

in schools where there were more than twenty pupils.

'If such efforts in the schools were to be successful,
♦

however, it was important that the teacher, an addition to 

these, special instructors, be trained. ‘ The acting,,^govemor 

. complained in 1950'that practical agricultural training in . .
* j

■ the schools^ was being retarded thr.ovigh a lack of properly
2

qualified, teachers. Some kind of rural training and orienta-
— . O * '

tion for teachers had been discussed in 1925 when Hussey

1

V \

so

Soroti Archives, XEDU/l - I€P 20, Tfeso District Board 
of Educaijion, Iilinutes, 51 December 1927, forwarded with 
Ifeckenzie (DC Teso) to PC Jinja, 7 January 1928; PC Jinja to 
Teso Board of Education, 16 January 1928; Syson (Hgora CMS)

• to DC Teso, 26 January 1928; Pr. Thyssen to DC Teso, no date, 
forwarded with Mackenzie to Senior Agriciiltural Officer, 
Serere, 27 Pebruary 1928./ '

P.R.O., CO ^36/163, Perryman, Acting Governor to CO, 
2 September 1950.
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directed that thg^ designated supervisor of technical train

ing at Maherere, Mr. Savile, visit the technical school at 

Kabete in Kenya. His visit was to-include a close observa

tion of the Jeanes School which had been established there,

and which Hussey thought to be parallel to his proposed normal

In fact,1school for elementary school teachers at Makei’ere. 

however, the Jeanes School“v^as aimed at training teachers for 

the village school situation and'the lessons to be learnt from . 

a visit to Kabete would have been more relevant to those

fhere is a
teachers destined to teach in~s^-^rade sp^ools.

. record that a few such teachers actually went to Kabete from 
2 ”

eastern Uganda,

The main effort at preparing teachers for their role 

as agricultural innovators, however, came once again through 

cooperation with the Department of Agricult\ire. A course was 

designed, in conjunction with the normal course. This course
I «

was to be held at the Agricultural Stations at Bukalasa in 

Buganda and Serere in Teso, It included instruction in the 

development of school gardens and in simple .demonstration work 

and usually lasted three months after completion of the normal 

covirse,(^ The design of this co^se was a compromise igith what

1 B.S.A. .k576/08, Hussey to Chief Secretary, 21
December 1925." For.a discussion of this Jeanes School, see 
a. Heyman', "The Initial Years of the Jeanes School in Kenya, 
1924-1931,” Essays in the History of African Education, eds 

> V, Battle and C, Lyons, TSew York!i^Teachera”^ollege Press, 
1970), pp. 105-123.

.diocese of .the, Upper Mile, Minutes'’of the Board of 
Education, 14 December 1932.

^Mbale Archives, Series 16 ED/9, Director'of Educa
tion to Educational Secretaries, CHS and MHM, 10 September 
1930; see also Series 16 ED/4i Circular Ho, 12, Director of 
Education, 27 April 1933.

• >
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the Department Education had- considered ideal. As the 

number of places available at either Bukalasa or Serere was 
inadequate to accommodate all the teachers-in-trainln^, it 

had been thought advisable to place such agricultural training 

in the normal schools themselves^ A scheme had been thus

worked out for establishing a model holding ^t each normal
1 ’’

school. No record exists,i^owevef, that these model farms
were ever developed. On the con Wary, at Buwalasi, for examl>le,

to

as late as 1-957, the Agricultural Officer visited the school 

to discuss what^mlght be done with the mused 45 acres of 

^property, ^ Yet. another problem which surromdW'this covirse 

was finance. The district boards of education had money to . 

be speu^ only on the normal course, and though the mission 

representatives-, argued that the agricultural ^.course was actually 

a continuation of the normal course, the boards were reluctant 

to vote money for the purpose,^ By 1940, it was clear that
S 4

many sub-grade and elementary vernacular teachers in eastern
T ' 4 ■ ■

Uganda had not done their course at Serere,^

^Mbale Archives, Series 16 ED/4, Circiolar No. 12, 
Director of Education to Mathers, Wheeler (Buwalasi) and Er. 
Van Oilles (Nyondo), 27 April 1955; Director of Education to 
PC Jinja, 25 January 1955* ‘ .

^O-^M.S., "Historical Hecbrd," 1956/’57, p. 108,

for example,Mbale ArcMves, Bugisu District, 
Board of Education, I4inutes, 28 April 1952,

^See Mbale Archives, No, S,S,, Miss A, Robertson, 
School Inspection Report, 7 August 1940,

5See



Serere ijas also used for other types of courses. In 

1954I a fourteen day course for chiefs was inaugurated. The
Jt

following year witnessed the start of the small holders* 

course which was of two years’ duration. Little information 

is available on the chiefs’ course. Por each course, twenty 

candidates were taken. Instruction covered &U9h subjects as 

anti-erosion methods, manurii^g, ploughing, maintenance of 

fertility and prevention of soi]) deterioration. It was hoped 

that these men, once trained, wotild act as catalysts in their

•T

1own areas.

The small holders’ course was more important. Its 

purpose vras to turn ^t potential farmers who knew how to 

work their farms inWUigently. It vjas designed for boys who 

had done some training in the elementary vernaciilar schools. 

Stress was laid on the fact that the course was essen-y-ally
,v, *

for those willing to retvim to their own villages. No hope 

could be held out that any of the candidates would be given 

employment in goverment service. Thus, the Superintendent .

■ of Agricultural Education reminded those selecting candidates
-T

that no certification would be issued on completion of the

course. "It is considered," he argued, "that the giving of

certificates might tempt them to seek for ’jobs’ afterwards,
2 ■ ■ '

rather than to become cultivators."

I

^I'lbale Archives, Series 8 No. 7/60, DC Budama, Memo
randum, 12 Pebruary 1957. See also, J.D. Tothill (ed.), 
Agricultxire in Uganda (London; Oxford University Press, 1940),
p. 59.

^liibale Archives, Series,8 No. 7/60, Superintendent of 
Agricultural Education to DC Budama, 23 November 1956. '



This course, seems to have foundered over the question 

of the ability of its participants to actually take up farming. 

It had been an explicit assumption that those selected for the 

coxirse should have some- capital with which to start their farms

However, little cogniz^ce was 

apparently taken of the problems consequent upon the systems of
5

land tenure. . As we saw earlier,^ there was a growing pressure 

on the land in both Bugisu and Teso as a restilt of the new , 

prosperity and new methods of c\xltivation. In Bugisu, the 

system of-^^land tenure discouraged the “buying and' selling of 

property, and, more impor'tant, there was little land available.
•s'

In Teso, where the system of inheritance worked in favor of the 

eldest son, younger brothers could establish a holding else

where, but the available land was largely unsuitable. The

governor, in reviewing this course, complained that no thoiight
2

had been given to these problems of land tenure, 

years of operation the official in charge at Serere lamented 

the fact that the past students had made no attempt to settle 

themselves. One had found employment in the shops at Soroti. 

The only one who seemed to have ..a sincere inclination tQ_ 

establish his own holding had no suitable land on which to 
doso.^

r 1after completing the course.

0

After two

f

1 I'lbale Archives, Series 8 Ho. 7/60, Superintendent of 
Agricultural Education to D6's, Eastern Province, 11 October 
1934; see also DC Budama, Memorandum^.12 Pebruary 1937.

Mitchell, "Diaries, Tanganyika, Uganda, Kenya, 
etc. 1927-1959,” entry dated 1 May 1936. (MSS in Rhodes House 
library, Oxford).

%bale Archives, Series 8 No. 7/60, Watson (Serere) to k 
DC Budama, 11. May 1937; Haidment (Agricultural Officer Mbale) ^ 
to DO Budama, 16 June 1937.
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Though it ^hS'd been established as an East Africa—wide 

institution, and it attracted large numbers from Uganda, 

I'lakerere was not very successful in attracting stxidents from 

eaatern Uganda.^- An„analysis of the college roll for 1941 

sh'6vred that of 158 students, 94 were from Uganda, 

only 14 were from eastern Uganda, 

the agricviltural ,pourse was n'ot popiilaryha

Of these. 

Among the few who did go, 
shown in Table 13.^

1

Distribution by Courses of Students ^rom-EasternTable 13.
Uganda at Makerere, 1941

Number of Students from 
Eastern Uganda

Teso

7

TOTALCentralCoxirse

35MAY*
Education
Medical
Agricultural
Veterinary
Engineering

835
211
11

14410• TOTAL 1

*MAV was a preliminary course for-Jlmose who would subse- 
. quently select either the medical, agricultural or veterinary 
. course*

V.

These figures represent the entire enrollment for the

The lack of enthusiasm for the

of concern to the, Agriculture

period from 1937 to 1941.

AgricultTiral co^lrse was a cause 

One officer wrote.Department.
j

^Mbale Archives, KP EDU/lO/2, Ouseley, Inspector of 
Schools, Eastern Province to PC Jinja, 3 July 1941.

%Ibale Archives, loc. cit.



I^am conceimed at the lack of Eastern 
Province Students coining on at Makerere 
\irgently want two or three 2eso for 2eso District 
and Serere, one Teso or Mugwere for Centr^ ^d 
possibly one or two of the Budama jPadhol^ tribe,
I'here are no Teso at all coining on,..If the material^ 
is available I woxild like to do something to en- 

. courage recruitment. Baganda are quite plentiful, 
but are distasteful to' the local people and are not 
so suitable for our purposes ovfing to lack of local 

'"knowledge, i

It is clear, therefot^, that even at the highest levels, 

agriculture was not chosen as a priority by those students who 

coTJld choose. This failure of initiatives in agricultural

We• • •

education in eastern Uganda to make much impact paralleled

The source ofa similar failure in other colonial areas, 

this failure was the contradiction in a policy which was based 

on assumptions.valid‘ for one set of circumstances and which wa^

aimed at a situation in which assumptions were quite different. 

In establishing his criteria for effective resistance to mis

sion education throughout Africa in the 1920's and 1930's,
a

Terence Ranger has expressed this contradiction more generally;

As it became clearer that economic opportunity 
would be rather in entering the system being created 
by whites,- and as it became understood that the 
technological skills offered were not capable in 
■themselves of reproducing white material mastery but 

’ were rather skills which equipped men only for 
subordinated positions, the demand for improved 
education came to concentrate almost exclusively 
on literary and ojerical education. In a situation 
where a newly excli^ive demand for literary education 
ran into a European insistence on technical and 
agricultural instruction of 'relevant' kinds, there 
was widespread expression of African criticism of 
educational provisions in the 1920's and 30's in p 
many areas where it had not previously been heard.

Hibale Archives, ICP EDU/lO/2, Hayes (Ag, Senior Agri- 
cviltural Officer) to PC Jinja, 25 June 1941,

Hanger, "African Attempts to Control Education in 
East and Central Africa 1900-1939," Past and Present. XXXII 
(1965), p. 69.

l



In. eastUganda, no vocal or violent opposition 

There is no indication that any independent school

But the inability of the

surfaced.

movement appeared in the area, 

government to launch any effective or widespread program of

agriculttiral education must be seen as indicative of the 

opposition of the people for whom such a program was intended. 

By their silent reluctance to^,^low those schools which had 

been designed as recruitment mechanisms into the new wage 

gector to be diverted from that purpose in the interests of 

adapting them to the rural environment, the people of eastern 

Uganda successfully thwarted the aims of the protectorate and
r.' *

literary, and not agriciilturaJ., educa

tion characterized the growing school system of eastern' 

Uganda in the period up to 1939, and, indeed, up to the 

present.

mission authorities.

i

Xi
■\
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CHAPTER YI

I" 'COE^USIONS

: \

The history of educational development*in> the early 

colonial period in eastern Ug^da exemplifies the complex
' ‘t

relationship between external educ^ational initiatives, the 

social changes of the colonial situation, and indigenous res-

The observation of \ineven indiponses to,the initiatives, 

genous responses in eastern Uganda to what were broadly simi- 

lar external initiatives supports the idea of an intervening

In this stkdy, the crucial variable was the diverse 

of Ic^al colonial environments.
variable. 

nature

administrative changes related to colonial overrule were 

neither uniform nor simultaneous in all parts of eastern 

Uganda, they affected response to education differently from 

place to place and from time to time.

Three chronological periods were loosely defined. 

Initially, the missions established a broadly based, largely 

undifferentiated system of village schools which were pre

dominantly religious in their organization and content. In 

these schools little more than literacy and nomeracy was 

taught. The only notable development beyond this undif

ferentiated system was the emergence of schools for sons of 

chiefs which were generally confined to a small segment of

As the economic and

-V

During the years from 1912 up to the timethe popTolation.



when the govemmejat assmed an official role in the direction 

of education, the missions continued in their dominant role. 

Their main efforts during this period focussed on teacher 

training. As a consequence, there emerged an increased 

availability of channels of education beyond baptism for those 

who were not necessarily sons of chiefs. In the initial years 

of government involvement after 1925, the missions and the 
government shared responsibility Icor education. For the first 

time, conflict surfaced over what sort of educational posture 

should pertain. The missions demanded subsidy for all their 

schools and teacher training classes while the government 

favored a system of selective subsidy whereby only a limited 

number of schools would receive grants. The rest were i:o fend 

for themservoB. At the same time, the government wished to 

introduce an agricultural bias into those schools which came 

under its jjifluence.

I

Within each of these periods, indigenous response from 

one area to another was xmeven. Th\is, for example; at the time

differentiation, it 

engendered a more vigorous response in, Teso than in other 

parts of eastern Uganda. This positive response came despite 

the fact that the missions carried over into Teso many of the 

Baganda-inspired preconceptions which had resulted in failure 

in the Mbale ‘area. The significant difference between Teso 

and the other areas was the economic prosperity which followed

• when mission education exhibited

from the j)rotectorate authorities' campaign to establish

The success of the campaign and itscotton as a cash crop, 

attendant prosperity depended partly on geographical factors



but it also'depended i;^on the economic history of pre

colonial Teso which, at the time the colonial authorities 

Tindertook their search for a cash crop, was undergoing.a 

radical change from pastoralism to agricultiire This tran- 

sition rendered the Iteso more open to new crops and new

techniques than people who were still immersed in their

The choice-of.^cotton combined wfbhtraditional patterns, 

the physical and historical suitability of Teso to make it'

the center of early economic activity and prosperity.

in fact, as a consequence of Teso'sIn contrast,

prosperity, both karamoja end the Mbale area were thrust into

positions of subsidiary importance in colonial development

The focus oh cotton blinded the authorities to the ’plans.

potential for trade which had surfaced in Karamoja in the

The Mbale area toolast years of the nineteenth century, 

suffered from the inevitable decline of the trade-in ivory

as its early prosperity, confined to Mbale town, had been

As the surround-based on its location astride this trade.

ing areas were not particularly suited to cotton cultivation,■

Then, with the constructionthey received little attention, 

of a transport network centered on Lake Kyoga and aimed at

For both areas, x.Teso, this area became more of a backwater, 

however, the greatest disadvantage stemmed from the authori-

Neither of these two areasties' demand for law and order, 

met protectorate standards in this regard, 

of Earamoja had resulted from the administrative neglect of

The lawlessness

the area in the last years of the nineteenth century. By the



iime administratioh was extended to the ^ea, the situation 

had seriously deteriorated. The official response was a 

full decade of military expeditions and stringent measures f 

against trade and traders who had been responsible for es

calating the situation by importing guns in return for ivory.' 

In the I'ibale area, the program of pacification which charac

terized the first decade of colonial rule was necessitated by
.1 *

a fragmented, but firm, opposition to the imposition of a

protectorate government based in Buganda and using Baganda

personnel. In both areas the early colonial presence was

dominated by pacificationnaot economic development.

The uneven response to educational initiatives in

the first years of colonial rule in eastern Uganda can ^e 
*

explained by reference to this contrast in the early colo

nial environments of Teso, Earamoja and the Mbale area.

In Teso, with its new-found prosperity, opportunities were 

opening up outside of the traditional sector for large num

bers of people. However, these people could not easily 

divorce themselves from the traditional society which con

tinued to impose on them obligations of seyeral kinder. It 

was in this transitional situation that the early mission 

schools, undifferentiated, and offering -little more than 

basic literacy and numeracy, became useful. Throu^ their 

schools, the missions offered both ah ideological base and 

an institutional refuge for those trying to maximize

i

!
s

!

i
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c*

their individuality in opposition to the traditional com-

It was as a result of this pro-munallsm of village life, 

tection factor that the missions gained'an immediate and firm
V



foothold in leso. Iffi^hout these opportimities, and the con

sequent need for such protection, the response elsewl^re in
c

eastern Uganda was less enthusiastic.

In a parallel way, the one institution that did appear ■ 

in this early period which was qualitatively different, the 

schools for sons of chiefs, also engendered a morfe immediate 

and enthusiastic response in leaq^ than elsewhere. Inevitably/ 

the protectorate administration looked to the chiefs in Teso 

to rally support and cooperation for their cotton campaign. 

Consequently, these chiefs were judged by how well they per

formed tasks set for them by the administration. ...Though the

authorities liked to pretend that they were traditional chiefs, 

these men in fact depended for their position on the support

If such men wanted to con-
■(}

and favor of the administration, 

tinue to be chiefs, or if they wished their sons to carry on

after them, it became cjnicial that these" successors qualified

In neitherunder the new rules, which included schooling.

Karamoja nor the Mbale area did the chiefs occupy such a ^

crucial position ,in colonial plans during the first years of

As a consequence, the utility of the schools for 

of chiefs Vfas. not as immediately appa,rent, and the, school

the century.

sons

at Kabumali (sometimes at Mivule) appeared-later ^d progressed

far more slowly than the ones at Ngora. ■

Whereas the most, significant contrast during the first 

period was between Teso, on the 'one hand, and Karamoja ^d 

the Mbale area on the othe:^ in the years after 1912, the locus 

of contrast shifted. During this second period the-gap between 

Teso and the Mbale area closed while Karamoja continued to



trail well behind, ^Durj^ these years, the crucial variable, 

which gave direction to the schools and thus established the 

context for indigenous response, was a change in the system of 

administrative control in eastern Uganda, Starting in 1915, 

the system of using Baganda agents throughout the administra

tion was reversed; along with the agents went their followers. 

These departures created a large number of job opportunities ^ 

the local administration. At the sbme time, the growing size 

and complexity of the administration increased the nmber of 

jobs available in the specialist services such as interpreters 

and clerks. The d&mands made by officials on the men who took 

up these jobs were shaped by their experiences in Buganda.

The chiefs as well as the clerks and interpreters were expected 

to be literate. The importance of schooling to a higher level 

than had hitherto been available, except to sons of chiefs, 

became increasingly obvious.

Only in Karamoja did this sh^t in administrative control 

“fail to materialize. Baganda agents had not been used to any 

great extent there. In fact, few new administrative roles had

been created at all in light of the strict adherence to an

A colonialofficial policy of limited involvement in the area, 

system of Idckl chiefs did exist, but the responsibilities 

which these men shotildersd were far less onerous and far less

V/hen even these responsibilities 

proved too difficult to carry out, an official appeal was made 

to the missions to vindertake schooling, at least in part 

■directed at chiefs, but without any vigorous effort at estab

lishing a responsible native administration, these educational

crucial than in other areas.

- rt



efforts met with, little success, and were completely abandoned 

after a few years.

The emphasis on up-grading teacher training during 

this period, with the establishment of the Ugora Missionary 

College (CMS) and. a similar institution at Mabumali, was a suc

cessful' initiative because it made available to‘sons of peasants 

the possibility of an educatioh ^ter baptism which paralleled 
the education formerly confined to^sons of chiefs. In fact!,

■ -I
the missions' aim was to so train prospective tethers that! 

they would have the same status as chiefs. In doing so, how

ever, they opened up the possibility that students, once 

educated, would become chiefs and not teachers. As teacher 

training was the only darnel of high level schooling availa

ble to the sons of peasants, it was often used by them as a 

point of access to jobs either in the local administration or 

. the specialist services within the district administrations.

Tf/hat had begun as an effort to eq\ialize the status of church 

teachers and government workers had resulted in a widening. ^ 

gap between the bxilk of church teachers who remained untrained 

or minimally trained, and the few who, once having been trained, 

were tempted to abandon teaching in favor of more highly paid 

government jobs. In this way, the educational initiatives of 

the missions suited the colonial environment of the period 

which had broadened opportunities for yotmg people v/ith some 

schooling.

M.;-

t- .

The period after 1925,' when the missions were called 

upon to share responsibility for education, witnessed, for 

the first time, a debate over what educational policy was to be.



The clash betweei^mission and government over xhe question 

of subsidy pitted efforts to continue wide access to advanced 

levels of education for all the children of peasants regard

less of where they started their schooling against efforts to 

restrict access to higher education in accordance with the 

probable number of openings available, and consequently to 

bar from any hope of access those who started their schooling 

in unsubsidized schools. The access, it is true, was to be 

broader than had been the case during the first decade, when 

only sons of chiefs could hope to have such educational op

portunities; but, it was narrower than during the period,
•!*?

after 1912, when the missions had developed a school system 

obviously with the interests of sons of peasants in mind.

As all schools had been more or less equally dealt with 

(efficiently or inefficiently), aJJ. had the possibility of 

passing through them and into the teacher training classes.

As a consequence, the introduction of selective subsidy forced 

on students at an early age the notion that attendance^ at a 

particular school meant membership in a select body, apart 

from others. Having entered subsidized schools, boys came 

to expect that they would continue their schooling to higher 

levels. By this process, a presumptive elite was formed.

It was precisely this presumptive elite which was the 

target of government .efforts to establish programs of agri

cultural education. The government was only in a position to1

impose its decisions on those schools and those students which

It was, of course, only subsidizedit helped to finance. 

schools into which government-sponsored programs could be
i.
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Th.Tis., it was at these schools and their students

And yet,

^ by virtue of the selective subsidy, the students in these schools 

were already members-elect of the educated elite, ‘ jiieir resis

tance to agricultural education Reflected a realistic assess

ment of the relative opportunities of a career in agriculture 

as opposed to employment in the wage-earning sector.

This" brief summary of ~tEe^ study illustrates- the dependence 

of indigenous response on the congruence at given times between 

external educational initiatives and economic and administrative
-■ y ' - '
environments. It also highlights the fact that in.eastern 

Uganda the indigenous'contribution to educational development

took the form of "response” not "demand." Much of the history
%

of education in Africa written in the past decade has focussed 

on the notion of African demand for education of one kind or 

In eastern Uganda, this factor of demand came 

almost totally from external agents, il^e missions, and later 

the government, both formulated and implemented educational 

policy in the area without any significant pressure frogi the ^ ■ 

indigenous population,

primariJLy by mission experiences in Buganda, After the 

government's entry into the arena of policy-making and imple

mentation, educational policy ij^as-designed with reference to 

the dememds made on the Department of Education by the Colonial 

Office in london, and the protectorate authorities in Entebbe.

introduced.

that efforts at agricultural education were directed.

0(

; 1

1another.
■■■i

;■ ’■

Initially, this policy was shaped

1

^See for example I, Hanger, "African Attempts to Oont-fol 
Education in East and Central Africa 1900-1939." last and 
Present, XXZII (1965), pp*, 57-85. Also, P, Poster, Education 
and Social^Change in Ghana (Chicago; Ihe University of Chicago
Press, 19657,



*p>iA indigenous contribution to educational development 

Vn eastern Uganda liay in interpreting how the schools that 

appeared could best be u^d in light of the new opportunities 

aveiilable within, the colonial context. Thus, for example, 

initially, when church schools in the villages were the only 

k-inf^H of schools available, they were used as* places of refuge 

from communal obligations ^o'i^t^se seeking new economic op

portunities. When teacher training institutions developed 

as the only form of higher education available to peasants, 

they were used as points of access to jobs outside teaching, 

in one or another branch of government. In both cases, the
•TT

schooj^s grew up as a result of the design of external agents. 

In both cases, however,'though the schools retained their 

original appearance, they in fact performed fxmctions quite 

.distinct from what had been the designers* original intent. 

Only in the schools for sons of chiefs were the original in

tentions and actual functions identical, but even here the 

i^tial demand came from the protectorate authorities-^ not

from the chiefs of eastern Uganda.

In aTT cases, the schools succeeded becaijse there was
' ' '

a congruence between them and particular economic and admini-

hut the existence of such congruence

j

strative environments.
c

It was in determining its existence 

that the Africans of eastern Uganda played a significant role. 

It was they who assessed whether or-not the type of education 

available was suited to their needs and who responded in 

accordance with this assessment.

was not self-evident.
r.
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In the years after 1925, when educational options 

were available for the first time, the importance of this

At that time, theprocess of assessment was most evident, 

colonial authorities attempted to impose on the Africans of

eastern -Uganda an education adapted to what the authorities 

perceived as the environment of the area. Their perceptions 

■ were based on the assumption, that as economic prosperity in 

' eastern Uganda was grounded on a^ric\fLtural productivity, it 

was desirable for educated people to ret^lrn to the land. 

However, the economic prosperity, though based on the land, 

had also spavnied opportunities for wage-earning employment 

in government and teaching. The result was the emergence of . 

a class of people who defined their aspirations away from 

the land. It was these same people who concluded firmly that 

there was no congruence between "adaptive" education and 

their newly formed aspirations. As a consequence, "adaptive" 

education was rejected.

In conclusion, let us return to an observation with 

which this study was introduced. In discussing the transfer 

of institutions from one society to another, Daniel lemer 

observed, "The controlling component of this sequence is 

internal to the traditional society. The initial intrusion 

comes, it is true, from the outside. But its impact depends 

upon the reaction of the indigenous people, 

has two relevant implications. First, it supports the notion

u1 This statement

1 D.- Lemer, "The Transformation of Institutions," The 
Transfer of Institutions, ed., W.B. Hamilton (Durham: Duke” 
Oniveriity Presi7~193477 PP» 8-9o



that "demand” can ■— indeed, normally is — an external 

factor,' Second, it advances the idea that "response," that 

is, indigenous response, is a significant determinant ("the 

controlling component") of the success of such intrusions or 

initiatives. Nowhere does this observation posit the need 

for an internal demand as a pre-condition for success, ’The 

process of educational transfer in eastern Uganda followed 

this observed pattern, Ihough thefe was little evidence of 

an indigenoiis demand for education in eastern Uganda, in 

contrast to what had occurred in Buganda and elsewhere, the 

contribution of Africans to educational development in the 

area was nonetheless real. Indigenous response to external 

• initiatives, as opposed to indigenous demand, gave scope, for
■o

a less dramatic, but remarkably effective, influenc'^ 

brought by Africans on the growth of schools during the 

colonial period.

J
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